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SAC, Atlanta (100-5713) 7/21/05 .

Director, FBI (100-433734)

COHIHFIL
SOOTSBEIH CS&XSTZAff LEADERSHIP CQB7ERE8CS (SCLC)
ISTEIiHAL SECURITY - C

'

R© Atlanta aiartol and imi 7/13/05. conies to Hew
York, which reported that on© I L who Is said
to bo connected with ciyil rights activities in Hew York City,
had offered to furnish the experiences of her organization
(unidentified) to the SCLC. It was indicated that according
to rmdSCXC official, the SCLC would foe better prepared to
"move into" Hew York City without -asking too may mistakes.

It was also reported that James Bevel told
Randolph Blackwell, a follow official of th© SCLC, that ho,
Bevel, is seeking psychiatric assistance at Chicago, Illinois,
and plans to so© his doctor is the. near future. Blackwell
instructed Bevel to obtain whatever assistance" he required
and that he, Blackwell, would sc© that an adequate ©sense
is made to cover Bovol’s absence from the SCLC activities.

On the basis of information furnished, I I b6
I I is unidentifiable in Duffles. Hew York should advise b ?c
tho Bureau and Atlanta of information available identifying
this individual, th® organisation which she is connected with,
and,partiealarly, of any subversive informtion concerning her.

I

The fact that an SCLC official is now in need of
psychiatric assistance must be explored for further details
through established reliable sources, Recipient offices
should foe most alert to further information on this matter.
Any inquiries necessary must be cost discreet and such as
cay not prove embarrassing to the Bureau. Keep th© Bureau
promptly advised of pertinent developments and information
which may be disseminated should be included in liHis,
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No•

Bureau 97-4575

New York, New York
July 21, 1965

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM
FBI AUTOMATIC DEC LAS S I F I CAT ION GUIDE
DATE 12-29-2011

Re: John Henrik Clarke
Security Matter - C

A confidential source recently furnished the
following information:

On June 4, 1965* John Henrik Clarke, as Associate
Editor of Freedomways" magazine, contacted Dr. Carlton B.
Goodiett, 1360 Turk Street, San Francisco, California, and
stated that he was pleased to know that Goodlett had obtained
an all-expense invitation" for him to attend the World Congress

of Peace, National Independence and General Disarmament, in
Helsinki, Finland, July 10-17, 1965 . Clarke said he would be
able to attend the Helsinki meeting but because he had to be
back in New York on July 21, probably would not be able to
make the tour of the Soviet Union as ,

a

guest of the Soviet
Peace Committee.

Clarke noted that as Director of the Heritage
Program at Haryou-Act, he has a staff of new teachers working
under him who would be able to do some of his work. He added
that on the 21st of July, he had to meet with the Board of
Directors of the agency and evaluate the entire Summer Teaching
Program.

Clarke also mentioned that if a meeting in Accra,
Ghana, materialized for December, he would be pleased to go,
and, in both cases, would appreciate knowing from Goodlett
what is expected of him.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside



CONFIDENTIAL 0

Re: John Henrik Clarke
Security Matter - C

A characterization of Freedomways
Associates , Inc., publisher of the
magazine "Freedomways", is set forth in
the appendix pages.

John Clarke

On August 14, 1964, a confidential source
made available information reflecting that
John Clarke of "Freedomways" was an
"associate" of the American Institute cf

Marxist Studies (AIMS).

A characterization of AIMS is set forth
in the appendix pages,

Haryou-Act is a combination of Harlem
Youth Opportunities Unlimited and Associated
Community Teams. It is an organization se.t

up to secure better employment and other
opportunities for Harlem youth as well as
community development.

Carlton B. Goodlett

"The Sun Reporter", a weekly newspaper
appealing to the Negro population in the
San Francisco Bay Area, in its issue of
July 28, 1962, set forth that Carlton
Goodlett was the Chairman of the American
delegation that attended the World Congress
for General Disarmament and Peace, sponsored
by the World Congress of Peace, held in
Moscow, from July 9 to 14, 1962.

A characterization of the World Council
of Peace is. set forth in the appendix
pages.

A confidential source advised on January 24,

1947, that on January 15* 1947* Dr. Carlton
Goodlett had been discussed at a meeting of
the Dewey Davis Branch of the Professions.!

^

Section of the San Francisco County Communist

•** 2 -

CONFIDENTIAL



confidential

Rer John Henrik Clarke
Security Matter - C

Party (CP) held in San Francisco. The
discussion ended with the conclusion that
even though Goodiett did not attend many
meetings of this branch, he would continue
on the roles of the CP because of the
amount of work he did on the outside.

A confidential source advised that Carlton
Goodlett, on February 5, 1965, disclosed
that he is the only American who attends the
World Council of Peace Presidential
Committee meetings and further that he
attends every meeting.

"The New York Times", July 11, 1965,
page 9, columns 1-3, in an article
datelined at Helsinki, July 10, 1965,
stated that the World Congress for Peace
began that day. It stated that the
biggest contingent came from the United
States and that the group’s Chairman was
Dr. Carlton Goodlett of San Francisco,
Chairman of the Committee for
International Peace Action.

On June 16, 1965* Clarke advised Professor J. D.
Bernal, F. R. S., Chairman, Preparatory Committee, World Congress
for Peace, National Independence and General Disarmament,
Luotsikatu, Helsinki, Finland, that he would accept his
invitation to attend the Congress. He asked that he be
informed of the nature of his participation in the Congress.

On June 23, 1965, Clarke again contacted Professor
J. D, Bernal and advised him that he had picked up from Air
India’s New York Office, the prepaid ticket from New York to
London, payment having been made by the Vienna Office. He
said he would leave New York via Air India flight Number 106y,
at 8:30 PM, on July 7, 1965, arriving in London the following
morning. He asked that he be informed who to contact in
London in order to arrange transportation to Helsinki.

- 3 -
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CONFIDENTIAL

Re: John Henrik Clarke
Security Matter - C

1^ APPENDIX

WORLD PEACE COUNCIL

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications, " revised and published as of December 1
1961* prepared and released by the Committee on Un-
American Activities, United States House of Represent
atives, Washington, D.C., contains the following
concerning the World Peace Council:

"World Peace Council

"1. Cited as having been formed at the
conclusion of the Second World Peace
Congress in Warsaw and which was
heralded by the Moscow radio as ‘the
expression of the determination of the
peoples to take into their own hands
the struggle for peace.

*

(Committee on Un-American Activities,
House Report 378 on the Communist
•Peace’ Offensive, April 25, 1951,
originally released April 1, 1951,
P . 38.)"

6

•CONFIDENTIAL



John Henrik Clarke
Security letter ~ C

OOmDBHgJIAL

Re:

1. APPENDIX

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on
April 7, 1963, at a meeting of the District Committee
of the Communist Party, United States of America (CP, USA)
of New England, held in Boston, Massachusetts, HERBERT
APTHEKER stated he was developing an organization. called
American Institute For Marxist Studies (AIMS), which
would eventually legalize the CP* He stated AIMS would
publish literature on History, Science, Physics, Archeology
and other subj ects which would be put out quarterly with
various supplements.

A second source advised in December, 1959, that
HERBERT APTHEKER was elected to the National Committee,
CP, USA, at the 17th National Convention of the CP, USA,
held in December, 1959,

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on
June 3, 1963, HERBERT APTHEKER spoke at the CP, USA, New
'York_District Board meeting concerning AIMS. APTHEKER
stated that AIMS would unite and strengthen the CP
although the CP would not be connected with it. He stated
AIMS was being formed to operate within the scope of the
MC CARRAN and SMITH Acts and would legally bring Marxist
material and opinions to the attention of American
scholars and the general public.

A fourth source advised on May 15, 1964, that,
as of that date, AIMS was located on the fifth floor west
at 20 East 30th Street, New York City, New York.

CQifliUDBNTIftfr



Res John Henrik Clarke
Security Matter - 0

APPENDIX

FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES. INCORPORATED

The records of the New York Secretary of State,
Albany, New York, show~tha£ the certificate of incorporation
of Freedomways. .Associates , Incorporated , was filed on March 2,
3.961.

, _
The Spring, 1964, issue of "Freedomways eIf-

'described as "A. Quarterly Review of the. iJee^o-dvCedom Move-
ment” published by Preedomways Associates, Incorporated,
799 Broadway, New York City. '

On May\24, 1961 , a source advised that a report
was given on "Preedomways” at a meeting of the National
Board, Communist -Party, USA (CPUSA), he-Ld

.
on May 24, 1961 .

It was stated that the original plan called for the
publication to be; openly Marxist, but that it was later
decided it would not be avowedly a ^arxist publication.
Editorials are in the hands of a mjJced jgroup of Marxists
and non-Marxists. It was stated that the central purpose
of "Preedomways” is to develop a theory and positive
criticism of currents in the Negr^ movement, as well as
to raise the level of understanding ancj discussion taking
place in Negro life today and to' project a socialist and
pro-Sovie.t orientation. -

' '

,

’
I

'

On May 25 , 1961, another source advised that
"Preedomways" was set up for the CPUSA ‘by JAMES JACKSON,
a member of th^ National Committee of ihe CPUSA.

& - y
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Bureau 97- 4-575

New York, New York
July 21, 1965

c*

Title John Henrik Clarke

Character Security Matter - -€r

Reference New York letterhead memorandum,
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This • document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



Date: 7/21/65 •V

Transmit the following in , .

(Type in plaintext Or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (97-4575)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (97-2204)

SUBJECT: JOHN HENRIK CLARKE
SM-C
(00: NY)

There are enclosed for the Bureau nine copies of a
letterhead memorandum based upon information furnished by-

NY 3246-S* on 7/13/65, showing that JOHN HENRIK CLARKE, the
Associate Editor of "Freedomways" magazine, and Dr. CARLTON B.

GOODLETT of San Francisco, California, were to attend the
World Congress of Peace in Helsinki, Finland, 7/10-17/65.

On 7/8/65, NY 694-S* advised that, on that date,
the CPUSA sent to the Soviets a list of individuals scheduled
to attend the World Congress of Peace at Helsinki, Finland,
7/10-17/65. In addition, the Soviets were also advised that
the publication "Freedomways" was expected to send observers.
NY 694- S* was not able to obtain the names of these observers.

THIS INFORMATION FURNISHED BY NY 694- S* IS NOT TO EE
INCLUDED, EVEN IN PARAPHRASED FORM, IN THE INVESTIGATIVE SECTION
OF A REPORT, UNLESS OBTAINED FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN NY 594- S*.

3 - Bureau (97-4575) (Ends. 9) (RM)
2 -San Francisco (Ends. 2) (info) (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (CARLTON GOODLETT)
1 - New York (100-144189) (FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES )/ ,

1 - New York (100-154048) (COMINFIL HARYOU-ACT) ' '

23- New York (100-153735) (CIRM) (42)
1 - New York (97-2204) (42)

JFO: gmd
(10)

Approved^ Sent
Special Agent in Charge



NY 97-2204

The source used to characterize JOHN HENRIK CLARKE
is NY 4535-

S

*. The sources used to characterize CARLTON h
GOODLETT are ! I and SF 1050- S*.

This LHM is classified "Confidential " because it
contains information from the sources used, the unauthorized
disclosure of which could be detrimental to the defense
interests of the United States and result in the loss of
sources of great value.

- 2 -
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nOff Duty Police Officers Demonstration Against Civilian Review Board11

City Hall Park ~ June 29th 1965

The demonstration began promptly at 10:00 A.M. It was highly organized by P.B.A. members
wearing arm-bands and with the full cooperation of uniformed police officers. The men
marched in silence with placards calling for the rejection of the civilian review board.
Some called for the cooperation of the people, asking them to support Idle police dept.

The numbersof demonstrators continued to increase and reached its peak of about 6000
about 11:30 A,M, There were a number of women in the line of march; some were the wives
accompanied by their children. Some children carried placards,

bo
The head of the P.B.A.T Iwas interviewed by the TV stations on the scene. b7c
He answered the questions with lenghty statements denouncing those calling for the
Civilian Review1 Board, When asked about minority groups who were calling for the Review
Board, he said that these people can’t be satisfied, and all they wanted was a review
board with all Negro and Puerto Ricans on' it. He cited the fact that the police in Harlem
helped sick people and treated them fairly etc. etc.

In a very small area on the other side of the park CORE, THE COMMUNITY CHURCH of N.Y. C.
and a few others marched between police barricades, heavily guarded by police. Their
number, at its peak, never reached fifty people in line of march. Gilberto Valentin
acted as the spokesman for the group and in a statement to the press said that it was a
shame that the John Birch Society was allowed to use the police department to foster
their ideas. Mr. Valentin also confirmed the fact that he was a candidate for Councilman
at Large in the coming election. He said that he had been designated and his campaign was
Ibcatedntai.* 173 West 72 street.

There was no disturbance or hostility on this side of the park even though some of the
police leaving their demonstration hurled uncomplimentary remarks at the group. Some
on-lookers also indulged in the usual name calling.

Shortly after 11:00 A.M. bus loads of police from Newark, N.J. arrived and joined the line
of march. They left shortly before 1 :00 P.M*

There were a number of outburst in the police line of demonstrators. They abused some
people who were distributing leaflets. and indulged in name calling etc. They chanted
remarks against James Farmer, calling him Farmer the Fink...

As we mingled with the crowds we could over-hear remarks about ’niggers’ and ’rat-packs’
and other slurs against minority groups. Some of the police officers soliciting signatures
in support of their protest against the civilian review board were quite outspoken
in regard to their attitude and feelings against Negroes and other minority groups.
They used this in urging a number of people to sign their petitions. They talked openly
in an uncomplimentary manner about Harlem and other areas where minority groups live.

Many of them carried signs supporting BUCKLEY for Mayor. Some left the line of march and
took leaflets from the hands of some young men distributing them and threw then on the
ground. This happened on the comer of Chambers Street & Broadway abour 12:30

About 1:00 P.M. the rumor was circulated that the demonstration would end at about

2:00 P.M. even though it had been set to go until 3:00 P.M.

The’ JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY had a literature stand set up on the sidewalk and sold literature

and solicited membership. I left the scene shortly after .1:00 ..
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0 *-a (Rjev. 5-22-64)
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1 OW*3X

Transmit the following in

Airtel

Date: 7/23/65

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

'Soy SACs, New York (100-149194)/ Atlanta (100-5718)

From: Director, FBI (100-438794)

COMINFIL
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE (SCLC)
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

ReATairtel and letterhead memorandum (LHM) 7/19/65,
copies to New York, which reported information to the effect
that an unidentified woman had donated $25,000 to the SCLC.
The check written by the woman in this amount came through
the Seed Cliff (phonetic) Methodist Church on Long Island,
New York. It is alleged that this woman has donated
appreciable amounts to the SCLC in the past and intends to
donate $25,000 each year.

It is highly important that the identity of this
donor be established and determination made as to whether or
not she has any subversive background or connections.

New_York is instructed to immediately initiate a
discreet, yet searching Inquiry^ to establisbTtEe" woman's
identity and background.

New York and Atlanta should be a.lert to information
available through established sources which -would help in this
matter.

Note particularly that it was Stanley Levison who
suggested that the SCLC President, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
telephone thanks to the woman. Any possible connection
between this woman and Levison should also be established.
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Airtel to SACs, New York
Atlanta

Re:

,

COMINFIL
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE (SCLC)

100-438794

+1, 4- 4
future guidance of Atlanta, it is Suggestedthat in -the future should a similar situation develop wherein

JJJ
d°nat®s an extraordinarily large sum of money

£ Jhl doSof
pr°mptly be Set out by Atlanta, origin.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC (100-91911) DATE: 7/23/65

PROM: SA
|

~~|
(#42 )

b ®

c

SUBJECT: JESSE WILLIARD GRAY
SM - C

NY 4596-s*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, furnished the following
information on the dates indicated . information
furnished by this source should be carefully para-
phrased when used in any communication which will
be disseminated outside the Bureau so that this
confidential technique may not be compromised.

100-153735 (
100- r

100- 15448 }
100-152081 (

100-153732 1
157-892 (RAC

CIRM) (42

)

LEAGUE OP WOMEN VOTERS )(4l)
1(47)

COMMUNITY COUNCIL ON HOUSING) (4l) b6

D?45) b7c

TAT, STTTTATTON . NY DIVISION ) (42 )

100- 110680 ( \ 1 (45)
157-1223 (CORE) (42)
100-103904 fl 1(45 )

100-146553 (I -_J(43)
157-1469 (ORGANIZATION POR BLACK POWER) (42
100- (I ILNU. FEMALE, I

NYC) (43)

VJA : cag
(13)



NY 100-91911

7/2/65

JESSE GRAY contacted
|

her that he would be going pretty soon,
and told

I IfLNU ) (Female ) contacted the League of
Nomen Voters and said that she lives at I I

I \, NYC. She inquired if she was in the 31st
Senatorial District.

7/3/65

: I I. JESSE GRAY' sl^^L contacted
^_^_[LNU ) and asked her to come for dinner that day.

--3 said she knows JESSE GRAY is 11 shacking up" in
Chicago withl I and she wanted to talk to
about it .

1 1

7/5/65

attempted:- to contact
"Iwas not in.

(LNU)

1 . I (PH) from Bronx CORE informed
that Bronx CORE was having a rally on

sauuraay nignt, July 10, 1965, at 169th Street and
Boston post Road, Bronx, NY. He wanted JESSE GRAY to
speak at this rally against police brutality. JESSE
GRAY was not in.

I I (LNU ) contacted I I at the community
Council on Housing (CCH). I Istated that the petitions
are not out vp.t but he expected them to be ready on
7/6/65. | btated that for the past three days he has
been in the office of CCH taking the voter registration fc

list and typing it out on sheets of paper broken down
according to addresses. He could not get any typists
so he had to do the job himself.

2



NY 100-91911

Ms home residence as
[

1 contacted

f

and gave
|,

Brooklyn, NY. be
] stated he is running for State Senator. He b7c

said l bhances of winning are good because none of
his opponents have his militancy and background of
fighting.

|
|asked| |to help him get into the

State Senate . He said the main thing is the solicitation of
Signatures for petitions. The campaign right now
is to get on the ballot. The August campaign will be
a campaign of registration. I

|
is running in

the Democratic primary, I I says tnaz it might be
worthwhile getting involved because it's a short term
thing

.

said that we can use help any time and
the main thing right now is that JESSE GRAY needs b6
5.000 signatures;! | needs 750 signatures. b7c

says I'm going to see what we can or can't do 1

.

1

.

7/6/65 b6

I at asked for
who was not in. NY Telephone Co. records refJLect *cnis mone
is listed to[

7/8/65 L

l NYC;
X and Cosmos Progressive Association.

]

] told
] contacted his

, „ ,

jthat he is running for State Senator and
bo
b7C

needs l I s help.
|

|is forming a "committee of 200"
who will contribute $10.00 a month towards his campaign
expenses.

| fraid he is opening his office at
55 Convent Avenue

.

_[
reach

(PH) from
| |

(PH )
attempted to

Twho was not in.

b6
b7C



NT 100-91911

I 1

b7C
, 1—, I contacted an-Junidentified man

at
|

This individual told | 1 to go
to VIRGINIA and SPIED ' s, 264 Tenth Avenue, near 25th Street,
NYC. I baid he would be there.

Cappa Alpha chi
) contacted

|

who was not in.

(he said he was from b

I and asked for JESSE b

I 1

I contacted an unknown female at
fclnu askeu irshe had the list of contributors

during the period of the rent strike. The woman asked if
'he meant | I Isaid yes. The
woman said she does have the list but does not have it
handy, however, it would be available.

7/12/65

I |
contacted

| |
at CCH . She

asked if the "tramp and Prostitute were back yet', she
referred vo

| l and JESSE. She also asked]
JESSE GRAY to put some money in an envelope and sene
it for the children.

:'or JESSE GRAY to call him.
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June 29, 19^5

On the evening of June 24, 1965, a meeting of be

the Nationalities Club, Upper y.mt side sefttinn Communist b,

Party, was held at the home of
| |,

I I

I 1 . Hew York, N.Y.

Present were who acted at

\ , and I L

Ticket returns were made for the Citizens Committee
for Constitutional Lioerties rally and the American Committee b c

for Protection of Foreign Born picnic.
|

1 nr»<rAri ,-n

i

members of the club to attend the speech by
| [

the following night on the Mississippi voters registration
drive

.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: CP, USA
ORGANIZATION 1

IS - C

DATE:

CINAL

Attached hereto for the Bureau are four- copies
and attached to each' copy of this letter one popy of an
informant’s statement concerning sessions of a meeting of
the National Board of the CP, USA held on 7/17-18/65. b6

hi

This information was furnished by I I . b7

who has furnished reliable information in the past on
7/19-20/65 to SA I ~l

The original informant report is maintained in
Chicago file A) l L b7D

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING
AND DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION RECEIVEDFROM 'THIS

HIGH PLACED INFORMANT.
' ”

4 - Bureau (Ends. 4) (RM)
(1-100- ) (CINAL)

3 - Baltimore (Enel. 3.) (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - ORGANIZATION)
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1 - Boston (Enel. 1) (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
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Copies continued on ii page.
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6 - Cleveland (Enel. 6) (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - ORGANIZATION)
(I - 100- ) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - YOUTH MATTERS)
(1 - 100- ) (W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA)
(1 - 100- ) (CIRM) b 6

3 - Detroit (Enel. 3) (RM) b7c
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- ) A I)

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
4 - Los Angeles (Enel. 4) (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- ) (DOROTHY HEALEY)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES)

1 - Minneapolis (Enel. 1) (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)

1 - Newark (RM) (Enel. 1)
' (1 _ 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)

1 - New Haven (Enel. 1) (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)

39 - New York (Enel. 39)&aRM)
(CP, USA - ORGANIZATION)
(CP, USA - INTERNAL RELATIONS)
(CP, USA - STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(CP, USA - YOUTH MATTERS)
(WORLD PEACE COUNCIL ASSEMBLY, HELSINKI, 7/65)
(CIRM)
(CP, USA - DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES)
(CP, USA - EDUCATION)
(GUS HALL)
(HERBERT APTHEKER)
(HY LUMER)

(1
(1
(1
(1

a
;i

(i
(i
a
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100-80641)
100-86624)
100-89590)
100-80644)
100- )

100-153735)
100-89691)
100- )

100-84994)
-100-^80532)
100-105078)
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- New York (continued)
(1 - 100- ). (CARL WINTER)
(1 - 100- ) (GEORGE MORRIS)
(1 - 100-27539) (HENRY WINSTON)
(1 - 100-128255) ( 1
(1 - 100- ) (HEL
(1 - 100-40833) (IRV
(1 - 100-26018) (LOU
(1 - 100- ) (ROB
(1 _ 100-84275) (WIL
(1 - 100-16785) (JAM
(i - loo- ) [ZZ
(1 - 100- ) i

(,(1—‘i.M©— , ) (I

(1 - 100-13483) (BET
(1 - 100-15946) (JAM
(1 - 100- ) I

(1 - 100- ) (GIL
(H - 100- ) (MIK
(1 - 100- ) (TEE

100- ) (HELEN WINTER)
100-40833) (IRVING POTASH)
100-26018) (LOU WEINSTOCK)
100- ) (ROBERT THOMPSON)
100-84275) (WILLIAM PATTERSON)
100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON)

iw- ; " » , _A . *

,) (\ L white, male, late 40’

s

or early 50 s)

100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT TORMEY)
100-15946) (JAMES TORMEY)
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-

) (GIL GREEN)
) (MIKE DAVIDOW)
) (TED BASSETT)
) (WORLD PEACE CONFERENCE, HELSJNKI, FINLAND)

) (SANE)
) (CORE)

) (MRS. TED BASSETT)

Philadelphia (Enel. 3) (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - ORGANIZATION)

(1 - 100- ) fl
|.
female, Negro).

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION) .

Pittsburgh (Enel. 1) (RM) -

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
Portland (Enel. 1) (RM) •

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
Washington Field (Enel « 1) (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (WOMEN FOR PEACE)

- iii -
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San Francisco (Enel. 9.) (RM)
100- )

100- )

100- )

100- )

100-52664)
100- )

100- )

) (CP, USA - ORGANIZATION)
(MICKEY LIMA)

) (AL RICHMOND)
) (CARLETON GOODLETT)

(DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA)

) (CP, USA
) (CP-s^tJSA

- EDUCATION)
---DOMESTIC ADMINIST&ATION I SSUES)
- YOUTH MATTERS)(1 - 100

)

(CP, USA - YOUTH MATTERS)
St. Louis (Enel. 1) (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
Seattle (Enel. 1) (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
Chicago
(1 - 100-18953) (CP, USA - ORGANIZATION)
(1 _ 61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(1 - 100-20289) \ I)

(1 - 100-40903) (SDS)
(1 - 100-18338) (CP, USA - EDUCATION)
(1 - 100-41324) (CIRM) „
(1 - 100- ) (WORLD PEACE COUNCIL ASSEMBLY, HELSINKI, 7/65)

(1 - 100-19491) (CP, USA - DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION MATTERS)

(1 - 100-19431) (CP, USA - STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)

(1 - 100-39136) (WOMEN FOR PEACE)

(1 - 100- ) (INDUSTRIAL AREAS FOUNDATION) (p. 35)

(1 - 100-32207) (CINAL)

EDUCATION)
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Chicago* Illinois
July 19* 1965

A mooting of the National Board ol the Communist

Party CCP)* NBA* Was hold at tho Park Sheraton Betel* New

York, New York* starting the morning of July 16* 1965* and

continuing on through July 17* and 18* 1965* and also was

scheduled to continue on July 19* 1965 * The general pur-

pose of this meeting was announced by some of the members

present was .for preparation of material for pre-convention

discussion*

The agenda announced for this meeting is as follows;

W&P July 16* 1965* a discussion of A proposed CP

program for the United States with a report by CBS HALL*

On July IT* 1965* a discussion of a draft statement on labor

policy followed by discussion* Also on July 17* there was

originally proposed a discussion of a draft statement on the

struggle for Negro rights* Also on July 17* a sub-report

by BBBBBBT APTHEKER on the recently held World peace Council

Assembly held in Helsinki * Finland* which APTHEKER attended

j

this was not to be followed by any discussion^ Next a report

'by %EY LBMER on the results and an evaluation of the recently



held youth school with no discussion. On July 18, 1965,

& report by MICKEY LIMA from Northern California on the

struggle against poverty followed by a discussion* On

July 19, 1965, a report and discussion on the defense of

the CP, Lastly, a summary and conclusions by QMS HALL

also taking place on July 19, 1965,

The National Board as far as is known was present

With the exception of CARL WINTER who was in Roumanla,

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT who had an engagement in Chicago and I

I who also was on a trip, There were present several

Visitors invited to participate on particular points in<

the discussions. The attendance included the followings

QMS HALL
,

|

HENRY WINSTON

HELEN WINTER b?c

MORRIS CHILDS
IRV POTASH
LGM WE1NST0CK
ROBERT THOMPSON
WILLIAM PATTERSON
JAMES JACKSON
DOROTHY HEALEY
AL RICHMOND

I LA female Negro from Philadelphia)

I Kwhite male in late 40s or 50s)



rsmw Qmmv tqrmey
JAMES TQRMEY

JACK STACHEL
ARNOLD JOHNSON

l(from Brooklyn)

mt* Mm
GIL GREEN
MIKE DAVIDOW
GEORGE MEYERS
HESBERT APTHEKER <for part-time only)
®ED BASSETT (for part-time only)
EARS* WHAM
nv TMit^sf

A report on labor was given on Saturday* July 17*

1965* by IRV POTASH, The Board had before it a rough draft

outline of about three mimeographed pages listing questions

dealing wifh the problem in the labor Movement in the M*S*

It was this document that had been passed out to the Board

members on July 16* 1965* which was being discussed, POTASH

opened the discussion with the following preliminary remarks;

He indicated that the Party needs a realistic estimate

of the trends in the American Labor Movement, There are

many stirrings such as wildcat strikes and longer strikes

involving issues of wages* but more So job insecurity* There

were major upsets. Some of the established unions such as

IBE are still reflecting a deep dissatisfaction among the rank

and file.



There have been some voices in labor raised against

the policy of the H. S« is Viet Him* However, these are

fev and Tar between 6 Many workers are complaining about the

physical hardships on the Job, There mast be a differentiation

by onr Party as we examine the Labor Movement • It Is not

one homogeneous bloc. There are certain basic differences

among its leadership and its rank and file* There are

also large areas of disagreement with estimates in the

Party’s Trade Onion Commission and it is these differences

POTASH wanted to discuss*

One of the differences that exists in the Party’s

Trade Union Commission is the assessment of why the Party

should criticise the leadership of the Trade Union Movement.

Seme comrades speak only of the positive side of the Trade

Union Movement. Others continuously speak of the negative.
i

la POTASH’S opinion there should be a critical approach,

particularly toward meany and dhbxnsky .for their stand on

international questions. However, the criticism should not

be leveled in Such a way that it tends to feed the anti-labor

anti-trade union attack that is currently taking place in

the left. The Party should spend time in helping develop



the left and rank And file movement* Seme comrades in

the Commission do not nee the need for such form in the

Trade Union Movement * POTASH, in his opinion , feels there

is not only A possibility* but a necessity for independent

forms in the Trade Union Movement* Some people in the

Commission feel that the Party should move toward the

mobilization of left centers in the Trade Union Movement

•

This t©^should be discussed* The Party must fight

for organization of the unorganized as well as fight to

repeal 14 B, The draft resolution going out to the Party

for discussion should also have estimates of the

I

victory in California And should also include a section

dealing with socialism*

QMS HAUL proposed that we have An information

report from HERBERT APTHEKER who had Attended the World

Peace Congress in Helsinki before going into discussion

of the above*

The reason for this interruption in the agenda

was due to the fact that APTHEKER had to leave the meeting*



APTHEKEB sported as follows

§

fhe World Peace Conference opened in Helsinki,

Finland, with approximately 14*060 delegates' representing

$8 countries * fhere were 27
' African countries#."22 Asian

Countries and 25 European countries with a total delegation

Of 680 * fhere were 20 countries of $<atin America with a

total of 152 delegates One organisation from West Berlin

sent delegates «, fhere were 125 from the Unites States,.

Canadas- Australia and Hew Zealand, 96 specifically from

the 8,8* * 15 Ministers of State, 92 members of Parliament *

1200 male and 250 female*

fhe Congress, APTHEKER continued * was extremely

successful* fhe opposition came from the Chinese delegation

who were opposed to the holding of the Congress and

fought against it being held* fheir efforts were defeated*

At the Congress itself, after the Chinese were defeated t

they asked for special time to present fheir views* fhe

9*$* asked for equal time and time was granted

«

APTHEKER Indicated that he was on a committee

of five to write the speech for the American delegation

and they worked long hours to prepare the speech, fhe

Chinese gave their speech and it was not well received*



./

Dr. CARLETON GOODLETT delivered the speech for the

American delegation and APTHEKER indicated that the

reception was unequaled in any of his experiences in

any conference or congress „ The ovation lasted for a

full IS or 20 minutes with tremendous enthusiasm « The

Wfficse stood up, hut did not applaud. The U.So Delegation

was perhaps the best delegation ever to attend an inter-

national conference. There were 22 from the Women's

Strike forces, two Methodist Ministers, one Negro,

CORE Chairmen from Dos Angeles, two Quakers and members

of SDS P the DuBois Club, and SANE.

Another struggle that took place at the

Congress was the efforts by the Chinese to make it only

a plenum rather than a working congress. They were

defeated on this also and the conference was a working

conference.

On the resolutions, the Chinese proposed that

only one resolution come from the Congress and that

it be a denunciation of American imperialism. However,

they were defeated on this also and the North Vietnamese

delegation proposed a resolution and it was passed.

** 7 **



their resolution differed from the Chinese resolution

in that it didn’t have all of the blood and guts in it.

There was also a resolution proposed on the peace question

in generals This resolution was passed unanimously*

The resolution proposed by the North Vietnamese delegation

passed in the 9*8. delegation with 59 yes? 9 noj and 6

abstentions „ 22 Women Strike For Peace Corps delegates

from the U«S. delegation drafted a statement calling for

a return to the Geneva agreement#

There was warm feeling by the entire Congress

toward the GoS» delegation#

APTHEKER closed by indicating that his experience

was that the American Party must be more represented at

these congresses# He indicated that our action can be

decisive particularly around certain of these ideological

questions » APTHEKER indicated that the leader of the

American delegation, Dr* CARLETON GOODLETT, did not vote

for the resolution of the Vietnamese# He did accept the

responsibility of reading the speech the American delegation

wrote, but he abstained in voting for the other resolutions



Ammasm explained it that GOODldBTT has certain ties

in Washington and that he felt it may he putting him

too far on the left; however* when QQGOJJ&ffS: discussed

leaving the peace congress because it was too left,

APTHEKER indicated from discussion he was convinced

not to withdraw and he did not 0

There were several other disruptive elements

to the Conference other than the Chineses One was

from Albania and some guy who claimed to be an American

who sat in on the American delegation and played a Very

disruptive role, but in spite of all the difficulties

a tremendous conference was held and a very enthusiastic

delegation attended from the 0.S*

They then went back to the discussion of the

labor policy statement* The first speaker was 1*001$

WEMTOCKo

WBlflSTOCK indicated he Was reluctant to

speak because he had not been in activity for a long

time because of his health* He also indicated that he

would not be available and in a way was saying goodbye

to the comrades* He then indicated that he had one or



two questions about the draft statement and the main

one he presented was the statement as to the demand

to outlaw Jill CROW locals in the trade union movement*

He spent time with the resolution to discuss international

solidarity with particular reference to the WFPU*

Re also discussed his opinion of the necessity

for a friendly* but critical approach to the Trade

Union leadership and also he indicated that the resolu- b6
. , ,

b7C
tion should highlight the victory of

against the UNDEUM-GRIFFIN Deal*

The next speaker was GIX* GREEN <,

GREEN indicated that the resolution should

begin by restating some basic theological propositions*

These propositions emphasize the role of the working

class as the new class that can transform society* The

Trade Union Movement must be viewed as the most

important organization in the 0 OS« No change will

be possible without the Trade Union playing the leading

role* therefore* it becomes a more important task for

our Party* The X&bor Movement is not playing that

role today* It is not a unified organization and it is



not necessarily synonymous with the working class* The

Party approach should Include; 1* That our Party

Sight for the building and strengthening of the unions

,

2« We fight against any split in the labor movement,

either through corruption# bribery or racism., 3» That

we must recognise that we are fighting in a country

that has the strongest imperialist power and that we

must fight to have the Trade Unions struggle against this

imperialism « We should also understand that objective

conditions alone will not lead to class consciousness*

This is true because there has been a change in the

composition of the American working class and this change

requires more ideological understanding by the Party*

There will not be any change in the labor Movement unless

It is stimulated by rank and file movement* We must

bring forth class policies with clarity* As an example

the Party should undertake to write a pamphlet dealing

with the rights of the mine workers union and through

such a pamphlet draw lesson for the labor Movement* We

must examine specific industries from the viewpoint of

concentration and establish new Party bases especially



among Negro and Puerto Rican youth, There, must he the

closest coordination between the Trade Unions and the

^community. As far asorgantation is concerned the

Party must be more detailed on tactics and forms. They
/

must fight for the rank and file to participate in their

union and we must develop a program for the left in the

Trade Union Movement a The resolution must help to

mobolize the Party for trade Union work, b6
b7C

Iwas the next speaker,

I I emphasized the necessity for the left in

the Trade Union Movement, The main weakness is the

ideological barrier to build Trade Union unity. We
, b6

must fight against the craft ideology and try to b7c

mobolize the unions to fight on Section 14B. I I

emphasized Questions on the war on poverty* minimum wage

and political action movement as they affect labor,

GEORGE MEYERS was the next speaker,

MEYERS indicated that more discussion is needed

on the extent of the labor Movement, Then MEYERS went

through several trade union publications , reading

excerpts from articles to indicate the tremendous stirrings



taking place in the Trade Onion Movement on both economic

land political questions and spent most of his time

reading this material to the Board,,

PHIX» BART was the next speaker .

BART indicated the necessity £r building rank

and file movement with emphasis on the struggle around

Jobs and particularly jobs for youth. be
b7C

|
was the next speaker.

He said the resolution needs more ideological

material on the role of the working class* As far as

the criticism of the Trade Union leadership is concerned

we must criticise them like we would members of our

own family. Some of those that demand that we conduct

our work outside Trade Union Movement reflect lack of

knowledge on what goes on inside Trade Unions. Our

people are much too critical of the movement. The resolu-

tion should demand that there be some fight for control

on automation. Wo should emphasize the shorter work

week and have a special section in the resolution dealing

with the Negro-labor Alliance.



60S HALL was the next speaker

;

HALL indicated that one of the reasons why this

resolution is presenting difficulty is because the Party

has shown the least amount of progress in this field

*

The role of the Party to the working class is in question.
\

So far it has not been good. We seem to have the posture

of critics and know~it-«Us. GEORGE MORRIS 5 articles

in **The Worker" reflect the worst criticism of the

Movement. There is much attack on the Movement from the

left and our Party has not sufficiently answered these

attacks. We have to take positive action on the labor

Movement in spite of its weaknesses as it has played a

decisive role in many significant activities in this

country. Scan© comrades stated that Negro workers only

react as Negroes regardless of their position in the labor

Movement. This is entirerly wrong and has the seeds of

being downgrading to both the labor Movement and the Negro

Movement. HAH* indicated that he agreed that an ideological

Struggle was needed but that he feels Very strongly that

this is based on a criticism of the Labor Movement that

will help seed the anti-labor material being sent out by



HALL indicated that some slogans like "Mis-.,

headers of Labor", "Trade Union Leadership Betrayal" do

not help clarify the position of the Trade Union leader-

ship in this country and we should fight against this*

We must fight against a blanket indictment of corrupt,

labor leaders <» The historical role of the working class

becomes only a phrase unless we day-to-day fight for this

Labor Movement * There is too little in "The Worker"

dealing with the struggles of the working class and

Labor Movement and all we have is GEORGE MORRIS' column

which is badb HALL indicated that he had doubts about

the Trade Union Movement and political action* but would

discuss it later * HALL indicated that he agreed that

objective conditions alone do not create class consciousness *

The challenge* however* Is for the Party to bring clarity

to the Trade Union Movement and the people* in spite of

the changes in the working class* still be* by virtue

of their position* the leading class in the country « There

was a back and forth debate GIL GREEK and GUS HALL dealing

with the concept of the changes in the working class and

its effect on class consciousness and it was not "resolved at

that meeting.

- 15 -



HY LUMER was the next speaker

,

LUMER indicated that the attitude toward the

Labor Movement by much of the left press has been

.negative and the Party has the responsibility for correc-

tion of this error , On the outline that was presented,

LUMER indicated the proposals for Government to control
^ L

'

automation need further examination because it is not

clear just whay type of automation is meant. There

are many forms that automation takes and we must not

do anything to cause splits among the workers. We must

supply answers to the changes that are effecting the

entire working class, Sven those workers who are

receiving high wages feel the tension of insecurity. We

must criticize what is being said by people like MEANY and

L0VE8T0NE in the Labor Movement, The Americans for Democratic

Action (ADA) has a new National Chairman who isl I
b6

I 1 b7C

from California and the fact that
| |

of the U*S. Steel

Workers was present at the meeting was a factor in electing

over a more conservative candidate.

16 -



ARNOLD JOHNSON was tbe next speaker

.

JOHNSON indicated that the Party should try
'

and emphasize one major question that will make a change

in the labor Movement and that is proposition 14 B,

JOHNSON went on to explain why such a campaign for 14 B

could push the labor Movement forward*

DOROTHY HEALEY was the next speaker.

HEALEY stated the basic questions should be

taken for granted when you are discussing the National

Board of the Party* She indicated her dissatisfaction

that some comrades lecture others on the role of the

working class. That is not the problem. The problem is

what tactics are developing that will push the Party

in a more positive posture among the working clans and

HEALEY indicated that she challenges anyone who has a

better theoretical approach as opposed to those who are

supposed to haw-i® theoretical approach. HEALEY explained

that she felt that the predominant motivation of Negro

workers in the Trade Union Movement was their reaction

as Negroes. She further indicated that the criticism of



the leadership must be more effective as well as

presented so as not to be construed as anti-labor*

Another question the resolution does not touch on and

it needs to, is the question of imported labor and its

relationship to the American Labor Movement and the

legislation on women 9 s rights* HEALEY also discussed

forms of organisation for the party and in her opinion

the Party workers in shops must be related to the

community.

BOB THOMPSON was h|he next speaker.

THOMPSON expressed dissatisfaction with the

fact that the resolution did not bold with what he

considered the most essential problem and that is

the tact that the American Labor Movement is confronted

with an Imperialist aomopoly-controlled government that

is' bent on a war program. If this is not the theme upon

which our tactics and objectives are based we will not

serve any purpose with this resolution and he felt it

should be completely rewritten. Two other problems he

discussed for the resolution to emphasise are the organise?*

tion of the unorganized and major political action.



TOMMY DENNIS was the next speaker.

DENNIS indicated that a special session on the

Negro-Labor Alliance should be added. In his opinion a

Negro trade unionist played both roles in the community.

He speaks as a trade unionist and in his trade union he

nay spehk as a Negro. Such is interchangeable and it

cannot be otherwise. Some of the approaches we take

in the Party to Negro-white communities seem to flop

rather than build because we are looking for shortcuts*

AI> RICHMOND was the next speaker.

He indicated his agreement with THOMPSON and

emphasised the necessity for struggle with the policies

Of GEORGE MEANY... be
b7C

|
was the next speaker.

The resolution does not deal sufficiently with

the question of public works as it relates to the youth

problem and a program around this question should be

included. £®
c

|
was the next speaker.

I I Stated that the Trade Union Movement b6
1 1 b7C

needs more elaboration in the resolution. The Trade Union

youth are not put into the Trade Union Movement and the Party

should have an opinion on that question.



J1H JACKSON was the next speaker.

JACKSON indicated that a great deal of change

has taken plane from the time that GEOROE meany told

RANDOLPH in San Francisco that he did not speak for

the Negro people up to the most recent period when

RANDOLPH called for the abolition of JIM CROW tactics

in all the trade unions * JACKSON made the point that

pressure can change even the worst bureaucrat and our

emphasis must be put on building rank and file move**

mento JACKSON indicated that there is an ideology of

anti-idealism that permeates both the labor and the

Negro peoples movements « This substantially tries to

prevent the workers from grasping any idea of their

strength and their^ ability to develop an independent

movement for their liberation.

IRVING POTASH summarized

.

POTASH'S summary indicates that there was a

decision in the Trade Union Committee that the resolution

would have three main positions

$



1. The resistance to the war program of

the Administration.

2. The organization of the unorganized.

3. the role of the Party*

POTASH then indicated that the resolution

needed much more work and the discussion indicates

areas of disagreement and he then agreed with GREEN *s

position on the conclusion that the working class

composition has changed in this country, there were

several statements hack and forth between POTASH and

GREEN and GREEN got hot. However, the point was

closed by the Chairman after GREEN spoke, they pro*

posed that the resolution be sent back to the Trade

Union Committee and a document come out taking the

discussion into consideration and it be rediscussed

in the Board before being given to the Party, the

group agreed upon this.

HENRY WINSTON announced that the resolution

on the Negro question would be withdrawn from that

meeting and would be referred to the Secretariat who

would propose a procedure as to how the discussion would

take place. This was agreed on by the Board.



At A luncheon meeting prior to the closing of

the debate on the labor resolution* HENRY WINSTON*

JIM JACKSON, r ~L EARL DURHAM and GEORGE b6
b7C

MEYERS met to decide how to handle the resolution on

the Negro question* It was agreed on that there would

be a meeting of that body that was established at the

Negro Commission meeting who had the responsibility for

preparing the resolution in Chicago on August 7 or 8, 1965*

This committee would be composed of the following:

HENRY WINSTON
ttm .tacksok

.

|
b7C

EARL DURHAM
george Meyers

This was agreed on because time would not permit

an adequate discussion and the resolution that was before

the Board was totally inadequate.
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Saturday evening , July if, 1965, was spent

in a reception at the Woodstock Hotel for HENRY WINSTON

who announced their engagement# Thisand

was attended by all people who attended the Board meeting:

and their wives and husbands# A few more people such

Mr# BASSETT

,

|,| land others also attended#

At the reception a collection was taken up for the

engaged Couple and there were speeches and a social

atmosphere#

The Sunday, July 18, 1965, meeting opened at

the Liberty Suit© of the Park Sheraton Hotel# The

meeting was chaired by TOMMY DENNIS#

The proposed agenda for this meeting was

an information report on the school that was recently

held tor the youth and a discussion of the war on

poverty with a report by /MICKEY LIMA following the dis-
j

mission# It was proposed that these be the only two

points and 0%., Monday the meeting would end with a report

on Party defense and organizational proposals for the

Convention#



HYM Reported as follows?

The school recently held for the youth was

perhaps the most successful enterprise conducted by the

Party in many a year* They went far beyond expectation*

there were approximately 75 students* It Was the first

time the Party had attempted such a mass educational

effort. The school had certain weaknesses which UJIESR

indicated he would mention after the report* The

school created a sense of confidence among the participants

and the participants came to the school With many diverse

opinions as to the necessity or the ability of the

Party leadership to play a role in American political

life* It was hUMER’s opinion that the school dispelled

all doubt and gave the participants a feeling of solidarity

and identification with Marxism-Leninism . LUMER indicated

that it was interesting what was printed in the press

about the school as well as What was not printed.

LUMER indicated a reporter from the "New York Times”

interviewed the leadership of the school, but did not

find it important enough to print. Other sources that

printed material tried to give the impression that the

school was a failure. However , it was obvious to even



the reporters that get the information that something

new was being added to the Party and that there was

not acceptance of the characterisation by the articles

appearing in the press which depict the Party as a,

"dead faddy daddy organization,, ’*

U&ny of the students developed insight into

theory and the material basis for the GP» It was

a tremendous organizational undertaking by the Party.

It involved some 17 Party leaders to teach* they

divided the students into categories, some more advanced,

some which only discussed civil rights activity and

some who discussed mass policy. Baring the evaluation

held by the participants the participants indicated that

the Party should hate stated that they were going to have

an elementary school and an advanced school because that

in effect was what it was.

fhe curriculum was prepared by the Youth

Gdmmission' and' included basic Marxisra^leninism ds> well

.as cura/ent evaluation of political events. Yhpre wmi.

a series of five lectures that were delivered jto plenary

nio.prof the school.' They were as follow^:
'



Socialism led by 3ZH MWSCM

Leftism and Trotskyism led by fflt 1AJUER

Communism end Ethics led by GW HALL

The American Trade Union Movement led by CARL WINTER

The History of the OP* USA led by 4A<ae staChel

LUMER Indicated that the lectures by HALL and

STACHEL Were the highlights of the school and were Very

well received, M also indicated that there was a request

that HALLOS lecture 'be reproduced for mass circulation*

The discipline of the students was outstanding. It was

obvious that they were a serious group and would not

tolerate among fellow students any goldbricking,

LUMER indicated the following weaknesses in the

school

t

A* The Party got a late start in organising

this effort. There seems to have been a breakdown in

communications between the Histrict and the Center and -as a

result some goofup took place,

2o LUMER indicated he only got involved about

six weeks before the opening. That meant that outlines

and curriculum and the organization of the teachers reflected

a hurry-up job.
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3 0 The organizational details of the school

tied up too many of those who should have been pro**

paring curriculum and other presentations*

the composition of the students was as follows

Southern California - 9

Northern California - 11

Oregon - 4

Washington State - 3

'Minnesota *» 2

Michigan * 4

Illinois - 3

Missouri — 3

West Pennsylvania - 1

Connecticut -> 3

-Massachusetts ~ 4

Mew York ~ 18

Philadelphia » 7

Mew Jersey ** 12

12 others also attended from places unknown*



the*© was a weakness in the mobilisation from the

Midwest o this responsibility rests on the district

leadership m well ass a breakdown in comunieatiQns and

misunderstanding as to the character of the school*

AnOther a&ior weakness was in the fact only six Negroes

were present* Another weakness was that predominantly

all were students* As far as weakness in content , the

participants indicated it should have included more

thWjr. and. flowing from that the relationship of theory

to practice* . %n the. future it will be important to

include work shops as part of the school* All material

should be prepared in advance to allow for advanced

reading* Any future preparations for such a school should

be started at least siw months before the opening* To

follow up the school LQHER suggested that local schools

be developed in some districts and that the Party develop

a teacher training institute » UJM3EE Also suggested that

some of the lectures be put in pamphlet form# that the

outlines developed at the school be made av&ilAhte to



the District and somewhere „ somehow B someone or scan©

group begin work on an elementary textbook on Marxism

in America and lastly the' reorganisation of the edu**
1

* v

national apparatus so that it may be strengthened 1

in'

0Wj? district*. ^
BAM* asked PB1& E4KT to give a little

,

,

x

report of youth activity in Cleveland because,. la his '*

,, X \

opinion, it is the fruit of the school

»

PH|3b B$M$ then spoke indicating that two

of the young people who had attended the school came

to Cleveland to work on the Summer Project of the

DuBols ©mbs* syU$$ indicated that the Party leadership

in Cleveland is working under an atmosphere of fear

and is developing a mentality that nothing can be done,

these two young people are showing just the opposite*

they are Working to establish a DuBois club in the

Cleveland area# Prior to their coming In a young man

from the ©uBois Club had been to Cleveland and had met

with practically every progressive person in the area

in order to avoid conflict and to discuss joint

activity o these two young people who came in for the

Summer Project are from .California* they immediately



established contact With young people toy going to

H coffee hous© known as the fell which is sponsored

toy ©cp© religion# ©rg©nization<> Vhoy made several

contacts in this area and with the help o£ ttoe Party

opened up a center In the Hegro Ocwtaiiiy of Cleveland#

then they deoided to hold a reception* the .Party

im Cleveland hm one Ifegro member*

mmM Pluto people made contact with some

Hegro youth and decided that they would have • to have

at least on© $egr© youth working foil time during

the owner if they were to fee gngomfnl* So they

kicked in part of their subsistence salary and with the

help of the Party they have put this Kegro youth on

full time*- they then called a reception and social

affair in the center and approximately VO young

people* SSegro and white* attended* this was beyond

the fondest hope of any of the Party leadership .and

with this they hoped to establish a permanent DuBois

Club and leave a native leadership at the ©ad of the

summer* fiw&® mm m discussion of BW’s remarks..



MICKHIT %>$Mk gav© a report on the question of

poverty .

LIMft began by discussing the recently published

book by W£ IMS which he said was invaluable in an

understanding of the questions of poverty. l»Xtf& indicated

that there exists an explosive- situation in urban areas.

The poorest groups can be moved into political activity.

The minority groups as well as the white working class

groups must be Involved and the Party must strengthen

its work in the fight for the needs of the poor. LIMA

indicated that his report Would not deal with the poverty

in the countryside $ but indicated the Party must examine

this question because it was of a remote serious nature.

LIMA then gave statistics from various state sources in

California indicating the status of the war on poverty

and the status of the poor in that state. He dealt with

statistics around housing * health and welfare. He spent

time on the problems of urban renewal and the problems

of retired workers. He indicated the state of California

has a 25% high school dropout rate and among youth in

generals one out of five are unemployed, but in the' ghetto



.

50% of the working youth are unemployed# LXM indicated

the P*rty had participated in at least four efforts

to develop &»ti«*paverty movements* The first was the

labor Ooamittee for pull Jhnploymeut* This was not

initiated by the Party*. .but rather the Trade union

#owe«aent of Northern Oaliforaiu*. It had reached at

its peak se®e s,
s00o members# It -began losing its statue

In the community when it began to put pressure on the Trade

idiot* Howeraeai to become more active in the problems

of the unemployeds It also suffered because certain

elements from progressive labor and frotskyite groups

began voicing their leftist ideas in the organisation#

at present the organisation is disbanded * fhe second

organisation is the Sousing Committee in San Pranoisco. te
b7C

This committee came into being as
-

a result of the last

election campaign# This committees 'Urogram
*

included a fight against the urban renewal program, of
j

'

Sam fr&aeisce* It is centered in the area where
I

|

got 25% of the vote# This committee is still

functioning and still in the struggle# The third' 'organisation.



• •

$M. to Welfare Slights Organisation Composed mainly of

W recipients* |t has approximately 400 families

involved 0 The fourth organisation it the Oakland

BuBois Club With a membership of about &Q* They do

both service and struggle around the problems of Jobs* •

fh# fifth organisation is Youth for £ohs which has

hoes in existence for shout two years* &his one is

hot so Stable? |t Was initiated by the Party and did

well until the last year * They haw© overextended them-

selves with a headquarters that financially is draining

them* They also took on too much responsibility in

the unemployment field and do not solely concentrate b
b'

on youth? they recently held a benefit Which was given

hy
| l and they raised a little money* but

Still they had problems in stability,,. The next committee

Is the #d 'hoc Committee* This committee was mainly

Composed of students and it is 'the body that conducted

struggles for jobs for Kegro youth at the "Oakland

Tribune"* the car sales offices and the hotel .restaurants

in the Bay area* They were successful in their efforts

3$ m



and perhaps won more victories than any other group,

may a*® at present disbanded because they were an

• ad mm committee and they felt they had accomplished •

their goal by acquainting the state and city with- their

problems,

Xitm then indicated that the war eft' 'poverty

iffom the jawsON administration is totally inadequate

and does not meet the needs*

In concluding him indicated -that he felt that

apermanent term of organisation can come to service

on the problem of the poor.* he indicated the' necessity

tor a program for senior citisens* more attention to

trade union forms for unemployed and the necessity

for continuous dramatic action* He further proposed that

the party develop a program to answer the crisis in the

maior cities* on this question he closed by indicating

there was in existence Party people in all of these movements

to make contacts to build the Party* In his opinion the doors

per© open and there is need for a specific plan for building.



BARI* DtJRH&M spoke on two questions. One, he

agreed with the main position of LIMA in his report and

indicted that wt report is to be a regular feature

of the Party work* The Party is supposed to be the Party

of the poor which means most of its activity must be

in defense of the poor. DURHAM indicated that one '

- y,
'

\
*

feature of the organisation of the Working Glass Committee

is being taken by the Industrial Areas Foundation. This

is the organisation that founded PWO in Chicago, They

began organisation by bringing together the already

accepted leaders of the community and developing 'struggles

around all of the immediate needs of the community. As

a result- they build and consolidate organization in the

Community which later comes under the control of the

leadership of the IAF and, therefore, all future

struggles are deternfined by its leadership and no longer

is it reflective of the community#- Thecnly criticism

DURHAM had of LIMA’S report whs its failure to- evaluate

more seriously the war on poverty from the administration’s

point of view* DIRHAM indicated that this economic
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MEL DURHAM spoke on two questions. One, he

agreed with the main position of LIMA in his report and

indicated that such report is to be a regular feature

of the Party work. The Party is supposed to be the Party

of the poor which means most of its activity must be

in defense of the poor, DURHAM indicated that one feature

of the organization of the Working Class Committee is being

taken by the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF) . This is the

organization that founded The Woodlawn Organization(TWO) in

Chicago. They began organization by bringing together the

already accepted leaders of the community and developing

struggles around all of the immediate needs of the community

.

As a result they build and consolidate organization in the

community which later comes under the control of the

leadership of the JAF and, therefore, all future struggles

are determined by its leadership and no longer is it

reflective of the community. The only criticism

DURHAM had of LSMA 8s report was its failure to evaluate

more seriously the war on poverty from the administration's

point of view. DURHAM indicated that this economic



opportunity afford© opportunity t© develop frontal©

In various working ©las© communities to ©hang© the

chara©ter ©f that program from it© inadequacies

to a program that will meet the need© of the men.

Way© can he found t© take advantage of two aspects of

the act,

l r all community committees dispensing

the fund© for the war on poverty &r© required to have

representatives of the poor on them and the struggle

must he put up in every instance.

2. legitimate committees dealing with one

or another aspect of the war on poverty can apply their

money to carry out their program.

lastly DURHAM indicated in Chicago the war

on poverty fund© are being used to bolster the political

machine, therefore, it is of utmost Importance that

-fch«* Mklaaffi ©lass© and the people **»* CO!nffiUnity b°

Indicated that the Party does not

4n Baltimore

poverty program® , the SDS In Baltimore Is lead hy,

Wh*t HEWS ohsjfsusterized as, » lunette fringe Vrf has
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done more harm than good in their program* MEYERS

indicated that mass activity would be the hey to

success*

from BROOKLYN was the next
b6
b7C

speaker

.

He indicated that any organization among

the poor must, be in a position to render a service to

convince people in the community that the organization

means business* He Indicated that when Mobilization

For Youth was attacked by the reactionaries in his

community the poor people of the community formed a

committee to defend this organization* The left made

some mistake* They organized a committee to defend

Mobilization For Youth , but they did it half^hehrtedly

because they were critical of how Mobilization For Youth

was organized in th© first place, therefore, they were

not effective and th© struggle was lost.
| [

indicated

in his opinion the young people who come around

organizations are only Willing to stay if they become

convinced that they can win* The Party has many

opportunities as it is bold and consistent*



HEALEY agreed with his report and

©peat time discussing the necessity for participating

in the administration*s war on poverty program, to

guarantee that the poor are represented and that Labor

assert itself..
b6

from Philadelphia spoke b7c

indicating her agreement with the report. She indicated

Philadelphia had been putting up a struggle to get

the poor on all of the committees dealing with the

poverty fund and had won in many places# I also

indicated the Party was very weak on the mobilisation

of women and in her opinion the -women- were some of the

main factors in building community organisations#

| was the next speaker.

indicated that five organisers , who

were twwsR members of CORE, organised a center to

service the youth in Hjariem. They were fairly successful

and had gotten support from the communities. They had be
hi

committees of ARC parents, a sports program and an

unemployment service department. All in all

reports that thousands of young people came through the

organisation# A small corps of them were moving
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closer to the Party and were holding discussions with

some Party leaders. I [
indicated that the organiza-

tion devoted its main reason for folding to its lack

of financial assistance* However, he indicated that

it is possible to reconstruct and continue the movement*

AL RICHMOND spoke indicating that this dis-

cussion on poverty put the Party Board meeting in

correct perspective and more such discussion should take

place. He indicated that the Party should examine

each experience such as LIMA began to do in California

so that we may learn lessons and mobolize our Party

more* It is all right to talk about trends in the

Negro and Labor Movements, but we must come down to

just what #re the Party members themselves doing.

On Sunday, duly 18 f 1965, during the lunch

break, there was a meeting between EARL DURHAM and

HENRY WINSTON*

WINSTON mentioned to DURHAM to relay the

following to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT when he returns to

Chicago*
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WINSTON told DURHAM to toll LIGHTFOOT that

the resolution on Negro work was not discussed at

the National Board and if LIGHTFOQT would read it

the reasons will become clear* WINSTON indicated that

DURHAM should tell LIGHTFOOT of the proposed meeting

of the subcommittee in August and that they should

discuss the following questions for the resolution!

1* An estimate of the present stage in the

struggle for Negro rights , that is, the new features*

the ideal currents, the struggle for unity, the

problems of Negro nationalism, etc*

2* The party should indicate its answers

to a whole series of questions, such as non-violence,

civil disobedience, "The Beacons for Befense”, boycotts

street demonstrations, etc* There should be a Party

position on the newly expressed emphasis on "struggle
A aV

for black power". There should b©; some estimates of

the struggles in the South -and approach to the

concept of race pride and lastly, an approach to

the building of the Party*



The committee that meets la Chicago should

have an understanding that these questions must he

included in any resolution presented to the Party for

its pre-convention discussion*

DURHAM Indicated he would relay the .message

.

to LIGHTFOOT*

V
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being taken by Kart in lather King, Jr., and members of hit? staff
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). The tour
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f
f
r®* August in Washington, D.C. Cities scheduled to ho

visited include those of recipients of instant communication.
Activities in the various cities will bo generally in the racial
field and will include rallies, demonstrations and similar activities.
Prior correspondence in this natter has been in a variety of tit2^~”Martln King, Jr., S»-CTj •'COHINFIL of SCLC, XS-C”?
and "CIRM."

This is to alert recipient offices to the absolute
necessity of developing all possible information concerning
communist participation and/or influence in the various activities
waich will take place. Separate prompt cownunicatiom should be
submitted to the Bureau in the CIBM caption which win report the
communist influence In racial natters. Information which my bo
disseminated should be Included la letterhead memoranda.
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NY 100-155762

New York, New York
6/28/65

Mass rally to launch Brooklyn Freedom Democratic

Movement (BFDM) and
]

l candidate for City

Council, Saturday, 6/26/65* 8:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. at b6

Washington Temple, Bedford Avenue and Bergen Street, b7c

Brooklyn, New York, The audience was half white and
Half Negro.

b6

| | served as master of ceremonies b?c

and as chairman of the BFDM.

„
MILTON GALAMISON, the first speaker endorsed jb

for City Councilman and protested that the

people of Bedford Stuyvesant do not have proportional
representation in the City Council.

| I,
representing Puerto Rican

youth, spoke in Spanish and then "briefly in English.

He stated that the Puerto Rican community would support h7r
1 1 in his campaign for City Councilman; that

lhad helped the Puerto Ricans in his rent
strike activities and they would now cooperate with him,

1 Harlem Parents Committee
(EPC), stated that the HPC had not put up an independent be

candidate but that they had d?awn up a platform which b7c

any candidate would have to support. He stated that
the HPC would support I I and that the following
points were included in the platform of the HPC:

1. Repeal of stop, search and frisk law,

2. Establishment of a new Civilian Review
Board.

3. Enforcement of FEPC laws in the State of

New York.
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4. Adequate and improved housing.'

5. Establishment of a museum of Afro-

American Culture in the Harlem area.

GILBERT GERENA VALENTIN stated that he is

running himself for City Councilman at large and is

hacked by the National Association for Puerto Rican
r»i<ghtq . He stated he would also like to see

elected to the City Council.

C ] Northeast Regional Director,
f'
1 candidacy and introduced

as one of the principal speakers, I b
a • — .. J TtuA a /I i

CORE,, endorsed [

b6
b7C

do VJJUSS W JL VU& J/* ~ XT — J ——
r»p>r>T»fagenting the Mississippi Freedom Democratic

Party. 1 ~l is candidate for Congress f*v«*

the State of Mississippi with the MFDP. Her sP®®°k
.

was a comparison of conditions in Mississippi affecting

the Negroes and conditions in the northern ghettoes

.

She claimed there is a similarity in these conditions.

b 6

b7C

sang and played the guitar.
b6
b7C

[ 3 spoke about the aims of the
b6
b7CBFDM and stated his platform was the same as the

platform of the HPC and l | . [I I

criticized the present encumbent on the City Council

representing Bedford-Stuyvesant. He stated this

individual had not introduced any measures which benefited

substantially the people of Bedford-Stuyvesant.

hoped that the BFDM would spread to tne ouher borougns of

New York and become a city wide movement.

- 3 -
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SAC, NEW YORK {100-153249) 41 7/26/65

SA

CominfiI, STATEN ISLAND CORE
IS-C

On 7/26/65, advised that the Staten

b6

.
b7C
b7D

Island Chapter, CORE held its regular meeting on the evening

of 7/21/65 at t he Marlsham Houses Coanaunlty Center, Vest Brighton
Staten IaLand, B.Y. The informant advised that! I.

the new Vise-Chairman, was present at this, meeting. According
to the informant. I I is attempting to persuade the Chapter
to join hands with the "Staten Islanders For Peace K

.

b6
b7C
b7D



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO:

Memorandum

SAC, CHICAGO
b6
b7C

\ymjm— sac, new york ( 100-80633 )

DATE :7

/

26/65

SUBJECT: CPUSA-EDUCATION
IS-C

(00: New York)

On July 6 , 1965, NY 2359-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that a meeting of be

the Secretariat, CPUSA was held on above date at. CP Headquarters ,
b c

NYC. Among those in attendance were: GUS HALL, HY LUMER,
I I

| ~L WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, GIL GREEN and ROBERT THOMPSON.

According to the source the first part of ^he meeting
was devoted to a discussion of the recently concluded Party school

held in New Jersey. HY LUMER commented that it was one of the
most important developments in "our work" in many years. He said
it was precedent setting in having such a school on such a scale.

He noted that there were approximately 75 students having four
separate classes which ran simultaneously.
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LUMER stated that the impact of such a school was

in the bringing together a number of young people. It

effected everyone and gave a feeling of strength and power

as well as respect for the Party. Such a group he said

leaves a tremendous impression. The presence of such a

group gives a lie to those who have pointed/tne Party as

being old and decrepit having no future ana the like. The

school also produced closer ties between the Party leadership

and these young people. The Party learned from them and they

in turn learned from n us" . The school served to give the

student body a theoretical basis for their work and activities

as well as a much greater respect for theory and for the

theoretical basis of the Party.

Continuing LUMER commented the carrying through of

this project was a tremendous undertaking. The preparations
wftnft in thft hands of a committee consisting of HELEN (WINTER),

3 I l I 1
and

himself. The actual work prior to and during the school was

b6
b7C

carried on by and HELEN (WINTER).

He noted that a total of 17 people were involved b6

inneace. The sessions on the youth question were taught bff b7c
1

- 1 land! I I 1

taught other classes.

LUMER commented regarding the content of the school

noting that there was a course on civil rights which was

established primarily for people active in civil rights work.

There was an elementary and and advanced course. The elementary

course consisted of elementary Marxism-Leninism whereas the

advanced course was organized along different lines. It dealt b/ ~

with the main areas of struggle today such as peace, civil

liberties and the economic struggles. This was handled by GUS

(HALL), CLAUDE (LIGHTFOOT), CARL (WINTER) and]
,

I-
The

civil rights course was sort of left behind in the last minute

rush.
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In addition to the above, LUMER noted that they
had lectures on Socialism, Ethics, Morality, Leftism,
Trotskyism, The Trade Union Movement and Party History. He
said that CARL (WINTER) and JACK STACHEL were involved in
this.

LUMER next spoke concerning the weaknesses with
regard to the school. He noted that one was the preparation
out of which grew a lot of shortcomings and mistakes. The
preparation was done in the final six week period before the
school opened and .as a result the outl&te .

material was
hastily done. ' He noted that there was no time or opportunity
for correct examination or revision of the outline.

Continuing, LUMER stated that consideration
should be given to the organization of a combination of classes
and workshops. He said the program material must be prepared
in advance. Further, it would be important to limit the number
of teachers and thus allow each teacher enough time to cover
a substantial area of work.

He said that with regard to a follow up they wanted
to have in each area a local project. He also spoke of a
need to organize on a regional basis in other areas. LUMER
proposed that some of the lectures be put in printed form
as well as immediate revisions of the outlines and indicated
that these too would be put into printed form.

~~|
stated that the evaluation con- b?c

cerning the school was extremely good. She said she found
a very high level of understanding among the people. GUS
HALL said that they should take a self-critical attitude
towards concepts of youth development. He indicated that if
this was understood by the Party leadership they could have a
cadre three times as large. HALL felt that there was need fora
more concrete plan of education and classes far beyond the
people that they had at the school.
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WILLIAM L. PATTERSON expressed the 'opinion
that the struggle must be brought to the Negro youth
in order that they would get a realization of the con-
cept of the change taking place. PATTERSON said that
some of the youth from Los Angeles said they did not
have confidence because they did not know the Party
leaders but ‘-now that they do know the leaders they do
have confidence.

HY LUMER in concluding stated that they have
a 16,ng"way to go;' that it’s not merely a matter of schools

vb*ft one of working with youth. He said he agreed whole-
fheartedly that they should write up the recent school.
He endorsed the proposal of a nation-wide teacher training
program., preparation of an outline ‘material and to undertake the pu
lushing of a handbook. He spoke of the need for preparation
of a Marxist text.

IN THE EVENT THAT THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS
INCLUDED IN A REPORT IT SHOULD BE SUITABLY PARAPHRASED
IN ORDER NOT TO COMPROMIZE A HIGHLY PLACED AND SENSITIVE

-

INFORMANT.

_ 4 -



Freedomways Associates, Incorporated
Internal Security - C

Confidential sources recently furnished a copy of
a letter dated "June 1965” on the letterhead of "Freedomways ,

799 Broadway, New York City, which was addressed to Henry
Winston at 23 West 25th Street, New York, New York, and signed
by J. H. O’Dell, In this letter, 0*Dell notified Winston
that "Freedomways" was publishing a special issue devoted
entirely to Mississippi, the theme of which is "Opening Up
the Closed Society. " He said that this special issue would
be out shortly and said that because of "widespread interest
in the subject", they had arranged for organisations to secure
bulk orders of this issue at a special discount rate of
25 per cent during the month of June, 1955. O’Dell stated
that, "We hope to reach many new readers through this special
issue including some of your colleagues and friends."

The same sources furnished a copy of a letter dated
June 21 , 1965* from Henry Winston addressed "Dear Comrades"
enclosing a copy of O’Dell’s letter and stating that he had
read the Mississippi issue of "Freedomways" describing it as
"outstanding". Winston added, "We are very pleased to receive
such correspondence and are willing to put our best foot
forward to help in this major effort. I should like to urge
that your district discuss what support can be given to help
spread the story of the struggles of the heroic fighters of
Mississippi. It would be best to order directly from
’ Freedomways ’

"

.

cmqgiDEiroaa.

Exc^ded^f^ojD^

-^se^S^sificatiSl
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Communist Influence in Racial Matters ;

Freedomways Associates,, Incorporated

The current issue of the magazine "Freedomways"*
which is devoted to the theme "Mississippi: Opening Up the
Closed Society"* is the Spring* 19&5* issue* and this
issue identifies the editor for the issue as J., H. O'Dell.

A characterization of Freedomways
Associates* Incorporated* publisher
of the magazine "Freedomways " * is
set forth in the Appendix page.

A confidential source advised in
July* 1962* that* as of that
time, O'Dell was considered by the
Communist Party* United States of
America* (CP* USA)* as being a
member of its National Committee.

A confidential source advised on
August 13 * 1961* that at a meeting
of the National Committee of the
CP* USA* held on August 12 and 13

*

1961* Henry Winston was elected a
member of that Committee* the National
Executive Committee and Vice-Chairman
of the Party.

- 2 -
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Communist Influence in Racial Matters;
Freedomways Associates, Incorporated

: A*. APPENDIX

FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED

The records of the New York Secretary of State,
Albany, New York, show, that the certificate of incorporation
of Freedomways. .Associates, ''tricxwrporated, was filed on March 2,
3.961 . ,

- ^ ,

The Spring, 1964, issue of "^eedomways ". .a**" seif

-

-
- described as "A -.Quarterly Review of the-.N^e*^ -*‘x*eedom Move-
raent" published by Freedomways Associates, Incorporated,
799 Broadway, New York City.

On May\ 24, 1961 , a source advised that a rfeport
was given on "Freedomways" at a meeting of the National
Board, Communist .party, USA (CPUSA), heJLd.on May 24, 1961 .

It was stated that the original plan called for the
publication to be\ openly Marxist, but that it was later
decided it would hot be avowedly a Marxist publication.
Editorials are in the hands of a miked group of Marxists
and non-Marxists. It was stated that the central purpose
of "Freedomways" is to develop a theory, and positive
criticism of currents in the Negrp movement, as well as
to raise the level of understanding find discussion taking
.place in Negrq life today and to' project a socialist and
pro-Sovip.t orientation.

On Mhy 25, 196I, another source advised that
"Freedomways" lpas set up for the CPUSA by JAMES JACKSON,
a member of the National Committee of fhp CPUSA.

\ \ ;

L



Title Communist Influence in Racial
Matters; Freedomways Associates*
Incorporated

Character Internal Security - C

Reference is made to the memorandum
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose
identities are concealed in referenced communication have
furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are .not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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In Reply^ Please Refer to

File No.

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DEC LAS S I F I CAT ION GUIDE ^
DATE 12™Z9™2011 f

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
CONFIDENTIAL

FEDERAL B OKEATTUF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
July 27, 1965

Bufile 157-3022
NYfile 157-1^^9

Organization for Black Power
Racial Matters

Reference is made to previous communication

submitted in this matter dated June 21, 1965, at Nfw York,

entitled "Communist Infiltration of Coalition of Militant

Negro Radicals; IS - C".

All confidential sources referred to herein and in be

the Appendix have furnished reliable information in the past, b/c

Confidential Source Number 1 advised ^on July^l6

and July 17, 1965, that[ ] of Philadelphia as of that

time was East Coast Director of the Organisation for Black:

Power (OBP). He complained that Jesse Gray had not shown

up for certain meetings which he should have attended;

that everybody was "pretty disgusted" with Jesse Gray because

he ran away and did not tell anybody anything. This source

further stated that Jesse Gray was in Chicago on July lo,

1965, and returned to New York on July 17, 1965.

On July 2^. 1965. Confidential Source Number 1

advised that I 1 of Philadelphia was in

contact with Jesse Gray on that date. Jesse Gray stated

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your
agency.
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Organization for Black Power

that he had been in touch with ,
who had been

in iaii the other day. (I I is not further identified).
I was working out "what we could do and would be

coining to New York on July 24 . 1965 . Jesse Gray further
stated that

_
|was having a little

problem; that he (J
had to change the place he

wanted for the meeting . He has to get another place because
the first one is no longer available "for the 8th".
Jesse Gray stated there was really nothing more to tell
at the present time.

Confidential Source Number 2
advised on November 20, 1958,
that Jesse Gray had been
organizer for the Harlem
Region of the Communist Party,
but this position terminated during
November, 1958.

Confidential Source Number 3
advised on January 24, 1964,
that according to William L.
Patterson, Chairman of the New
York District Communist Party,
Jesse Gray is no longer a
member of the Communist Party
but is friendly to the CP.

A characterization •Pori

I 1 is included in the
Appendix under Labor-Negro
Vanguard Conference.

A characterization of the Labor-Negro
Vanguard Conference is contained
in the Appendix attached hereto.

- 2 -
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Organization for Black Power

APPENDIX

1 .

LABOR-NEGRO VANGUARD CONFERENCE
Formerly known as the
Labor-Negro Vanguard Party,
also known as
Labor Vanguard Democrats

In a press release dated November 18, 1961, the
LABOR-NEGRO VANGUARD PARTY (LNVP) stated:

"The growing influence of the irredentist
forces upon the policies of our nation as indicated by
the alarming drift towards war and the outlawing' of
the Communist Party (CP) has accentuated the need for all
racial, progressive, and liberal forces to unite in a
common party."

In a leaflet entitled, "Call to Progressive
Minded America," issued by the LNVP, its founding
convention was scheduled for November 25, 1961, In
New York City. The aims and purposes were listed as:

1. For the resurgence of the American Labor
Movement

.

2. For the winning of the struggle for Negro
rights

.

3. For an end of the cold war.

4. For economic security and higher mass
living standards.

5. For the end of the exploitation of man
by man.

- 3 -
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Organization for Black Power

APPENDIX (Cont'd)

2 .

A

[

source advised on December 19* 1961* that

lis considered the Provisional Chairman

[

of the LNVP. Other active members include

]*
and

that f

A second sour^R advised on December 12, 1959*

i
u
C

t and wsfs an
]
b6

members of the HARRIET TUBMAN Section of the Essex County, b7c

New Jersey, CP which was expelled from the party with no

right of appeal by action of the 17th National Convention,

CP, USA, being held December 10-13* 1959*

On January 15* 1963* the first source advised
that the LNVP is now using the name LABOR-NEGRO VANGUARD
CONFERENCE (LNVC) and is the name the organization is

now known by and under which name all leaflets are issued.

The May 2, 1965 , issue of the "Newark Evening
News", a daily Newark, New Jersey, newspaper, contained
an article that the Labor Vanguard Democrats, running
an insurgent slate in the June 1, 1965 * Democratic
Primary opened their official Campaign May 1, 1965*
with a "May Day Rally" in Military Park at Newark.

headed the Labor Vanguard
Democrat ticket as candidate for Governor of New Jersey.jjcmuci a u x vjjl

Other candidates on the ballot were I

Newark, candidate for Assembly!
[

East Orange, candidate for Freeholder!
of Newark, candidate

and ALVI.
for Essex County Clerk.

r°

?f b6
b7C

OLIVER

On May 18 , 1965 , a third source advised that
the LABOR-NEGRO VANGUARD CONFERENCE had been inactive

- 4 -
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FBI

Date : 7/27/65

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (157-3022)

FROM; SAC, NEW YORK (157-1469)

SUBJECT; ORGANIZATION FOR BLACK POWER
RACIAL MATTER
(00; New York)

Enclosed for the Bureau and offices listed are
copies of LHM on above case. Confidential sources referred
to in attached LHM are identified as follows:

#1
#2
#3

NY 4596-S*
b7D

Attached LHM is classified "Confidential" to protect
above sources. Unauthorized disclosure of information
attributed to these sources might impair their future effectivenes
and such impairment could have an adverse effect on the national
defense interests.

4 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

2 -

2 ' -

2 -

L

Bureau (Ends. 8) (RM)
(1 - 100-442529) (CIRM)
Newark (Ends. 2) (RM)
Washington Field (157-583) (Ends. 2) (RM)
Philadelphia (157-1508) (Ends. 2) (rm)

VJA:
(24)

' \ I 3 Ul
Detroit (157-958) [Ends. 2) (rm)
Cincinnati (157-628) (Ends. 2 ) (rm)
New York (IOO-91911) (JESSE GRAY) (#42)
New York (100-153735) (CIRM) (#42)
New York
ggr



NY 157-1469

Offices receiving copies of this communication
who have sources within the Organization for Black Power
(OBP) or who furnish information concerning it, are
requested to contact such informants to determine if they
have information concerning a forthcoming meeting of the
OBP, possibly on the 8th of August; also if they have
knowledge as to the location of this meeting place.

Offices are also requested to review t
files on the OBP to determine if the identity of
is readily available.

heir case b6
b7C

, _ _ Copies of attached LHM are being disseminated locally
to G-2 and Secret Service, New York City.

2
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edition

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC (100-153735) date: 7/28/65

subject:

SAl

SUFFERN RA

CIRM
IS - C

FD 203.

1 and Spouse.
|

I

Re memo of SA JOHN C. SEATON, #42, dated 7/20/65,

On 7/23/65, |, Clerk, Credit
Bureau of Rockland County, 74 North Broadway, Nyack, NY,
furnished the following information to the writer:

Credit files contained a notation dated Jimp. 25.

—

1964, which revealed I

~1 and his spouse, |__j

then resided on I 1 NY. A notation b6
dated September, 1961. revealed that they formerly resided b7
at

| ,
New City, NY, and they had been

at that address , at that time , for 2 years . A notation in the
credit file dated December, 1963, indicated, at that time,

1 employment had been verified with the NYC Board
of Education at Public School I I located in Manhattan, NY,
where he served as the

| |
of the school and

he earned
|

per year. The notation revealed he had
been employed there for 6 years and he was a permanent employee.
A notation in November, 1963 ,

revealed I l was employed
by Meyer, Veck and Prio, Attorneys, in Suffern, NY. A notation
dated December, 1963, revealed that the

|
presided on

I I. NY. The report indicated they had.,

I I children. A notation in the file revealed that as of
April 25 , 1962 , | | and |

|had a mortgage with the
Tapanzee Bank in the amount of |

~1 for property located
in | |, NY. It is noted that

| j,
NY, is located

in the I I NY. *

GWTtkpm
( 1 )

/ dcj'/y5>3s—/$r3

i.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Rian
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I

.

I said that the file was satisfactory t>7c

and it contained no judgments or derogatory information b7D

pertaining to the I ,

The ci

County revealed
telephone number

ackland
NY,

On 7/23/65, the writer checked records of
Motor Vehicles located at Police Radio Station, Rockland
County Sheriff's Department, New City, NY, which revealed
the following:

registered a 1963 Volkswagen Sedan,
color - white, on 1/12/ 6b, and was issued license tag

1 Iiis address, at that time, was given as
|

1 \ T NY. Also registered was a 1 95 9 Chevrolet
Sedan, color - red, registered on 1/12/65, to

| | , b6
having I Her employment was listed as b7c

| f,
New City, NY. Her

address was listed the same as that of
|

The current telephone directory for Rockland County
revealed

| [ having offices at 20 Main K
St., New City, NY, telephone NH 4-4637. His residence was h -

given as \ New City, NY, telephone number

On 7/23/65. [ 1 . Postmaster, USPO, £Z
C

Palisades, NY, furnished the following information to the 1 ~

writer

:

I I advised that Rhp. is acquaintecLjalih b 7 ^

I .1 and his
| |

I I, who reside on |b?

in ,
NY. She advised that was

2
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formerly known asj ^_pnd anY reference to
I

,

I and
|

[are synonomous
. | ]

said that the| | are presently on vacationm Oregon and they expect- to be gone the entire summer .

_Sh£_a4vised that until the end of the school year
continued his employment wjith the NYC Board of

1

“Education in NYC, and I 1 continued to be employed
by an unknown attorney! I I said that she had
a change of address which instructed her to send mail until
the end of July, 19 6 5, in care of I I

I U Oregon,
| |

said that her instructions
were to hold any mail after July, 1965, as the subject would
be unavailable until returning home at about the end of
August or the first of September, 1965,

I I said that the subject
'

in the area about 2 years, formerly residing at
I L New City, NY.

Lsided

3



Date

:

7/28/65

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK

SUBJECT: THE DR. IRVING W. WINIK MEMORIAL FUND
IS-C
(00: Washington Field)

COMINFIL MEDICAL COMMITTEE FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS, INC.,
IS-Cj RACIAL MATTERS
(Bufile 157-2883)
(NY File 100-155515)
(WFO File 157-568)
(00: New York)

CIRM
IS-C
(Bufile 100-442529)
(NY File 100-153735)
(WFO File 100-43710)
(00: New York)

ReWFOairtel dated 6/30/65, captioned as above.

Burdau (RM)
Jackson (INFO) (RM)
Washington Field (100-44291 ) (m
New Ifork (IOO-153735) (4l) (c
New York (100-155515) (4l)

RFM:rmp
(12

) ^

/to'ts^bs Ate

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



NY 100-155515

Ministry., national counci
]bo Director, Delta
(NCC), advised

b6
b7Cor unurcnes — ,, _—

.

SA RAYMOND F. MOHR on 7/28/65* NCC here does not have
any information re, nor do they sponsor. The Dr. Irving
W. Winik Health Center. She recalls a brochure re The
Center which came to NCC's attention earlier in the year,
which from description is probably identical to photostatic
copy attached to WF0 airtel dated 4/23/65* She advised
that this brochure has since been destroyed.



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 12 - 29-2011

In Replyt Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Birmingham, Alabama
July 29, 1965

RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

The ’’Birmingham News” for Wednesday, July 28, 1965,
carried a story on page 11 which stated that the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference would hold its Ninth Annual
Convention in Birmingham August ‘9-13, 1965, with more than
1,000 delegates expected to attend. The article said that this
is the second SCI£ Convention to be held in Birmingham in
three years. This article further stated that the SCLC’s
Executive Board Meeting would be held on August 10. Mrs.
CONSTANCE BAKER MOTLEY, President of Manhattan Burrough in
New York City, will be a banquet speaker on Monday night,
August 9. Mrs. ROSA PARKS of Montgomery, Alabama, whose
refusal to move to A.'.rear seat on a bus, touched off the long b6
Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott, will be honored, according b7

to this story. The article stated also that Chief S. 0.
ADEB0 of Nigeria, permanent ambassador to the United Nations,

‘

and Dr . M0RDECAI JOHNSON, former Howard University president,
will speak at the first of three city-wide mass meetings at
8:00 p.m., Tuesday, August 10. The theme of the convention is
’’Human Rights, Basic Issues, the Grand Alliance.” The article
stated that

I lof Birmingham, convention co-
ordinator and SCI£ second vice-president, will preside over
the initial Tuesday night mass meeting.

Birmingham Confidential Informant Til, on July 28,
1965, furnished a copy of the Ninth Annual Convention Program
of the SCI£ which reads as follows

:

1:00 P.M.

Searched.

Serialized^,

indexed
,

Med

”NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION PROGRAM
AS OF JULY 21, 1965

"Monday, August 9, 1965

Registration, L. R. Hall, Gaston Building

/titles 5)5?

2

’mV

*



RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
--'THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

2:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

Board Meeting, Thomas Jefferson

Adjournment

Rosa Parks Testimonial,. Redmont Hotel

Toastmaster

:

b6
b7C

L Business Community

Invocation

:

Solo

:

Greetings

:

Solo:

Introduction of Speaker;

Attorney

Address: Mrs. Constance Motley

Citation: Mrs. Septima Clark

Honoree: Mrs. Rosa r’Parks

Benediction

:

9:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M-4;00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

Tuesday, August 10, 1965

•

:
' ’.Registration

Board Meeting, Thomas Jefferson Hotel

OFFICIAL OPENING OF CONVENTION

City Wide Mass Meeting

Presiding

:

Invocation

:

Rev. John Cross

1 v.\
.

2
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BE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Special Music:

Greetings

:

Offering

:

Music

:

Introduction of Speaker

:

Dr. L. D. Reddick

Address : Ambassador Adebo
(Nigeria)

4
i t

Announcements:

Music :
c

Introduction of Speaker:

Address

:

Recognition of Special Guest

Benediction:
|

Rev. Fred Shuttleswor.th
(Host)

Bishop E. P. Murchison
(CME)

C. K. Steele,

9:00 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

9:45 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

/ Wednesday, August 11, 1965

First Vice-President, Presiding

Registration

Opening of Sessions

Devotions
:

Presidents Annual Report Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

,..V
’•

. 7

3



RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

11:00 A.M.

12:00 A.M.

1:00 p.m.

2:00. P.M.

3:00 P.M.

5:30 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

Reports form Affiliates

Keynote Address:

Lunch

Panel
(Open to Press and
Delegates)

Workshops

Adjournment

City Wide Mass Meeting

Presiding

:

Invocation:

Greetings:

Special Music:

Offering

•

Special Music

:

Introduction of Speaker:

Address

:

Citations:

Introduction of Speaker

:

Address:

Announcements

:

Benediction:

Randolph Blackwell,
Chairman

SCLC Programs by
Department

Rev. Abraham Wpods

NAACP,
National Catholic Council

Rabbi Lley Vel

Affiliate Awards

Mr, Cleveland Robinson

Mr. Ralph Helstein



RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

9:00 A.M.

9;30 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

12:00 Noon

1:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

5:30 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

Thursday, August 12, 1965

Fourth Vice-President, Presiding

Registration

Devotions:

Panel

Participants

:

Introduction of Speaker:

Address

:

Lunch

Panel

:

'Visions of Things
to Come*
Rev. Ralph Abernathy,
Chairman

iev. James Bevel

Dr. Keyserling

Adjournment

City -Wide Mass Meeting - City Auditorium

Presiding

:

Greetings:-

Offering

:

Music

:

Rosa Parks Award:

Honorees

:

Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth

Rev. Ralph Abernathy

Rev. James
Bevel

Benediction

:

i - *



BE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN '

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Friday, August 13, 1965

, Third Vice-President, Presiding

9*30 A.H.

10:00 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

12;00 Noon

1:00 P.M,

Devotions

:

Business Session
b6

Panel b?c

Participants:
| [

Thai rman

’ Mr. Hosea Williams

Annual Conference Sermon:
Rev. Martin Luther King, Sr.

Official Closing' Rev. Martin Luther King,Jr’J

With reference to some of the individuals mentioned in.
the Annual Convention program set out above, the following should
be noted

:

It is noted that the official program for the Eighth
Annual Convention Qf the Sf!T/? hplH a* Ratrannah tteer-cH a Qo±ober 18,

identified
|

ic.Atlanta, Georgia, as assistant to tne President of sci

A prominent Birmingham, Alabama, Negro businessman and
Civic leader.

Mrs. CONSTANCE BAKER MOTLEY :

This individual is an attorney for the NAACP.

6



COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
READERSHIP CONFERENCE

I _t Nashville, Tennessee:

Listed in Eight Annual Convention program of SCLC
as Second Vice-President of this organization.

Rev. FRED SHUTTLESWORTH :

_ President of Alabama Christian Movement for Human
Rights, a pro-integration organization.

bt

Dr. L. D. REDDICK ; b

+ _ ,
LAWRENCE DUNBAR REDDICK is Professor of Social Sciencesat Coppin State College, Baltimore, Maryland. He currently

resides at 3704 Winterbourne Road, Baltimore.

On September 17, 1943, BH T-2 advised that Dr. REDDICK,
who was then director of Schomburg Library, was one of the
most important unpublicized members of the Communist Party.T-2 said that REDDICK seemed to be a source of information
in regard to Socialism and Communism in the United States and
the Soviet Union.

TvmTOA» »rJSL£“3 advised on March 23 > 1951, that he met LAWRENCE
DUNBAR REDDICK in 1943 through EUGENE GORDON, a staff member

"Daily Worker” and that both GORDON and BENJAMIN J.
DAVIS advised him that LAWRENCE DUNBAR REDDICK, at that time,
was a member of the Communist Party. T-3 also said that REDDICK,
at that time, was an instructor at the George Washington Carver
School

#

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast Communist
newspaper which suspended publication on January 13, 1958.
The George Washington Carver School has been designated by the
U. S. Attorney General pursuant to the Executive Order 10,450.

. BH T-4 /advised in November, 1947, that
]
was a member of the Community Section of the Communist
in Peoria, Illinois. On June 24, 1948, T-4 advised that

|

had not been active in Communist Party affairs in

7



RE: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

the Peoria area for some time and advised he had not been in the
area for a long period of time.

RANDOLPH BLACKWELL

BH. T-5 advised on February 26, 1953, that RANDOLPH
BLACKWELL had been a member of the Communist Party in the District
of Columbia.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency: it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

DICLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC RECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 12 - 30-2011

J AdO
OdSX^

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Birmingham, Alabama
July 29, 1965

AdOi^*
3 OiOX

<?

Title COMMUNIST INFILTRATION
OF THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Character INTERNAL SECURITY -
COMMUNISM

Reference Birmingham letterhead memorandum
dated 7-29-65 .

'

J
1
!

sources (except any listed below) whose identities
J2Lf°?$?

ale^ referenced communication have furnished reliableinformation in the past.

Tbis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency: it and its contents are not to be . distributed
outside your agency.
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FD-36 (R«v. 12-13-SO)

Transmit the following in

y,n AIRTEL

Date: 7-29-65

(Type in plain text or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority or Method of Mailing

)

Director, FBI (100-438794)

SAC, Birmingham (157-115) (P)FROM

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF
'

• THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

'' IS - C

ReBulet to Birmingham dated 7-15-65.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of a letterhead
memorandum and one copy each to offices receiving copies of
this communication.

This letterhead memorandum has been disseminated
locally to military intelligence agencies.

• 3 - Bureau (RM) (Enc . 8)
1 - Atlanta (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)
1 - Baltimore (info) (Enc . 1) (RM)

1 - Cincinnati (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)

1 - Cleveland (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)
1 - Charlotte (Info) (Enc. l) (RM)

1 - Dallas 1 (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)

1 - Detroit (info) (Enc. 1) (EM)
i - Jackson (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)

i - Jacksonville (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)

1 - Knoxville (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)

i - Little Rock (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)

1 - Louisville (info) (Enc. 1) (RM)

1 - Memphis (Enc . 1) (info) (RM)

1 - Mobile (Enc. 1) (info) (RM)
1 - Miami (Enc. 1) (info) (RM)

fp- New York (Enc. D^Kinfo) (RM)

1 - New Orleans (Enc. .1) (info) (RM)

1 - New' Haven (Enc, 1) (info) (RM)

1 - Newark (Enc. 1) (info) (RM) rp(r

1 - Richmond (Enc . 1)
(info) (RM)

1 - Savannah (Enc . 1

)

(info) (RM)
1 - WFO (Enc. 1) (info)

(RM)
3 - Birmingham b7D.

(2 - 157-115)
(1 - I I .

CBS :ral

I I • / * i . /-v /y

;SEARCHED^^ifto^--lJ
atmUZEjl/’V-FIIFh -J-*

t

Approved?.
Special Agont in Charge

.M Par
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'

BH 157-115

T-l is

T-2 is
City (concealed by request )

.

New York

T—3 is LOUIS F . BDDENZ (concealed by request)

.

T-4 is

T-5 is
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/

^ ...

* *

FD-5 (Rev. 6-17-70)

File—Seriol Charge Out {0 t£>u
,f cis-w-smvs-i <=p°

FD-5 (Rev. 6-17-70) >^ <rL C
"

' t*"*
f ^ / /

//>£*- /J'373’5' /#<?/ .. SmZL
J

Cloir
;

lost Serial ,
. ..

;Qoom»- "./ bote./.'"

S^rioi No»>
; '

^ DewripHofV of : Serial-
'

’

/
Charged

.//}/• ;''v-y •’; SeriM! sent to Bureau, per'Bu- ;

ai-atel fro MT.. dftd< Ii/t2/77
; 11

/ •/ .titled; Bernard. S. Lee. y «-
' - ' /

'^laye^ge’ ^M*. Itelley efo *
'. &!»—

*— :

-1;1 BiiFile''
;i -: '

' iJ

*,
1 - . * ^ - ~. * -

/
v

/l : *V?/. 1 ;

*
\. j

V

“,1V
’ 1 . .

• ‘

1
*

"
;r 4 \ - ”/;

Employee*

RECHARGE

Date Charged

Employee

Location
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C
(00: NY)

DATE:

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH ANY HANDLING
OR REPORTING OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN IN ORDER TO PRO-
TECT THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE. SINCE THE INFOR-
MATION BY ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY THIS SOURCE, IT SHOULD
BE COMPLETELY PARAPHRASED IF FOUND NECESSARY TO BE SET FORTH IN
ANY REPORT FOR DISSEMINATION.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies of an

informants statement dated July 20-21, 1965, containing informa-
tion orally furnished on July 20-21, 1965, by CG 5824-S*, who has

furnished reliable information in the past, to SA Y/ALTER A. BOYLE.

This information was reduced to writing on July 26, 1965, and the
original report is maintained in CQfile A)134-46-9243

.

Also enclosed herewith for the Bureau and New York is

one copy each of the following two documents which are mentioned
herein as subjects of discussion. The draft outline of the new
Party program discussed herein has been previously furnished to

the Bureau. Copies are retained in the 1-A exhibit of the appro-
priate subsections of the CP, USA file in the Chicago Office:

1 ) "An Approach to a Resolution on the Negro
Question" prepared by JAMES JACKSON;

2) "Outline for a Draft Labor-Policy Resolu-
tion" prepared by CARL WINTER.

CG 5824-S* advised that there was a wide difference of

opinions expressed by participants at the National ^j^jard^ meeting^

WAB : MDW
(see page ii for dissemination)



CG 100-33741

Copied

}

3 - Bureau (Enc« 5)(RM)

2

2

2

5

2

2

3

km;
.

(Washington Summer Action Project)

(GEORGE MEYERS)
(CP, Maryland District - Organization)

*

d l(ph ) ... x

(CP, Mew England District ** Organization)

(IRVING GOFF)
. x

(CP, New York State * Organization)

(PHIL BART)
(CP, Ohio District * Organisation)
(CP, Ohio District - Youth Matters)

(CP, Ohio District « Membership)
(W.E.B» Du Rais Clubs of America)

(TOMMY DENNIS) ^ . x

(CP, Michigan District - Organization)

(I - 100-
Baltimore (RM)
(1 - 100-12076
(1 - 100-
Boston (RM)
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-20770
Buffalo (RM)

(1 - 100-

(1 - 100-

Clevelapd (RM)
(1 - 100-1?07
(1 - 100-17257
CL - 100-17262
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-

Detroit (RM)
(1 - 100-8482
(1 - 100-2050
Los Angeles (RM)

(1 - 3,00-4486 (DOROTHY HEALEY)
(1 - 100-26044
Newark (RM)
(1 - 100-

(1 - 100-

(1 - 100-

New York (Enc

b6
b7C

(CP, Southern California District - Organization)

New Jersey District - Organization)

New Jersey District - Youth Matters)

New Jersey District - Education)

8 :

100-80641
100-89590
100-89691
100-86624
100-80644
100-80633
100-80638

Vi - 100-81675
- 100-153735

(1 - 100-80532
(1 - 100-9369
(1 - 100-25623

(1
Cl
(1

8
(i
(i
<i

(CP,
(CP,
(CP,

2) (RM)
(CP, USA - Organization)
(CP, USA - strategy in Industry)
(CP, USA r Domestic Administration Issues)

(CP, USA - Ipternatipnal Relations)

(CP, USA - Youth Matters)
(CP, USA - Education)
(CP, USA - Membership)
(CP, USA - Pamphlets and Publications)

(CIRM)
(HERBERT APTHEKER)
(TED BASSETT)
(ERIC BERT)

WABjMPW j . . x

(see page iii for additional dissemination)



CG 100-33741

47 - New York (Enc.

2 -

5 -

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
<1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

U
(1
(1
(1
(1
<1
(1
(1
(1
(1
<1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
<1
<1
(1

100-
100-56
100-93665
100-13483
100-13472
100-84994
100-7658
100-16785
100-16021
100-105078
100-13204
100-84275
100-48033
100-128255
100-18065
100^
100-
100-27452
100-15946
100-26018
100-9595
100-269
100-27539
100^
100-141170
100-141914
100-

2) (RM) (Con ' t. )

\(IKE DAVIJTOW)

(BETTY GANNETT)
(GIL GREEN)
(GUS HALL)
(LEM HARRIS)
(JAMES JACKSON

)

(ARNOLD JOHNSON)
|HYMAN LUMER)

^

(WILLIAM L. PATTERSON)
(IRVING POTASH)

]

b6
b7C

[JACK STACH^L)

])

(ROBERT THOMPSON)
(JIM TORMEY)
(LOUIS WEINSTOCK)
(WILLIAM WEINSTONE)
(HENRY WINSTON)
(CARL WINTER)
[HELEN WINTER)

100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-
100-

Philadelphia
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
San Francisco

65-1242
61-415
100-27747
100-
100-

CP, USA - Brief)
(CP, USA - Farm Matters)
(World Peace Council, Helsinki, Finland, 7/65)
(Women Strike for Peace)
(SANE)
(Hall-Davis Defense Committee)
(Emergency Civil Liberties Committee)
(ACPFB)
(Teach-In, New York, 9/17/65)

c ](LNU), Negro female from Philadelphia)

(1 -

(1 -

(1 -

(1 -

(1 -

WAB:MDW
(see page

(CP, Eastern Pennsylvania District-Organization)
(RM)

(MICKEY LIMA)
(AL RICHMOND)
(CP, Northern Califprnia District-Organization)
(W.E.B. Du Bois Clubs of America)
(Welfare Rights Organization)

iv for additional dissemination)
- iii -
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CG 100-33741

4 - WO (RM)
(1 - 100- (CP, USA - Organization)
(1 - 100-44434 (Washington Summer Action Project)
(1 - 100- (Women for Peace)
(1 - 100- (Washington Action ~ Politics for Peace)

16 - Chicago
(1 - A) 134-46-9243)
(1 - 100-18953 (CP, Illinois District - Organization)
(1 - 100-3470 (MORRIS CHILDS) £°

c
(1 - 100-12890 (EARL DURHAM)
(1 - 100-20289 f

(1 - 100-41324 (CIRM)
(1 - 100-41353 (Ad Hoc Committee)
(1 - 100-19431 (CP, Illinois district - Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100-17506 (SID LENS)
(1 - 100-40903 (SDS)
(1 - 100-34435 (SANE)
(1 - 100-39136 (Women for Peace)
(1 - 100-19491 (CP, Illinois District - Domestic Administra-

tion Issues)
(1 - 100-34438 (CP, Illinois District - Mass Organizations)
(1 - 100-42044 (Washington Sommer Action Project)

WABjMDW
(95)

- iy



CG 100-33741

He expressed the opinion that they will be fighting about the
contents of the Party program for months to come. Of course,
this first rough draft of the program was not adopted nor were
any other reports adopted on those matters having to do with
the Party's position such as the reports on labor and the Negro
situation. The documents (Party program and the documents
enclosed herewith) will serve as the basis for discussion to
enlarge the program and/or become resolutions at the time of
the Party’s convention, still planned for the end of this year.

The basic arguments are related fo the role of the
working class in the American class strnggle, and this includes

1 the trade unions and the role of the Party, The differences
are between GUS HALL and his followers and GIL GREEN, BOB
THOMPSON, DOROTHY HEALEY, and some others.

There was also a fight on the interpretation by BOB
THOMPSON in his report on Vietnam in which he stated that there
is a "new pattern** in relations in the international communist
movement. THOMPSON stated that at the Helsinki Peace Conference
the ^Chinese had voted with the rest, including the Russians, for
the final resolution on Vietnam. Thi,s was in contradiction to
the report delivered by HERBERT APTHEKER on the Helsinki Peace
Conference. According to APTHEKER, THOMPSON'S statement was not
true; the Chinese merely did not vote against the resolution
but did not vote for it. APTHEKER's report did not indicate
any fundamental change in the relations as intimated by THOMPSON,

This report by THOMPSON was late in the day and was
merely to be informational and so there was no discussion of
it at ,the meeting. CG 5824-S* stated that in a private talk
With HALL he learned that at a meeting of the CP, USA Secretariat
early the next morning THOMPSON had been challenged on this
subject. CG 5824-S* asked HALL how he had answered THOMPSON.
HALL replied, "I took his pants off fund I will 4o some more of
it later this:* month. **

- v -

/



July 20*21, 1965

A meeting of the National Board of the Communist Party
USA (CP, USA), plus a number of invited guests, was held from
July 16*19, 1965, at the Park-Sheraton Hotel, West 56th Street
and Seventh Avenue, New York City, Among those observed in
attendance were the following who, unless it is noted to the
contrary, were present at all sessions

s

Jci&JttiaftflX AJrl IlftliKit July 17, 1965, only

PHIL BART Not observed July 19,
1965

TED BASSETT July 17, 1965, only

ERIC BERT

MORRIS CHILDS
b6

July 19, 1965, only
b7c

MIKE DAWIDOW
,

TOMMY DENNIS Not observed July 19,
1965

EARL DURHAM July 17 and morning
session of July 18, 1965,
only

1 July 19, 1965, only

BETTY GANNETT JUly 16 and July 17, 1965,
only

IRVING GOFF

GIL GREEN

GUS HALL

DOROTHY HEALEY



JIM JACKSON

ARNOLD JOHNSON

MICKEY LIMA

HY LUMER

GEOROE MEYERS

BILL PATTERSON

IRVING POTASH

AL RICHMOND

JACK STACHEL

BQB THOMPSON

JIM TORMEY

LOU WEINSTOCK

WILL WEINSTONE

b6
b7C

July 19, 1965, only

Not observed July 18,

1965

Not observed July 19,

1965

Afternoon session of

July 18 and July 19,

1965, only

HENRY WINSTON

HELEN WINTER



July 18, 1965, only
b6
b7C

|
(last name

unknown)
A Negro female from
Philadelphia ; not
observed July IS, 1965

First Session, Friday, July 16, 1965

The Chairman of the first session, which was held on
July 16, 1965, was PHIL BAHT. He announced the proposed
agenda for discussion (which was not strictly adhered to) as
follows:

1) Rough outline of the Party program;

2) An outline for a trade union resolution;

3) The Negro struggles;

4) Struggle against poverty;

5) Vietnam developments;

6) The HcCarran Act;

7) Youth and the "Summer Project,"

GUS HALL was the first speaker who introduced the
discussion of the rough outline of the new Party program which
had been previously sent to the districts. BALL indicated that
he would begin by touching upon some questions of approach
and manner of discussion of the program outline and then
continued as follows:

This is the most difficult task of the Party in
recent times and it will take a lot of Marxist Intelligence
to get this finished. The discussion will constitute a test
of our leadership. This can be the process which will show
the growth of the Party leadership and establish our leader*
ship on a new plateau, or it can become a block to the develop-
ment of the Party,
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Naturally, as of aw, there is no collective, unified
position concerning this subject. Naturally, there will be
differences--?/© should not panic Just because there are some
differences » This is not unusual and we must not let it get out
of hand. Therefore, we need a responsible type of discussion
both for each individual and for the collective. We should
avoid subjectivity and unwarranted ’'inferences,” There must be
no private campaign for a particular position. This discussion
must be in a highly intelligent manner without bickering or
invective.

We will be discussing new areas and, therefore, there
can be no advanced positions. Basing' myself upon my experience
within the Secretariat when this matter was discussed, I can say
that it is possible that this discussion can get "hot,” Let
me emphasize that ideas are better than invectives. As of now,
we have little experience in regard to this type or style of
discussion. When we achieve a new "method of debate "then we can
raise our leadership to a new level and achieve an excellent
Party program.

By way of background about the program, let me comment
as follows: There was a small subcommittee of five persons set
up by the Secretariat to work on this project. The entire com-
mittee worked on this, but AL RICHMOND did most of the writing
with the help of OIL GREEN. Some of the rest also participated.
This "Outline” is not a real draft of a program. It is not even
a draft of positions. Xt is really a list of subjects upon which
a pi-ograra must be developed. It is not a political resolution.
We will have and have now some resolutions. It is not a "politi-
cal commentary of the times" as LENIN once said. The aim is to
achieve a programmatic statement of the CP, USA. But this pro-
gram is not Just for our inner use; it is offered to the masses
of the people and gives the reasons for the existence of the
CP, USA. We should answer the question of a need for the CP in
the United States to achieve these aims of the people.

This program must reflect the need for the Party and
show the new developments in the world and class relations or
changes in the United States. The program must reflect the
basic ideological and political pillars upon Which the Party
rests, Xt must also reflect the position of other groups, but
mainly it must show the unique communist position. The program
must reflect our scientific concepts of society. We must show
that these are the laws of social development that give a direc-
tion to the classes and class relations—this is fundamental and
scientific.



From that understanding of the flow of society come
our strategic concepts, We must show the inability of capitalism
to solve social problems and that the capitalist society should
not Just be replaced by "another society" but by a "socialist
society." This must be no mechanical concept of these social
laws but rather a dialectical analysis. We take into account
human factors in society and we take into account the new times.
This separates us from other socialist groups such as the
Socialist Labor Party, the Trotskyists, etc. They have a
mechanical approach but we take a dialectical approach in regard
to these laws and, therefore, we have a flexible tactical approach.

Next, is the consideration of the basic pillars of
society and our position regarding classes. The root of the
problem in the world movement is related to this problem and
is also a challenge in the United States. The program therefore
cannot be anything but firm regarding class relations and the
working class as the pillar of society. We are the champions
of the working class, its role, its problems, etc. When We do
this we have a framework and can discuss the weaknesses and
the strengths of the working class. We are not critics from the
"outside" like the liberals.

On this fundamental basis we can be critical (not
sweeping criticism) of trade union leadership. We must take
pride in the achievements of our working class. The program
must show the solution of the world situation and the results
of automation. We must show the role of the working class as
a part of the achievements of this country; that is, as fruits
of mass struggles. In this way the working class stands in its
proper perspective.

Our anti-monopoly development is a development of
"struggle" against monopoly. Ourprogram must give answers to
those who are the victims of monopoly capitalism. In the
struggle for democracy, economic well-being, Negro rights,
etc., all are Joined in this struggle even if it is the working
class which leads in this fight. Socialism will be served by
a multi- or all-class struggle against monopoly capitalism.

In this sense, there is a close relationship between
socialism and anti-colonialism. The program should have some
assessment of the "Left" and how it has developed in the trade
unions, the peace movement , the civil rights movement, etc.
The program should reflect the struggle for civil rights with
special relation to the classes as an oppressed people and its
relationship to the working class in its struggle for Jobs,



political action , and democracy,
picture the total relationship.

In other words , it should

In regard to socialism in the United States, theprogram must give some outlook on how socialism will look inthe United States, We need to be more detailed and concrete
*^r®?Rfd to question of peaceful transition. We will seek
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"Drafting and talking" is the aim. We also recommend
that we start publishing articles on the program. "Political
Affairs" should set up a special section in the magazine for
this and also set up a pre-convention bulletin.

5
• Again, how we conduct this discussion is most important—

it can be valuable or harmful. We should bear in mind that this
will not be an official programmatic statement of CP, USA policy
until it is adopted as such at a CP, USA convention which we still
hope can be held before the end of this year. We hope that the
draft of the proposed program can be completed in September and
published during the Fall.

This ended HALLOS opening comments.

In the discussion that followed, ERIC BERT indicated
that he believed there were some areas where the rough outline
is deficient. He; believed it is deficient in the discussion on
capitalism and on the role of the working class. He also
expressed himself as against any conception that there is an
"absolute democracy" someplace. According to BERT, this is
unreal and is like HEGEL Ps "idea" concept. BERT suggested that
the program should give a more specific attitude in regard to
small business and a positive programmatic attitude on the
farmer,

I ~l suggested that GUS HALL ?s remarks should be £!L
prepared as an article to be published to open the discussion
on the program.

I I then remarked that there were two areas in
the draft program which he believed needed further treatment.
These areas were? 1) the American path to socialism, and 2) the
role of the Party. On the question of a "Party of socialism,"

I contended that the program must state whether it is a CP
based on Marxism-Leninism or a broader Party still based on
Marxlsm-Leninism

.

The next speaker in the discussion was JIM JACKSON who
stated that he wished to associate himself with the statement
that 'this rough outline is just the beginning of the writing of
a program. He also agreed with HALL’s remarks that th'ie dis-
cussion can be an ideological "refueling" or renewal of ‘the
Party, JACKSON continued g As GUS has indicated, the primary
and key problem to be assessed is the proposition that the working
classes the main force for the social revolution. We have to



establish who is the working class and we must keep in mind the, ,

structural changes of the working class . I louts the b
°

c
poor in a non-class category. This deprecation of the working
class only helps to confuse and helps the bourgeoisie. Democracy
in the United States is only a mere formality—as practiced in
the United States, it is actually brutal.

I I next spoke as follows; Our program should
spell out the material gains of socialisms abundance for every- b ^c
body. We’d better have a •’blueprint” or we will be considered
evasive. In regard to the question of small businesses, in my
opinion, there is no reason why we should have a mixed economy.
Furthermore, we must state categorically that we will eliminate
racial discrimination. Furthermore, we should have some state-
ment on the role of people’s organizations such as trade unions
in socialism.

The next speaker was DOROTHY HEALEY who commented on
the role of the working class. She indicated that even if they
are participating as workers, nonetheless they are also partici-
pating as individuals. She indicated there is a lack of ’’class
participation. ” She stated that the trade unions which are made
up of workers are not the most advanced on the question of peace,
etc. HEALEY polemized against HALL’S statements on the role
of the working class and quoted LENIN on the bourgeoisification
of the working class.

HY LUMER then entered the discussions The central ,

question is that of the class struggle and the anti-monopoly
struggle. It must be made clear that the working class are "the
grave diggers” of capitalism. There appears to be some confusion
in regard to the multi-class struggle that has democratic aims
and the class struggle for socialism. The working class plays
its special role even within a coalition. More attention should
be paid to monopoly capital and the role of the state so that
it is clear that the state is an organ of the ruling monopolists.

AL RICHMOND then commented as follows; I don’t know
how I was suckered into the writing of the outline in the first
place. Of course, the natural reaction would be to answer these
objections and say you missed this point under section so and so
on line this and that. But the outline has served its purpose.
We are just beginning to discuss the program and the core of the
problem which is the working class. The Ideological struggle
within the working class goes on and on.

8
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GEORGE MEYERS then made the following remarks? There
seems to he some confusion concerning classes and class relations.
There is talk about the poor and the middle class but there is
never talk about the working class. Also, we must erase the
division between white and blue collar workers—they are all
wage earners. Furthermore, X contend that the Negroes are "a
people," not just a part of the working class as some are
preaching.

t

' BOB THOMPSON then remarked: The class struggle is the
essence. But there is a struggle within the working class. The
problem for years ahead will be the fight for peace against the
aggressions and reactionary trend of the ruling class.

GIL GREEN then made the following comments: On the
whole, while the discussion has been positive, nevertheless, it
is "rough" on the rough draft. A lot more discussion is neces-
sary. I recall that back in the 1930 ®s we won the intellectual
struggle and we called the shots. Although many people started
Out in hostility toward us, since life vindicated the communist
outlook, they grudgedly agreed that we were correct. We must
keep ourayes on reality and life and our eyes on the masses. We
cannot lead by proposing generalities. But, at the same time,
unless we want to write an encyclopedia, we cannot include every*4

thing. We must unite on the basis of the realities of today and
how we are to progress to the next stages. Xn my view, these
stages are liberal reform, radical reform, and still later social
reform.

We have to give a lot of thought to the invasions of
Vietnam and the Dominican Republic. Were these mistakes of
individuals in the ruling class or did we expect this to happen?
Where did we miss or make a mistalee? X am of the opinion that
we will not move out of this stage that we are in and avoid a
nuclear war unless we can move labor. I cannot see the present
situation as just another* "new deal" which had another foreign
policy. Today, the United States sees a challenge in the sweep
of the anti-colonial revolution and its relation to socialism.
As more revolutions occur in Latin America, the ruling class
will react. But we cannot agree with the position of the
'^Monthly Review" that it is socialism vs reaction and war. We
must give thought to how we can prevent new Vietnams.

The anti-monopoly struggle means that the main fire
must be directed against the industrial-military complex. We
must explain that you can't do anything against poverty or for

— 9 —
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the Negro people if billions of dollars are being spent for war.

We have a problem of how to move ahead and yet we cannot avoid

the questions posed by the independents. We should not be put

into “the position of being the independents vs the Kalussfceaia. 1

believe it would be a mistake if wo placed the struggle *.o.s

democracy outside the struggle for socialism.

IEVIMS POTASH then made some cements: In general, I

ass in agreement with GUS HALL'S introduction. X believe that

the weakest thing in the rough draft is the failure to explain

our relation to the working class. After all, this is a working

class Party. Some comrades fall into the morass of the literals

who writ© off the working class and see a now "mythical class

as loaders.
*

: HENRY WINSTON made a few brief cements: W© ar©

closer to writing a program than ever before. I agree that it

would be useful to publish GUB HALL'S remarks as an introduction

for the discussion. Let us not forget that no matter what We

speak about, we must never forget that we do it as a Maraist-

Leninist Party.

GUS HALL then made some concluding remarks : I believe

that a summary would be out of order in this discussion since

this is the first survey and participation of this Board. I

am very pleased with this discussion and believe thax it could

not have been more concrete. I have only a few remarks. On the

question of ’'independence" and the "mainstream, I believe that

our position should be both: ’’Independence within the main-*

stream. " There is one general idea that X -would like to puc

forward concerning concepts. Be on guard against watering down

basic concepts and inadvertently watering down such things as

the fight for democracy; or narrowing the struggle for peace

to a struggle against imperialism; or narrowing down the struggl

against imperialism to the struggle for socialism.

V/hat further is there to do? 2 think we can set up

more committees such as ohe on the farm question and one on

youth’. We should ask two or three of the top youth to formulat<

a position on youth. Before the end of this meeting, we will

designate some commissions and I would like volunteers for some

of these commissions.

This ended the first session.



Second Session, Saturday, July 17, 1965

The Chairman of the second session, which was held
on July 17, 1965, at the same location, was MICKEY LIMA. ‘

The first speaker was IRVING POTASH who began the’
discussion concerning the "Outline for a Draft Labor-Policy
Resolution." POTASH stated as follows: ;

While this is only an "outline" on trade unions,
nevertheless, there has been a lot of discussion on it. We
have also talked to many trade unionists about its contents.
Although CARL WINTER, who prepared this outline, is absent,
I am sure he would not consider it as the "last word." Actually,
there should be an accompanying legislative resolution, but I

doubt this separate resolution idea will work out.

There are "stirrings" in the trade union movement. We
must realize that it takes more to move workers than students.
There is a groping to find the expression of the rank and file.
There has been an increase in wildcat strikes, deep dissatisfac-
tion with automation, and "settlement" of strikes. The workers
want more than attrition agreements—they want future care.

We can note that the recent steel and IUE elections
are reflections of dissatisfaction of workers with conditions
in the industry and shops and, of course, they blame the
leadership. There are voices of dissatisfaction in some of the
trade unions in regard to the Vietnam and Dominican Republic
policies of the United States Government. Do not underestimate
the speeches of some of the leaders like MEANY and others on
the peace issue, especially after the MEANY and DUBINSKY endorse-
ment of government policies. There are deep grumblings in basic
industry about hard work, the speed-up, and intensive exploitation.
Although the men need the overtime money, they find it hard to
keep going physically. Also, the feeling of insecurity is ever
present because of the workers" increasing debt.

We should be aware of the significant differentiations
between leaders and groups of unions. We caii't just classify,
the CIO as "progressive" and the craft unions as "reactionary*’

'

because it just is not so. Even in the unions of skilled worker
there are some unskilled. This is true in steel, electrical,
auto, etc. We must take note of these differentiations and
work out our program accordingly. There are some disagreements.



Not everyone agrees about these differentiations or that they
can be utilized. Some do not consider these ’’differences” or
as serious enough, I consider these differences as serious
and to have inherent possibilities to move workers. Some people
see only the positive side and fear that our criticism would
negate our influence upon the workers. But we do need to
criticize, MEANT and DQBXNSKT, who are tools of CIA, should be
criticized. The workers in the ILGWU suffer because of
DUBINSKY’s submission to the big boss and government. We must
criticize these leaders and show their neglect of the workers*
needs. Even some of the left publications treat these people,
such as DUBINSKY

, as ’’sacred cows ,
” But the matter of how to

criticize is important; there should be no vendetta; it must be
serious criticism. We must disagree and criticize without
repelling the rank and file or creating obstacles that would
divide the Left and progressives.

Another point of disagreement is on Left or rank and
file forms. Some say there is no need for these, I say that
we need these forms to unite the Left and center on important
problems such as automation , trade union democracy , etc . Of
course, there is the danger of lapsing into factionalism, but
this still does not do away with the need for alliances.

Some want a ’’national center” to give expression to
the sentiments of the rank and file and the left. This is not
a simple matter. We need to give this more careful thought.
As we prepare for our convention, w© should give thought to all
of these ideas. We should give special thought to the idea
expressed by Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING on the repeal of
Section 14B of the Taft~Bartley Act and an alliance to organize
the South. That is a pivotal question.

The outline of the resolution leaves out the question
of socialism. We cannot leave this out. We are appealing to
the workers as a CP. This ended POTASH °s presentation.

LOU WEINSTOCK then commented that he agreed with most
of what POTASH had to say but stated there was a need to
spell out such things as ”Jim Crow” contracts. He also indi-
cated that they should not skip the ideas expressed in the
article by SIDNEY LENS in ’’The Nation” on MEANT and LOVESTONE b6
and the CIA. ' He thought there should be mention of the b 7

legality of communists in trade unions as a resu It of the
Victory expressed by the Supreme Court decision on I I



GIL GREEN was the next speaker In the discussion

.

This resolution contains many good things . But, it is like
a department store* It has many counters and the reader must
find what he wants* There is no line in the resolution. The
following points should be made;

1) The working class is basic for a revolution.

2) Trade unions are the basic organisation of the
working class.

3) There can be no political change in the United
States without the trade unions.

4) The labor movement does not play this role; it
is full of contradictions and many workers are still unorganized*

3) Communists should not be separated from trade 1

unionism.

To bring about a change in trade unions is the
ideological work of the CP but this should be done from the
bottom up and not from the top down. The concentration should
be upon youth and upon organizing the unorganized.

After comments by several others, GUS BALL made the
following comments s This is in many ways the most important
resolution in preparation for the convention. We must give
this work the status it requires in the CP. I agree with most
of what has been said here but there are a few things that do
bother me and that is how some of these problems were placed.
The overall posture of the Party on labor has not been good.
We must dispel the era of criticism and cynical criticism of
the trade union movement in America. The attitude is an ’’ivory

tower” attitude instead of saying this is ”our working class."
Wo never did evaluate the "misleaders of labor” approach.

lis the chief offender. It is a fact that the
liberal and left movement are criticising the trade unions

.

What have we done to answer the attack on the working class
and its organization? W© act as if we are ’’neutral”

1 instead
of using the class approach. It appears that some people^ think
it is a crime to draw some positive things from the trade unioE
movement .

,

The struggle against the ultra-right is a glorious
page in the struggled the trade union movement. Should we
not take this positive pride and build on it? The ultra-right
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Too little about the working class appears in our
ten tho .rest of the paper is measured in the light

1 column, it gives a distorted picture of our

.. . ^
About the political role of the trade union movement-

?ot en°ugh to say that objective conditions lead to apetty bourgeois ideology of workers.

wu „ about the subjective struggle for ideology?There are objective conditions that make it possible for theworking class to play its historic role.

... .
After comments by several others, BOB THOMPSON statedthat in his opinion the outline is not even a basis for reso-

rj*
t“®a although the labor policy should be the central point

Program . The question of war and peace is themain thing and it is missing in the outline. He asked ’’Whereis the fight against the intervention and war in Vietnam?”

^ During the ensuing discussion, AL RICHMOND indi-cated that he agreed with THOMPSON that the central point isthe nature of United States imperialism and its war making.

Following some additional discussion, JIM JACKSON
comrnenied as follows? If we hold that we can force or
influence a change in the national administration policy inregard to Vietnam, tSvms it follows that we can change the
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policies of trad© union leader© such as HEANY, DUBINSKY, etc.

As a matter of fact, we did change them in the past on the subject

of Jim Crow, Vfe must answer the concept of anti-ideology which

is against ail Ideologies * This isausti iso count©2f©d by a working

class ideology which is ilarxism-Leninism » W© must come to grips

with the question of how to align the struggle of Negroes for

equality alongside? the working class movement. White chauvinism

remains even if it takes on more sophisticated forms

.

IRVING POTASH then commented! This outline was thrown

into this meeting with the discussion. We originally agreed that

there were two major points to b© stressed? peace and ©rganiza—

"tion of tih© unorganized o POTASH then rebuked DOROTHY HEALEY and

others who underestimate the working class? characterized that

approach as liberalism, in a Marxist outlook. He also rebuked

GIL GREEN on his negative approach to white collar workers.

At the conclusion of this discussion on the trade

unions, the outline was referred back to the Secretariat to pre-

pare a draft resolution. It was also decided to replace CARL

WINTER in the preparation of this resolution in view of his

absence on other matters.

At this point, HENRY WINSTON commented on the Negro

resolution entitled, "An Approach to a Resolution on the Negro

Cuestion" which had been prepared by JAMES JACKSON and stated

that it would be discussed at a later date although it was on the

agenda for this meeting. He suggested that the districts send

in their commonts on this draft.

Also at the second session a report was delivered by

HERBERT APTHEKER who had just returned from Helsinki, Finland,

where he had attended the Congress of the World Peace Council.

H© had also attended a meeting of the communist delegates to the

Conference which was held a few days prior to the Peace Con-

ference. HERBERT APTHEKER made the following comments?

The Congress was held on July 10-15, 1965, in Helsinki,

Finland, in an enormous hall. I might note that the CP in Finland

has 38 members in their parliament.

Prior to the Peace Conference, there was a meeting of

delegates from 21 CPs,

At the Peace Congress preparatory meeting the Chinese

CP, with the aid of the Albanian CP, did everything possible

to destroy the Congress and the Council altogether. When the
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Chinese lost in their endeavors in the preparatory meeting , they
wanted to conduct a filibuster against the holding of the Con-
gress and they fought bitterly o When the South Vietnamese
delegation had not as yet arrived during the first day°s session
of the preparatory meeting , the CP of China charged the Soviet
Union with the responsibility for the absence of the South
Vietnamese o The North Vietnam delegation defended the Soviet
Union with the explanation that the Finnish Government rather
than the Soviet Union was responsible for the temporary absence
of the South Vietnam delegation at the first session. According
to the North Vietnam delegation, the delay was due to the fact
that the South Vietnamese did not have the necessary visas.
Furthermore, the South Vietnam delegation was then en route to
the meeting and would arrive in time for the second day’s
session.

The Helsinki Peace Conference was an outstanding
success. The proceedings were highlighted by an address by
the President of Finland, URHO KEKKONEN, and an address by the

Premier of Fi. land. They both stressed peaceful coexistence.
The Conference was attended by 1,450 delegates from 98 countries*
The only country which did not send a delegation was Ireland,

There were representatives from 18 international delegations;
delegates from 14 African countries; 23 from Asia; and, 20
from X<atin America. There were @6 persons from the United
States. There were 1,200 men and 250 women. Forty-one of

those in attendance were clergy. There were 15 ministers
of state.

The speech for the United States delegation was
delivered by CARLETON 60QD&ETT, All 96 United States delegates
agreed on this speech and there was a tremendous ovation when
he was finished. His speech, which was about the peace move-
ment in the United States, had a line which the Chinese did
not like. The ovation lasted for ten minutes and as a result
even the Chinese stood up. In regard to the United States
delegation, it was the most fully representative delegation
since World War II. It included 22 women and representatives
from the Quakers, Students for a Democratic Society, the
W.E.B, Du Bois Clubs of America, and SANE. There were not
many CP members in the United States delegation.

There was some struggle on the resolutions of the
Peace Conference. With respect to the resolution on Vietnam,

the Chinese wanted one that sounded like a call to battle,
like a war college plan. They wanted an attack on the United
States as fascist, etc. However, the Chinese were defeated.
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The difference between the Chinese and Vietnamese
attitudes on the resolution was noteworthy. Whereas the
Chinese were stubborn in their insistence on a resolution as
suggested by them, the Vietnamese quickly removed from their
suggested resolution belligerent language to which objection
has been made.

While there was a general resolution on Vietnam,
there was also, a resolution on disarmament, the vestiges
of war-like attitudes in Germany, etc. The resolution on
peace, as officially adopted at the Conference, was not a
’’bloody one” and the Vietnamese were quite happy with it.
The Chinese did not vote against the general peace resolution.
Only the British abstained from voting because they look upon
the World Peace Council as an’’albatross.” The British had
a rather negative estimate of the Congress and there was also
some of that same spirit among the Italians.

In regard to the United States delegation, the vote
for the Vietnamese resolution Was 59 for, 9 against, with 15
abstentions. The representatives from the Women Strike for
Peace were there only as ’’observers” but they did vote for
the resolution on implementation of the provisions of the
Geneva Agreement.

The Helsinki Conference would not have been the
success it was had it not been for the United States participa
tion. Throughout the Congress feelings toward the United
States peace movement were very warm. United States delegates
were sought out by everyone, even by the Chinese. Of course,
the role of the communist delegates was indispensible. It was
most important that communists be present and honestly repre-
sented .

This was the end of APTHEKER’s report.

Third Session, Sunday, July 18, 1965

TOMMY DENNIS was the Chairman of the third session
which was held on duly 13, 1965, at the same location.

The first speaker was HY LUMER who presented a
report on the recent CP, USA ’’Summer Project” which was held
at Camp Midvale, Hew Jersey.



commented as follows: The Summer Project

was the most important development in the Party in many year. .
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Jl«i! rathe wav into the CP, The Hew York press xs silent
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lied about the CP is exposed and embarrassed.

This project brought together Party leaders a|^utfe *

Those who came to the school feeling cynical about
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nSSr o? o?Lr people in Party leadership as teachers. Some

of the students acted as teachers.

There were two sections in the school: civil rightJ

and mans policy school. The organisation of the school wan

based upon proposals from the youth commission and though
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history. There were some vexy important

achievements sine© the school was based upon the students

desire and not upon compulsion.

The Party started somewhat late to organize this
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3 from Oregon | 4 from Washington; 2 from Minnesota; 3 from
Illinois; 4 from Michigan; 1 from Western Pennsylvania; 4
from Massachusetts; 2 from New Jersey; 18 from New York; 0
from Philadelphia; 3 from Connecticut *

There was a geographical weakness in that the Middle
West should have had the largest representation. New York
also should have had more. The districts did not do a serious
job of mobilizing for this school. There was also some
failures in communication between the districts and the
national office; therefore, the national office also is to
blame. There were only sis; Negro students and this is a
serious weakness. There were too few working youth but were
mainly student youth. This reflects a weakness in the compo-
sition of the young membership. Some in the districts thought
this mammouth operation was not real and, therefore, they
did not work too hard in the mobilization.

There were some weaknesses in the school itself.
For example, there was not enough theory and there were not
enough practical problems. In the future, we should do better.
But from this school there are some lessons for the future.
We will need more workshops and we should also give some
advanced readings to the students before they come to the
school. There should be a longer time for preparations and
in the future we will allow six months.

The youth have now been sent out to the various
cities and they have been assigned to various Party projects,
particularly the formation of Du Bois Clubs. Now, it is up
to the Party to follow through with respect to youth leader-
ship training. Teacher training institutions should be set
up and some of the lectures should be put in printed form
as pamphlets. This will take months. Also, we are preparing
an elementary textbook on Marxism-Leninism based in the United
States. This was the end of LUMEB's report.

The next speaker in the discussion was PIIIL BART
who commented upon the youth follow-up summer program in Ohio.
He stated that their aim is to establish a youth organisation
in the district but that at the beginning of the summer there
were only two youths in the Cleveland Party. There was also
a need to establish a Du Bois Club in Cleveland. When these
young people from the summer project came in they established
relations with the Students for a Democratic Society and met
with no conflict. They have now established a center in the
Negro community of Cleveland. A reception was held to greet
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the three youths who cam© to Cleveland which reception was also
aimed at establishing the Du Bois Club in Cleveland. Seventy
young people attended this meeting. Those three are working full
time and the expectation is that six more youths will be recruited
into the Party as a result of their efforts.

MICKEY LIMA then delivered a report on the Party role
in the war on poverty. He commented as follows; The poor in the
urban area can be brought into political motion against the power
structure. It is also a fact that racist practices compound this
poverty situation. The CP can be rebuilt on the basis of work
among the poor—-Negro, Puerto Rican, white, Mexican, etc .—among
the urban poor. We can do in this sphere what we did and are
doing among the youth.

The Du Bois Clubs are acting as a service organisation
among the unemployed. There are now thirty Du Bois people working
among these unemployed, giving answers and solving problems . The^e
have been other organisations in the fight on poverty. For
example, the labor Committee for Full Employment ; the Committee b s

on Housing (I P s committee); and, the Welfare Bights b7c

Organisation. The first two have been dissolved because of
activities of the ultra-left but the Welfare Bights Organisa-
tion has 400 members. This can be started any place where they
have the same problems , These is also Youth for Jobs which is in
need for more adult cadres. The Ad Hoc Committee composed mainly
of students was involved in the fight for jobs. As a result of
their activities, 1,500 jobs opened up for Negro workers. This
organisation has now been dismantled as a result of an inner-
leadership fight.

The Party must concentrate its attention and efforts
on the war on poverty. There must be mass action and the Party
cannot afford to take a negative attitude. The setting up of
organisations to work in this area is still necessary, but these
organisations must produce or they will be without effect. Old
age is another arena in which the Party should become active.
Demonstrative forms are still needed in trade imions and among
the unemployed. There is a crisis in the cities as a result
of urban renewal, etc,, which can be exploited. Local defense
organizations should be formed to bail out those Party people who
as a result of their activities in the war on poverty might be
jailed. Hundreds are being arrested as a result of such activi-
ties.



Despite weaknesses, we can rebuild the Party. There
is resistance to rebuilding; the Party but this can be done.
After all, what are we in business for? The youth are doing
the job because they are willing to talk to people, they work
with them, and they are not held back by any preconceived idea
of "difficulties

.

M These students are getting results. If we
do not build the Party, we will wear ourselves out.

After some discussion, GUS HALL made the following
remarks ; Originally, it was planned to invite those who are
active in the war on poverty to this meeting, but it was then
decided to use MICKEY LIMA’S report instead. We are moving
into a new economic phase characterized by a slowing down of
the expansion of industry. This will have an explosive economic
effect on the United States and will give a different meaning
to the war on poverty. As the economic situation worsens, we
will move from a ’’consensus” to a class struggle in the war on
poverty. That is why the CP should formulate overall general
economic demands, I don’t believe we should worry too much
about organizational forms—some organizations "go" and some
organizations ”go on.”

We will work in all organizations. Also, we must use
the clause in Title II of the war on poverty law in which the
government allows money for the organisation of the unemployed
or the organization of the poor for jobs. While we did not
believe it possible when the law was first enacted, some
authorities are interpreting the law literally. Just remember
that if an organisation solves problems, people will join it,

HALL then made the following proposals;

1) That CP districts hold conferences on the poverty
question made up of people who are in this work or who will
join,

2) That a national conference on this foe held in
Chicago in October, 1965. This will include some CP leaders
but mainly people involved in this work; i.e», the fight for
jobs and the war on poverty.

3) That a popular pamphlet on poverty be prepared
by an active person in this organization.

HALL continued; On recruiting into the CP, the youth
have shown great boldness. At first I thought they were naive,
but the youth have been successful in recruiting. In Ohio they
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have shown that it can be done and they have even set a quota
of six by August.

b6

MICKEY LIMA then remarked? Becruiting is a big b7c

problem. Last year we did not even have students and the few
we had were making no headway. Today, the situation is
different . A great difference has been made as a result of the

I I case and the new victories for officers in trade
unions. We must vigorously tackle the problem of recruiting.

Following this discussion, the following proposals
were made and carried?

1) In each district a conference on the war on
poverty will be held to plan Party participation.

2) A national Party conference on the same subject
will be held in Chicago in October, 1965.

3) LIMA'S report at this meeting will be printed
and disseminated to all districts.

4) The CP, USA Secretariat will prepare a newsletter
to be disseminated to all districts to analyze the Party's work
in mass organizations and provide an exchange of opinions
and experiences between the districts as to how the Party can
operate most successfully in mass organizations, particularly
those engaged in the war on poverty.

5) A popular pamphlet should be issued on the war
on poverty and this proposal was referred to the Literature
Committee.

6) The September, 1965, issue of "Political Affairs"
will concentrate on the poverty question.

7) A campaign will be pushed for MICKEY LIMA'S book
on poverty.

8) Special attention will be given to the Party's
recruitment program in connection with the above-mentioned
activities.

The next report was delivered by BOB THOMPSON on
the subject of Vietnam based upon his recent travels and
discussions abroad. In essence, this report was as follows?



The basis for these resaarks is the content of meetings
held recently with our Vietnamese comrades from both North and
South Vietnam o Meetings were also held with Italian and British
CP delegations who had traveled to Vietnam.

It should b© understood that there is only one Party
in Vietnam although there are distinct political organisations.
In North and South Vietnam this is a highly developed Party,
which was developed during the war against Japanese anti French
colonialists and now the war against the United States and its
puppets, the Saigon regime. This Party has always been a mass
Party, a leader of the people. They have developed a wide
cadre

.

This is an independent Party which is dedicated to its
own people, its own country, and to Maoism-Leninism. t?hile
there are certain points of similarity of their position with
the position of the Communist Party of China (CPC), the influence
of the CPC can be explained by the fact of the reality of the
proximity and size of China. Nevertheless, the Vietnamese Party
does think independently, a fact which was amnly demonstrated at
the recent World Peace Congress in Helsinki, Finland.

Now, the obstructionism of the Chinese at the World
Peace Congress is not new, but what is new is that the Chines©
delegation voted for two resolutions along v/ith the delegation
of the Soviet Union. The pressure of the world communist move-
ment and the influence of the Vietnamese comrades helped to
bring this about and has now opened a now pattern in the rela-
tions of the Chinese and the rest of the world communist movement.
Therefore, the fight fox' unity of action of the world movement
has become more possible, even if the ideological problems are as
yet unsolved. For example, the problem of the transit of
supporting materials through China to Vietnam has now been
solved to a greater degree than in the past.

Various divergencies can be observed between the
positions of the Vietnamese and the Chinese; for example,
their different positions on "modern revisionism, *’ but there
are also some similarities. An example is their joint adherence
to the doctrine that men are superior to military technology,
given a revolutionary situation. This grows out of their
experience in national liberation movements. The Vietnamese
have learned to fight against helicopters and aerial bombing
and they believe they will win and are winning the war. But
they also realize that the United States forces are holding



enclaves within South Vietnam and if the United States brings

in enormous quantities of war material and are backed up by the

United States fleet, the Vietnamese will not be able to push them

into the sea. Nevertheless, they hold to their conviction tnat

they will win,, They are aware of the fact that the danger does

exist that tho could toacoine a nucloaar war* long as tLo

war in Vietnam is considered in light of a "local" war, it makes

sens©| but as the war is related to world problems and nuclear

war, it cannot be pursued in the present manner.

The National Liberation Front operates over four-fifths

of the territory of South Vietnam in which area they exercise

either complete or partial authority. Even during the midst of

this war the National Liberation Front has brought about a rise

in agricultural production and living standards. They have also

developed a scattered light industry. Through the organisation

of an educational system, they have even lowered tne illiteracy

rate. The National Liberation Front is actually a full-fledged

national operation in the areas of industry, agriculture, educa-

tion, etc. This fact constitutes their appeal to the people
„
of

Vietnam, not reliance upon propaganda leaflets, etc. The people

of Vietnam know this.

In respect to the National Liberation Front Army, it is

still essentially a national liberation army. In some instances

they do operate on a divisional or regimental level. The

Vietnamese comrades do not deny that some South Vietnamese are

tapai&ed ia the North and then go back to the South to fxghfc; tout

up to now, according to the Vietnamese comrades, there are no

armies of North Vietnam fighting in the South. While they do

have a high level of strategic planning in areas such as the

central regions of South Vietnam, their execution.©! plans is

still similar to that of a partisan army or guerrillas. They

now have tows? or* iJiv© support troops 'Mot each guorrilla fight©r

which is like an engineer and service corps. Their intelligence

service is also highly sophisticated and they boast that nothing

moves in South Vietnam that we do not know about .

"

The South Vietnamese comrades 0 estimate. of the military

situation is that they are very far advanced in winning this war.

The Saigon government is finished and cannot be rebuilt after

the loss of four-fifths of the territory and the breakdown of

their morale. They realise that the United States is sending

in more troops but they claim that the French had 700,000 troops

and were defeated by inferior guerrilla bands. Now, the Vietnamei

have better fighters.
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Fourth Session, tlonday, July 19 , 1965

GEORGE SSEYERS was th© Chairman of the fourth session
which was hold on July 19 , 1935 , at th© ©ass© location .

The first speaker was ARNOLD JOHNSON who delivered a
report on the struggle for peace and th© Party °s position in
x-egard to Vietnam,, JOHNSON stated a© follow© s

The escalation of the v/ar in Vietnam has separated
President JOHNSON from the people of the country and brought
him closer to th© view of BARRY GOLDWATER and the reactionary
Republicans , He has lost the support of the people in his own
Party and of world public opinion . Th© wav© of protest is
really expressive of United States opinion . Peace advocates
in this country have also gained from the actions of peace
forces in other countries.

President JOHNSON is now admitting that the United
States is taking over the war in Vietnam and is committing
United States troops for ground action. Secretary of State
DEAN RUSK°s nno sanctuary" statement is a trial balloon to
test the American people. The attitude of the Administration
is "how far can we get by with" as far as the American people
are concerned. In point of fact, there is no Saigon Govern-
ment nor South Vietnam Army. Although President KENNEDY ©aid
that the Vietnamese will fight the war, the fact is that the
United States is doin^ it.

There is a struggle going on in the higher circles
of United States Government. Some wanted Governor HARRIMAN
to go to th© USSR to speak to Soviet officials, and some did
not. After his talk with Premier KOSYGIN, they left it up
to a clerk to analyse this talk. This is vulgar and is not
even diplomacy.

There has been some talk about the fact that CARLETON
GOODLETT has had an entre to the Whit© House.. Let us not make
too much ©f this. There are others who have entre to the White
House and th© State Department, like Dr. SPOOK and the Fellowship
of Reconciliation.

The questions of importance ares how to end the war
and stop future aggressions how to give expression to the peace
sentiments of the American peoples how to utilize the anti-
imperialist sentiment of the people. We must use every
opportunity and keep in mind that there are various groupings,
such as the Quakers, SANE, and others, who have their own plans
for peace. __
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I I
back from Vietnam the last

time, he gave a talk to so*? Vail Street tycoons and ran into b6
some sharp disagreements. Senator BOBSET MfHBDV’s speeches
indicate that there are some differences on United States
policies in Vietnasi and the Dominican Republic and on nuclear
policies. We must see these things despite the build-up for
escalation. There is a continued opposition to Administration
policies from the people, the press, radio, and television. We
must give credit to Women Strike for Peace and their delegation
to Helsinki and Indonesia,

In this country there is a constant activity for peace
even though it has its ups and downs. We must record the recent
Madison Square Garden meeting as a success despite the efforts
to sabotage it.

How, on the matter of actions ahead, A massive teach-
in and a 50,000 mass delegation to Washington by SANE was with-
drawn because of some inner struggles. They have substituted
smaller demonstrations August 7th at the White House and August
9th at the Washington Monument, This involves SKCC, the Du Bois
Clubs , etc. The combination of the peace moves®nt and the civil
rights movement is very important. They are still fighting
over this because SAME does not want sit-ins. The conflict is
continuing and thus it may not materialise as a big mass action
of 50,000 people. It may now be a limited action of a few
thousand

.

SAHE will have a meeting in the garment district in
Hew York City on August 6th and on the week end Women Strike for
Peace will have a demonstration at the World's Fair. This is
the anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima. In all cities
there will toe some action on that week end.

In regard to our decision in organising anti-irnperia1is

1

sentiment, wo must admit that this has not been accomplished.
But there are such centers toeing created by others. This is
not in contradiction to the broader peace movement. We must take
a look at ourselves in this activity. Our literature has been
dominant, ©specially at the Madison Square Garden meeting. There
the main distribution was of "The Worker,” VICTOR PERIODS
pamphlet, BETTY GANMSTT's pamphlet, GBS HALL°s pamphlet, and
other Party leaflets.

There have been distributed 10,000 copies of BETTY
GARNETT®s pamphlet and 13,00© of VICTOR PERILS pamphlet. There
also is a new pamphlet on the Dominican Republic coming out. We



have takes* 5,008 copies of a reprint of 'The Nation" article on
L0VEST0NE and the CXA which reprinted at our request,

A mass peace march on Washington is being considered
to encompass 50,060 students', Women for Peace, SANE adherents

,

etc,, for late September or in October, It is planned that they
will have as many people in the picket of the Whit© House and
the Pentagon as there are additional United States troops sent
to Vietnam, The effort will be to combine the peace movement and
the civil rights movement in these demonstrations.

In the discussion that followed JOHNSON 9 s report,
| |

I | commented as follows? In his speech in Austin, Texas , March
7, 1965, Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING spoke about the identity
of interests between the peace interests of the people and civil
rights. He spoke not in abstraction but in a concrete way. The
present Administration has taken seriously Dr, KING 5 s and the
Christian leadership meeting at Danville, Virginia, President
JOHNSON telephoned some of the civil rights leaders like WILKINS,

I I , etc,, to repudiate this fight of the civil rights move-
ment to end the war in Vietnam, Some of the leaders were inti-
midated, but this movement will spread.

Following some additional discussion, GUS HALL made the
following comments? I will reemphasise the overall problem of
the great danger that prevails in Vietnam, This situation shows
that the ’"’world war madmen'0 still can escalate the war. It is an
act of desperation. Defense Secretary MC NAMARA°s trip to
Vietnam is solely t© provoke and escalate the situation? but as
the 1966 ©lections approach, the forces opposed, including the
masses as well as the world of business and finance, will grow
and act. The opposition of the KENNEDY® to the current policy
is no accident. President JOHN KENNEDY seat JOHN KENNETH
GAIsORAXTH to Vietnam, but he was not able to complete his
analysis of the situation which actually was contrary to the
•analysis of the CIA and the Pentagon. This movement is growing
as witnessed by the statements of Senator HORSE and Senator
CHURCH, It reflects a deep split in the ranks of United States
monopoly-capital, although the problem of t.h© war is still grave,

• There has been opposition to this war expressed on
various levels. It is show® in the anti-imperialist actions
and the militant actions of youth as demonstrated by sit-ins.
We should support these militant actions but w© must influence
them not to oppose the broader actions of others. There will
be a Washington Motion - Politics for Fence, This will be a
two-day dialogue? -on pane© and civil rights. This may foe the



beginning of unity of action of these two movements . |

| is pushing for representation of the "radical, left «

"

Dr. SING has not yet agreed to speak as he is waiting to see
what will be the nature of the actions. In Hew York they
will exclude communists

.

b6
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At the moment a letter to President JOHNSON is being
circulated by Democrats opposing his Vietnam policy. We should
get behind this and support it. In August there will be a
meeting or conference in Santa Barbara with the participation
of Congressmen to work out a plan of action to change United
States policy.

Following some additional discussion, ARNOLD JOHNSON
made the following proposals;

1) That every district review its work and organize
its participation in the upcoming peace demonstrations.

2) That the Party organize support for the Washington
meeting on the scale needed.

3) That constant attention be given to this subject
and that the Party establish "anti-imperialist centers."

4) That the Party give attention to issuing mass
literature to publicize the demonstrations and insure Party
participation

.

The next item was a report by GIL GREEN on the
McCarran Law and the CP. He stated as follows?

The situation on the question of the semi-legal status
of the Party and its effect upon recruiting is worse for workers
than it is for students. But as ELIZABETH GUBLEY FLYNN used
to' say 9 "We must watch that the Party does not accommodate
itself to the McCarran Law." We must get rid of the "McCarran
shackles." MeCarranism has become institutionalized for the
last two decades. The AFL-CSO at one time indicated its

opposition to this law but it has not now re-endorsed its
position in favor of its repeal. This country is tired of the
witch hunt and this is true especially among the youth. This
was amply demonstrated in Chicago during the recent HUAC hearings.

We must also regard the fact that there have been some
victories. CP members now can travel. We have the right to

‘ receive mail from other countries. There Was the victory of
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This was important., There was the
decision of the Supreme Court to accent jurisdiction on member-
ship cases ©f the Party in the cage of l land I I.

We should also keep in niod the decisions of the courts on the
"front groups.” Also, there have boon no new HUAC contempt
cases»=—not yet. There also has been the action of some youth
organizations in reusing to screen communists out of their
organizations and the same is true in SHOC.

This war in Vietnam presents a different situation
than did the Korean War, Today, even those who agree with United
States policy do not question as to who is the aggressor. They
know that the United States is on the wrong moral side. The
enemy is cl©«Sy seen““the United States is the aggressor. Of
course, at the time of the Korean War the United States had a
monopoly of the bomb. Today, people fear a nuclear war because
of the monopoly has been broken.

W© cannot take this new climate for granted—things
can be worse. New attacks will begin against the youth organiza-
tions like the Du Eois Clubs and others. There is no real fight
for freedom on the campus which is tied to the fight against the
McCarran Act.

The CP, USA membership case will be heard in October
and the Party trial on two indictments is also set for October.
Our objective is to mount a campaign to come to a head at the
time of the trial of the Party. An active campaign must be
initiated to fight for the Party °s right to appear on the ballot
and to abolish the BUAG.

The Party must fight for itself and yet there is no
danger of it turning Into a '’defense organization. ” The experi-
ence of the Hall-Davis Defense Committee shows that we are
neglecting this organization. That Committee raised $44,000
in its first year, font only $22,000 the next year and much less
this year. We can also judge this neglect by its leadership—
while we gave to ELIZABETH PLOT the services of JTXU TQRMEY to
work on this and also BILL PATTEBSOH, the Party as such has
neglected it. Besides, PATTERSOK was away for sometime and
should one© again become involved.

There are 43 membership cases plus the GUS HALL case
and yet there ar© only two local committees, those in Oregon
and Los Angeles. Funds ar© not being raised and the financial
situation is critical. Funds ar© needed for briefs before the
Supreme Court and for the legal expenses of the coming trial.
Fortunately, the first advertisement in the press brought
gratifying results,

«> 30 «•
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Ous° oto press is not dealing with this fight on the
McCarran Law*. This, however , will b© corrected. It will begin
with personal sketches of the defendants - X would propose the
establishment of speaker bureaus in the various states. A mass
mailing of material is going to start. Only in California are
we reaching the publics the other districts are lagging. For
your information, I L BILL PATTEESON, DOROTHY HEALEY,
and OHS HALL are available to speak to meetings. A campaign
should start immediately to drop the indictment against GUB HALL.
Tlier© should toe a fund-raising affair in all cities where there
are people who have been cited. At the time of the trial we
must fill the courtroom and mass picket lines, etc.

There is going to he a national effort. On September
17, 1965, there will b© a teach-in and on September 18, 1905,
a "solve-in" in Hew York City called by the Emergency Civil
Liberties Committee. The Party must help mobilize others to
attend and help this project. The National Committee fox* Pro-
tection of Foreign Born will hold a separate conference on the
same week end. The Emergency Civil Liberties Committee has
allocated $3,000 for the conference but not one cent for fares
or expenses of people to attend the meeting,

GIL GREEN then made the following proposals which
were passed?

1) A mobilization of Party forces against the
McCarran Act.

2) The establishment of a CP, USA speakers bureau.

3) The issuance of mass material.

4) The working up of a movement in support of the
September 17-18, 1965, conference.

After some further discussion, GIL GREEN made some
further comments?

He noted that there are some legal questions that need
to be hammered out. He characterized the Party’s lawyers as
too tame and conservative. He said they take a too narrow
"legal” approach and do not see the politics involved.

SI



A motion was made and carried to accept GIL GREEN’s
report.

Discussion on the program was referred to the Secre-
tariat ,

At the conclusion of the meeting a number of committees
wei’e set up which v/ould meet on July 20, 1005, at the CP, USA
National Office, The following committees would meet during the
morning of July 20, 1365;

Program Committee (this is a nucleus and others
will be added later)

GUS HALL
CARL WINTER
NIT 11MER
BOB THOMPSON
GIL GREEN
AL RICHMOND
TOMMY DENNIS
HERBERT APTHBKER

Farm Committee

GEORGE MEYERS
. ERIC BERT

LEM HARRIS

Youth Committee

MICm LIMA

b6
b7C

The following committees would meet at 1:30 p.m.

,

July 20, 1965, at CP, USA national headquarters:

Working Class and Trade Union

IRVING POTASH
IRVING GOFF
JIM TORMEY
DOROTHY HEALEY
BOB THOMPSON
GIL GREEN

(CARL WINTER is a member of this Committee but will
be absent,) « 32 -



HENRY WINSTON
TOMMY DENNIS

BlLt &ATTERSON

After the above designations, the meeting of the
National Board of the CP, USA and invited guests adjourned.

- 33
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Ah Approach to a Resolution on the Negro Question

For a deoade the Negro freedom movement has leaped forward. It

has initiated wave after wave of mass aotions whioh has set millions

into motion in support of first one and then another of the programa-

tio requirements for securing equality and freedom.

In overwhelming numbers the young generation of white youth have

come out in behalf of the demands of the Negro people to be free from

all manner of discrimination.

The major denominations of ohuroh-goers support the just demands

of the Negro people.

The majority of the organized labor movement is involved in the

purposeful drive of the Negro people to secure the full measure of

the rights to whioh they are entitled as citizens on the same, equal,

level of that of all other peoples of the nation.

;

Decisive sections of world public opinion have expressed its

solidarity with the just cause of the Negro Americans*

Under the ceaseless hammering of the Negro people and the ever-

v/idening front of their active supporters among the rest of the nation,

and, as a oonsequonoe of the effect of this struggle upon world public

opinion, the Federal government and the Administration have been com-

pelled to make significant interventions in behalf of upholding the

constitutional rights of the Negro citizen.

Civil Rights legislation has been won. Some integration of Negroes

in areas of Federal authority has been realized, etc. Substantial
1

gains have been made in affinning the legality of the Negroes 1 demands

to be free to exeroise every right whioh white citizens claim, and

raoial discrimination has been outlawed though not ended*

Nevertheless, the most oppressed component t>f the nation is the
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Negro people. Racial prejudioe, political disfranchisement, economic

deprivation and social discrimination characterize their status in re-

lation to the white people of the nation* Indeed, the integration of

Negro-Americans ii\ the eoonomio
,
political and social life of the nation

is nowhere accomplished in fair ratio to their numbers in the population.

The opportunity for Negro Americans to participate in the major pursuits
/ !

of the nation refakins meanly circumscribed and severely limited by

law or custom.

The cause of the freedom and equality of the Negro Americans is

I

a cause yet to bjbjwon. The prolonged and ofttimos heroic struggle of

the movement for equality over the past decade has brought the vision
I i

of viotory nearer, but the goal remains an objective to be fought for.

In the present and developing phase of the Negro people’s struggle

'I

for oqual rights and freedom, a new quality of emphasis must be placed

on the question of the interaction and interdependonoe of this struggle

to the historic workingolass obligation to load the entire nation in

struggle to break through the barrier of the capitalist social system,
1 \

j

this big busiAoss dominated society which is struotured to serve pri—

I

marily the profit interest of the monopolists, rather than satisfy

l.

the over expanding needs and requirements of the masses of the people,

Lenin noted that it was necessary to be mindful of the wide range

of the correlations between the movement of the oppressed and the pro-
,i

T

letarian emancipation movement of the oppressing people; to help each

in turn to identify its cause and goals with that of the other. He

saw the oonVergenoe and mutual roinforoement of those two movements

as essential for the victory of oithor. This oonoopt has special
;
;

,

validity for our tioo and the struggle in our oountry; emphatically so,

when we give consideration to the 'overwhelming workingolass oomposition
I'

l

i
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of tho Negro people,
i »

In the period ahead the Nogi'o froedom movement will increasingly

develop a consciousness of the objective fact that the struggle for

Nogro equality and freodom is a specialized part of tho workingolass

struggle ; - that ultimately the Negroes ’ opprossivo condition is per-

petuated by the oapitalist/monopolist olass which is able to gain addi-

tional profit advantage from tho sUpor-exploitation of Negroes as a

oonsoquenoe of their deprivation of equal rights.

More and more dearly tho Negro freedom movement will draw anti-

monopolist, anti-capitalist oonolusions from its struggle experiences.

Tho hoavy proportion of working people to the total Nogro population

diotato suoh a course of development for the Negro freedom movement.

What is more, oapitalism in tho U.S. has historically victimized

tho Nogro Amorioan, oven as capitalist-imperialism viotimizod his

ancestral kinsmen of tho African continent.

Prom its earliest establishment in Amerioa, oapitalism has boon

guilty of onriohing its private fortunes out of the most savage robbery

of the Nogro people and tho most ruthless exploitation of the labor

powor of Negro working peoplo, both, during the era of ohattle slavery,

and, throughout the span of tho oontury sinoo emancipation,

Oapitalism instituted the dreadful system of human slavery to

translate 'the blood, toil and tears' of Negroes into personal profit

and oorporato oapital and maintained it by torror and law and bestially

savage sooial oustoms for over 300 yoars,

Tho operation of tho slave system in the U.S. A, then , liko the

, discrimination system against Negroes now, wore developments of oapi**

’ talism and funotions of this nefarious system of human exploitation

Jl
v for private profit-making.
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Notwithstanding all tho disabilities and opprossion — tho oxolud-

ing and the denial, tho segregation and tho discrimination — tho Negro

psoplo are an Intogrsl part of this American nation.

Tho Nogro is an American and this Unitad Statos is his nativo land.

Other than the Indians, all Amorioans havo anoostral origins

abroad. Nogro Amorioans 1 anoostors storamod from Afrioa, from pooplos

who today aro playing a great rolo in tho world oauso of emancipation

from the bondage of oolonialism and iraporiolism.

To moot the phollongo and utilizo tho opportunities to best ad-
* *4

vantago of tho present phaso in the struggle, the following should bo

given emphasis

:

Tho struggle of tho Nogro people for integration in tho eoonomio,

political and sooial affairs of tho nation on the basis of full oquality

with all othor Americans is a struggle to onlargo demooraoy in tho

ontire nation .

Nogro Americans of all olassos aro oompolled to ontor into tho

struggle against raoial discrimination and its sooial oonsoquonoos*

Howover, the faot 'that tho Nogro pooplo are predominantly working olass

will increasingly influence tho program and goals of tho Nogro pooplo'

s

movomont, the stratogy-and taotics of tho struggle, as woll as assuring

the permanent nature of tho alliance with the organized labor movement.

Indeed, labor and tho Nogro pooplo aro destined to maroh together in

pursuit of a oommon future froo of capitalist exploitation and oapitalist

raoial opprossion.

Because of ,'tho high working class composition of the Negro people

i

and tho strength; of tho Nogro workors in koy areas of the economy, tho

|
t

froodom struggle' of the Nogro pooplo presents itself as a vital front

of the anti-mojnopoly strugglo. It is goarod into the tasks related

I

u

,
i
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n t
to tho fulfillment of tho historic goal of the working class, that is,

to offoot
;

-tho transformation of sooioty from capitalist to socialist*

Tho froodom objeotivos of tho Nogro poople diroctly bonofit tho working

i
I

class and! sorvo tho democratic intorost of tho wholo nation*

I. In tho POLITICAL Sphoro:

Tho Nogro pooplo's fight to eliminate political discrimination

is in ossonco A STRUGGLE FOR GENUINELY REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT.

It entails full freedom to voto and to bo voted for, Tho majority

must be soouro to exeroiso its right to tho power in looal political

subdivisions ~ precincts, wards, counties, Congressional Districts,

Assembly Districts, etc, Tho minority must havo tho right to propor-

tional roprosontation at all levols of tho threo branches of government

—. tho legislative, administrative and judicial as well as an equal

share of tho police power.

Tho struggle of tho Negro pooplo for full access to tho political

arena in tho southern statos and tho northern ghottos is a struggle

to oust the worst reactionaries, Dixiocrats, racists, warmongors, anti-

labor servants of the monopolists from tho Congress and from the state

and local governing bodios, and to place in public office gonuino

roprosontatives of tho pooplo drawn from tho Nogro pooplo, tho labor

movomont and tho progressive forces gonorally.

II. In tho ECONOMIC Sphoro:

The struggle of tho Nogro pooplo against ooonomic discrimination

is a major front in tho roal WAR AGAINST POVERTY.

It requires tho trade union organization of tho unorganized especial-

ly in the factories and the fields of tho South.

It necessitates tho dovolopmont of tho economy in tho South in

particular and in the othor areas of blight and poverty as well* Tho
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roconstruct!on of agrioulturo on a modern sciontifio basis and big

expansion of industry in tho southern rogion is roquirod, Tho oconomio

f needs of tho Nogro peoplo roquiro a vast and oountrywido program to

yipo out tho sharao of tho slums of tho metropolitan oontors and rural

aroas and to oroot in thoir stoad unsogrogatod, opon-occupancy oontrollod

low-rent |
and low-cost housing, rocroational faoilitios and playgrounds

and paries as well as all nooossary sohools and hospital faoilitios.

Capital for tho financing of suoh development programs which aro

neodod to roduoo the accumulated discrimination gap in tho oconomio

status of tho Nogro people must bo supplied by tho government out of

tho profit hoards of tho monopolists and from tho savings that would

flow from a drastio reduction of tho military appropriations.

To soouro tho scale of an anti-povorty program noodod to wipo

out tho ooonomio discrimination and social deprivation of Nogro Americans

is to mako an assault upon tho profit grabbing of tho corporations

and tho trusts, is to ontor into strugglo against monopoly capitalism,

*

Keop an Eyo to tho Working Glass Strata's Roquiromonts and Noods on

Policy Questions

1

Control to tho solution of all probloms that prosent thomsolvos

in tho aroa of strategy and taotios for tho Nogro freodom movomont is

tho nooossity to establish tho identity of tho Nogro pooplo in torms

of 1) thoir relation to tho nation os a whole , and 2) thoir rolation

to tho working blass (whoso dostiny it is to load tho nation to its

olassloss future). In this rogard —

1) Nogroos aro |an integral part of tho nation, though suffering spooial
i

opprossion and racial discrimination,

2) Tho numbor of Nogro capitalists ‘aro minimal and none aro big oapi-

f

I

'i
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talists; tho middle class oatogory aro a small porcontago of tho total;

the mass of tho Nogro pooplo aro of the working olass.

Tho approach to all policy questions ,
to all matters of taotios

and strategy in rospoot to tho dovoloping strugglos of tho Nogro freedom
i

t
»

movomont must take into aooount tho - nooossity that all polioios and

r
*

h

tactics nood ,to oorrospond to both tho immodiato as well as long rango

intorost on tho basio numbers of tho Nogro poople — tho working class
!

i

majority. ;•

#

The Party’s jLoadership Rolo and Organization is a Nood of tho Freodom

j;

Movomont

During* tho past deoade tho young gonoration especially of tho

Nogro pooplo havo gained a wido oxporionoo with tho CLASS nature of the

capitalist iSTATE and how its polioo and court systom dofonds its privi-

logos and powor. They havo gainod muoh oxporionoo in tho matter of

building organization, cultivating unity, reaching out to forgo alli-

ances with; a wido strata of white pooplo. Thoy havo, out of their

oxporionoo^ grown profoundly critical of tho whole nature and structure

of capitalist society. They sook a progrossivo alternative to oapi-
j

,

talism. Our Party has tho opportunity and duty to disoloso tho socialist

altornativo to tho young gonoration, to bring to thorn tho compass of

soionoo, of Marxism-Loninism to ’illumine thoir way, that thoy may tdko

thoir rightful plaoo in our Party, tho bottor to give leadership to
i

tho massos in tho struggle for froodom, equality and justioo.



Cortain Ourront Foots and Figuros Dopicking tho Extent of the Supor-

Exploitation of Nogro Workors as a Consoquonoo and as an Expression of

tho Oppression of tho Nogro Pooplo

A U,S. Bureau of tho Census stocly for 1964 showed:

Of tho total U.S, population of 191,3 million, 10,9 poroont or

20,8 million wore Negro Amorioans.

Currontly 17. 5$ of all of tho Nation's jobless are Nogroos. Tho

unemployment rato among Nogroos boing tv/ioo that among whitos, 9$

of tho Nogro work foroo is jobless a3 compared to 4.3% for whites,

40.9% of Nogro malo workors havo incomes of less than $2,000 a

yoar oomparod with 24,2% of white malo workors, Tho modian inoomo of

Nogro men is half that of white men,

74,4% of Nogroos 25 or older havo not finishod high sohool oompared

with 49.8% of whitos,

27.8% of all persons arrostod in tho Unitod States are Nogroos.

.(Not more oriminal, just more ofton arrostod and victimized by tho

polioo-oourt systom.)

In his oxtraordinary speech at Howard University in Washington,

D.C* last Juno 4th, Prosidont Johnson took noto of tho snails paoo of

progross that oharaotorizos tho ooonomio progress of tho Nogro espe-

cially. "Tho harsh faot of tho matter," ho notod, "is that, in tho

battle for true equality, too many Nogroos or© losing ground." Tho

wido disparity in status, tho difforonoos that still oxist botwoon

*

Nogroos and whites “are sololy and simply tho consoquonoo of anoiont

brutality, past injustioo and prosont projudioo ... For tho Nogro, thoy

aro a romindor of oppression. For tho white, thoy aro a romindor of

t

guilt.

"

41,9% of Nogro malo workors aro bluo-oollar workors, as against
l

.1
t

I
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36,4$ of whito malo workers,

46, 5$ of whito malo workers aro in tho whito-oollar oatogory as

compared to tho 18. 4$ of Negro malo workors with whito-oollar jobs.

Of tho oatogory of Sorvioo Workers, 31. 4$ of Nogro men working

aro in this oatogory, as against only 10.8$ of tho whito malos omployod,

6.3$ of tho whito malo working foroo aro farm workors, and 8,3$

of tho Nogro male workors aro farm workors.

In every oatogory of omploymont Nogroos aro paid loss than whites

for oquivalont work, for example:

Tho lifo-timo oaraings of whito toaohors amount to $256,000 on

tho avorago as against $183,000 for Nogro toaohors,,

Tho lifo-timo earnings of olorioal workors aro estimated at $218,000

for a whito worker as against $162,000 for a Nogro,

Tho white oarpontor oarns $190,000 in a lifo-timo as oomparod to

$112,000 for a Nogro oarpontor,

Tho lifo-timo oamings of a whito laboror amounts to $157,000 as

against $105,000 for a Nogro laboror.

mmmrnm
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7/16/65
NY, NY

According to I,
Chairman of

Brooklyn CORE and candidate ror JNew York City Council

for the Brooklyn Freedom Democratic Movement, Brooklyn
CORE will hold a mass demonstration on 7/17/65? starting

in Brooklyn at 12 noon. The demonstrators will march

across the Brooklyn Bridge to N.Y.C. Police Headquarters.

This demonstration is in protect of the shooting

of a negro hov
3

1 in Brooklyn, N.Y. on 7/15/^5 •
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July 9, 1965

'New Xork, New IOPK
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The question JPeacte in the world and Freedom for

the Negro people dn the United States poses serious

thought in American life and the world today* It is

the general tendency on the part of those who art

•participating in the movement for Peace or Civil

Rights to indicate that these questions are separate

points of view. There is a correlation between the

two questions which need to be explored and it would

be a mistake not to recognise it.

Today, the unneceesary wars that are taking place in

Vietnam and Santo Boaingo by the United State* govern**

ment is erasing a multitude of human life; in our couth

try particularly in Mississippi and Selma, Alabama *

again human life is being effaced by the fame group

who ie carrying on the gross violation of human rights
in other parts of the world. There is an identity bet**

ween the two questions which must be brought to the
fore.

, .

Realizing the importance of these vital questions ,,

FREEDOMWAIS Magazine Is planning a panel discussion
which will deal with following points t

1. Can there be Freedom at home with a war abroad
being conducted by our government?

2. What is the bridge for the Peace and Civil
Rights Movement?

3. Ban you have Civil flights and Civil liberties
in a warfare state?

Bn Friday evening, November 5th, 1565 FREESOMWAT£
Magazine will hold a forum at Town Hall to discuss the
above points*
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SAC, ATIAKTA (100*6197) 7/30/65

SAC, m YORK (100-144189)

ftXSDCMKAYS ASSOCIATES, UfC.

JS-C
(OOt BY)

On 7/13/65, BY 3246-S* made available the

following information which was maintained by Freedomways

Associate*, Inc., at 799 Broadway, HYCt

1, Copies of a form latter, one of wfr'ch is

datad 7/8/65, and addressed to thel 3

Director of iffiliataa, Southern Christian Leadership

Conference, 334 Auburn. Avenue, ».*. Atlanta, Georgia.

Tha other fora letter was dattd 7/9/65, end addressed top“— ^ Hew York, Bew York.
Both letters eontain. the typee name of| |,

Special Projects Coordinator*, and botk form letter's

reflect the following information*

There is a ^correlation' between the question of

world peace and freedom for the Begro people in the United

States' end "it would be a mistake not to recognise it."

The United States is carrying on "unnecessary wars in

Viet Ham and Santo Domingo, which is costing live* while

in Mississippi laid Selma, Alabama, "human life is being

effaced by the seme group who is carrying on the gross

violation of human rights in other parts of the world.

The identity between the two questions must be brought

to the fore.

^Atlanta (fticl DM)

(1-100-
1 J

>4tew York (100-153735
1-Bew York 100-94653)
1-Bew York (100-136787
1-Bew York (100-152634
1-Hew York

ho

JFOjbab
(8 )
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Because of the Importance of these questions*
’‘Freedomwaya’

1

l-Iaga&ine will hold a forum at Town. Hall,
tfew York City, on the evening of November 5, 1$65* to
discuss three points* namely}

”1, Can there te freedom at home with a war
abroad being conducted by our government?

"2. that is the bridge for the fence and Civil
Eights Movement?

‘*3* Can you have Civil Bights and Civil liberties
in a warfare state? ’’

These letters request the recipients to be
one of the participating speakers at this forum.

A copy of the letter to is being
forwarded os an enclosure with thl3 letter to Atlanta*

b6
b7C

2* A letter on the stationery of VICTOR PEREC, be

dated 6/23/6% from VICTOR REBEC to 1 I at b7
wFreedomwsys" stating that he would be happy to participate
in the November 9 forum sponsored by Freedoaways T!

.

,
3* A letter on the stationery of

|

I L I L lion York* New York, dated b
f

6/30/6% addressed to I \ Special Projects b7c

Coordinator at ‘^eedouwnys", and bearing her signature.
This letter states that she would accept the invitation
to participate in the program which “Freedomways" would
present on Friday evening, Hovemfcer 5«

4. A letter on the stationery of ’’Town Hall. ^
T.Tyd*. 43rd Street, Hew YorR Cityn , addressed to l ~l

| I* at Freedoimrayc Assocites, Inc,, doted 7/9A6,
enc.' coed with which was a lease Number 2747, for Freedouways
Associates for Friday evening, November 9> 19o5» for a
forum on Peace and Civil Bights. It was indicated that
the deposit would be v323*
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Information furnished by M 3246~$* should. be
paraphrased if used in a report or otherwise disseminated
in order to protect tills highly confidential scarce*

>
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DXBKCTOR, FBI (100-442589) 7/30/W*

3AC, MEN YORK (100-133735)

CIRH

ReBulet to MY, 7/l5/t>5.

The following Investigation mas conducted by 3A

On 7/23/63, |

Bureau of Rockland County, 74 North Broach
furnished the following information to SA

I, Credit

.
Credit files contained t notation dated June 24.

19o4, wnlch revealed I I and hla |

L I l.
then resided on|

, I, NY. A notation -
dated September. 19ol. revealed that they formerly resided
a
J I I* New City, NY, and they had teen

at that address, at that time, for 2 years. A notation in the
credit file dated December, 1903, indicated, at that time, v

f employment had been verified with the NYC Board
ci Education at Public School

|
|

l

ocated in Manhattan, NY,
where he served aa the)

he earned 3 l okr year.—Tne not
been employed there for 6 years and he
A notation In November. 1

b>
I 1 in[

dateo December, re vealed that thel

I ~L NY. The repor
two children. A notation in the rile r
April 2^, 1962. 1 f i

Tapantee Bank in the amount of I

MY. It la noted
1 NY,

3-Bureau (100-442329) (RM)
(1-100-437628) /Hflgav h

I of the school and
ne notation revealed he had
nd he wfta a permanent employee.

I has 'esfrlhyed
_J In I L NY. A notetied
at tne

] [
resided on

report indicated they had
ilia revealed that as of

I had a mortgage with the
Ifor property located

located

l-NY (100-93563) I

1-NY (100-373o2) (1

A-NY 100-146269) THAR
fl.^HY (100-133735) (42)
tfCSrrmv i

(V)

A '/Sb?&

HARRY H. mIACHTEL) (42)

Searched. . -p

Indexed—-

—

^
£iled

"





DIC LAS S I F I CAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 12-30-2011

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)

SAC, NEW YORK (100*153735)

6/2/65

CIRM

ReBuairtei to NY, 7/16/65, and NY airtel and
letterhead memorandum dated 7/13/65*

On 7/11/65* Special Agent* of the NYO observed
STANLEY i.kvtsom. . accompanied by an unknown white female
H D board Delta Airlines Flight Number 923*
at Kennedy international Airport, NY, whion flight was
scheduled to depart New York for Atlanta at 6:40 p.m. gw

A representative of the Airport Sale* Corp.,
United Terminal Building, Insurance Counter, Kennedy be
International Airport, made available information on b?c
7/U/65, that I [had made
application for Insurance on the evening of 7/11/65. She
gave her address as l I, Los Armeies, California,
and aha listed the name of her beneficiary as JACK ALBERTSON,
130 8. 16th 3t., NYC. \

\
\

With respect to l 1. the
following information was located In the Indices of the NYO:

On 12/19/48. 1 ladvlsed that I 1 fc

invited MARTHA and AIRREJP STERN on 6/15/47. to a reception *

following her marriage to
| |

.

b6

On 5/19/49* NY T-450 advlaed that I I
b?c

conferred with STERN regarding her divorce from I |.
b7D

2-Bureau (100-442529) (BM)
2-Los Angeles (RMl—_—.

1-NY (100- ) (

•S&SSeUfidnb
Vision

lrHY (100-111160) TS
A^iY (lOOrl53735) (4
JCStrmv V

xATy&f RsV! :\V

*UAS$!FICAT10N -y

^ /i)0'/s$?>>*'
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NY 100-15373?

On 5/22/51JH ~V advised

8A T. CHANDLER JOSKY that he weaa self-employed writer and

was formsr17 married to I l and resided at I

I 1 He stated that his former I Twt* msnted to JAKE3
ALBERTSON# an motor, and was living somewhere in California. °_

He also Stated that hie former was very motive In the D/

1948 HENRY WALLACE <t«iy‘tsn and wormed with ALFRED and MARTHA
STERN In this campaign.. I I mentioned that his former

I I knew the STERNS very well.

It Is to be noted that ALFRED K. STERN and MARTHA

DODD STERN were subjects in the MOCftSESBSagL (U)

Records of the Credit Bureau of Oreater New York

were furnished by I ~lon July 26, 1965, to IC
b6

MICHAEL L. 0 4 LBARY. There was a record for JACK ALBERTSON in b7c
number. 1064. m which It was indicated that he was married
tol l His residence was listed as 130 E. 18th

St., NYC, and also] |, Loa Angeles, California.
It was also indicated that he is an actor and was In December,

1964# playhg the lead role In the play# "Subject was Roses."
Hit ake was listed as late 50a. The records also revealed that

I I waa Vice president of Pan American House, 9001
Beverly Blvd.# Los Angeles, California, for 15 years . The
records also contained information thatl I olalmed to have
a special checking account with a local bank# Chemical Bank,

Union Square, NYC.

the Credit Bureau records also revealed a file dated
'm*!

I whose I Iwas Indicated to be
C His residences ware Hated as 1“^

1. NYC. and I I. NYC. Hla
[ Hla reeloHnoBl ware listed as I

1

|. KYCi l I . NYC, and I I . NYC . Hit
age was shown as early 30a. It was indicated that he was a

free lance writer and that she was employed by NBC at 30
Rockefeller PlSsa, NYC.

From the foregoing information, it would seem that

the woman who accompanied STANLEY DAVID LSVI30W to Atlanta, is

identical with I I who was married to I I. but at
preaant thla has not been definitely establieheo.

v

tr

tr



NY 100-153735
b6

NY Is In the process of checking records of NBC b7C
nx is xix wn yiww»» w# ™:w

for farther intoxication end li tin ihf^ng records of the

Board of Kleetlone regardingl
,

]•
b6

Lot Angeles, in so effort to get further background b7c

iixfoimtion with respect toT "
_ _ \ .

ehoek credit

records and records of the Board or sieooxons for[

at I L Los Angeles, California.



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Bu 100-442529 New York, New York
August 2, 19d5

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DEC LAS S I F I CAT ION GUIDE
DATE 12 - 30-2011

Communist Influence in
Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

A confidential source , who has furnished reliable

information in the past, furnished information on the night

of July 31, 1965 , revealing that Stanley David Levison and

Clarence Jones were in contact on that night. Levison told

Jones that he had recently contacted f __ f ^
Executive Director of the Southern Christian Deaaersnip be

rionfsrence . SCLC) to learn what action had been taken in

regard tol
'

l and the project he (Levison) had
. He saia I I apprised him that the Administrative

Committee (SCLC) had adopted it and had agreed to go forward

with it. Jones inquired if that meant that
| \

had been

hired (by the SCLC). Levison answered that since his

proposal to embark on the project had been approved., he would

say yes

,

adding, however, that someone would have to talk to

him I I about his background and other matters . Levison

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency } it and

its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency

. /

downggagffngT^nd
d^clas sifica/^twa^

Searched-
geiiah&ed.

Indexed**

/W'/SiDiS"/?*0



With regard to the project proposed by
Levison, attention is called to Information
by the same source on July 9 * 1965* that
Levison and

|
|were in contact on that

date, during which time Levison said his
memorandum had been read by Martin Luther
King and that King would present it to the
Executive Committee on July 19* 1965*
The memorandum, according to Levison, urged
that funds be raised through the SCLC by
soliciting contributions from various
churches

.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on July 31*
1965* that Bayard Rustin (Organizer of the March on
Washington) was in touch with

| |
on that

date. During their meeting, Rustin mentioned that
he was writing a speech for Martin Luther King, which
deals with Viet Nam. In that regard, Rustin said he had
a hard time convincing King that he should not press the
Student Non Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) to take
a position on the issue.

Also during their contact, Rustin and
discussed a scheduled leadership conference (of _
organizations) for the near future. The source believes the
conference will be in Washington, D.C., and will be for the
purpose of promoting harmony in the civil rights field. Rustin
and | I agreed to work for the success of the conference
and in that regard, Rustin said he would be in Washington, D.C.,



SEGRET'

Re: Communist Influence in
Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

on Tuesday (August 3* 1965) to meet with Humphrey (Vice
President Humphrey) about the conference.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised
in April, 1964, that Stanley Levison was a
secret member of the Communist Party,
United States of America (CPUSA) in July,
1963. In late 1963 and early 1964, he
criticized the Communist Party (CP) for not
being sufficiently militant in the civil
rights struggle. Levison was described by
certain CP leaders as being to the "left"
of the CP in his position on civil rights.
His differences with the CP, however, are
merely tactical and he continues his
ideological adherence to Communism.

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel
to the Gandhi Society for Human Rights,
15 East 4oth Street, New York, New York.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised
on February 26, 1957* that he identified a
photograph of Clarence Jones as a person whom
he knew during late 1953 or early 1954 to be
a member of and in a position of leadership in
the Labor Youth League.

The Labor Youth League has been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

In"The Saturday Evening Post", issue of July 11-
18, 1964, page 76 , Bayard Rustin is the subject



SECRET

Communist Influence in
Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

of a feature article captioned: "The Lone Wolf
of Civil Rights". In it, Rustin is said to
have come to New York in 1938, as an organizer
for the Young Communist League (YCL), and as
such, he had the job of recruiting students for
the "Party". Furthermore, the article reports
that during his first years in New York, Rustin
gave most of his earnings to the "Party". He
reportedly left the "Party" in 1941, the article
states.

The YCL has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

The "Daily Worker", February 11, 1957* page 1
column 2, reported that Bayard Rustin, Executive
Secretary, War Resisters League, was an observer
at the l6th National Convention of the
Communist Party, United States of America
(CP, USA), held in New York City, on
February 9-12,1957.

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast Communist •

publication until it ceased publication on
January 13* 1958.

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised on September 25*
1963* that during a meeting of the National
Board, CP, USA, on that date, Benjamin J.

Davis remarked that, "Rustin calls me constantly

—

openly."



Communist Influence in
Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

Another confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
February 19, 20, 1964, that Bayard Rustin
contacted Benjamin J. Davis on those dates
and sought his advice as to how he could escape
from a speaking engagement to which he was
committed. On the latter contact, Davis told
Rustin that he was working on his request and
had contacted friends who had contacts with the
group to which Rustin was to speak.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
January 21, 1964, that as of that date,
Benjamin J. Davis was National Secretary
of the CP, USA.

"The New York Times", August 24, 1964, page 27,
column 4, reports that Benjamin J. Davis,
National Secretary, CP, USA, died in New York
City on the nig^; of August 22, 1964.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information iWbhe past , advised in
June, 1964, that I Iwas employed ,

asl^

raui ^rican

A confidential source, who has furn^hed
reliable information in the' past, ide

7
h|;ified

Has a member of the Workers Part'Y and the
Independent Socialist League from about 19^7



SECRET-

b

Re: Communist Influence in
Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

through 1959. In an application signed by
pin November, i960 , while endeavoring b6

to obtain access to classified information, b 7 C
he stated he had never been a member of any
organization which advocates the violent
overthrow of the Government. However, he
admitted membership from 1940 to 1958 in the
Workers Party and the Independent Socialist
League

.

INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE (ISL)
FORMERLY WORKERS PARTY(WP)

The May 4, 1942, issue of "Labor Action," then
an official publication of the Workers Party (WP),
carried an article which reflected that the WP was
formed in April, 1940, as a result of a split
within the leadership of the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP). The article stated that when the
Hitler-Stalin Pact was signed and Poland
invaded, the minority group within the SWP, in
proclaiming the formation of the WP, condemned the
pact as being imperialistic in nature and stated it
would not support either imperialist camp.

The April 25 , 1949, issue of "Labor Action"
contained an account of the Fifth National
Convention of the WP, held March 24-27, 1949, in
New York City, which reflected the change of
name of the organization from the WP to the
Independent Socialist League (ISL) in order to
emphasize the character of the group as a
propaganda group for the spreading of socialist
ideas and not as a full-fledged political party.

The July 14, 1958, issue of "Labor Action," an
official publication of the ISL, contained an
article captioned, "The ISL Program in Brief."
The article indicated: "The ISL' stands for
socialist democracy and againsjr the two systems



3ECKET

Communist Influence in
Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

'of exploitation which now divide the world:
capitalism and Stalinism. The ISL, as a
Marxist movement, looks to the working class
and its ever-present struggle as the basic
progressive force in society. The ISL is
organized to spread the ideas of socialism in
the labor movement and among all other sections
of the people. There can be no lasting and
genuine democracy without socialism and there
can be no socialism without democracy.

The September 22, 1958 , issue of "Labor Action"
contained an undated statement signed by the
Political Committee of the ISL which indicated
that the ISL had been dissolved. The statement
urged former ISL members to join the Socialist
Party-Social Democratic Federation.

The SWP has been designated by the Attorney
General of the United States pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.
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Date : 8/2/65

Transmit the following in
;Type in plain text or cockeT

AIRTEL
.Priority,

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529) j
FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (lOO-15373^^fPr

'

!*c"”p7/.''r7

SUBJECT : CIRM run c. l

(00: NY) /

Enclosed are eleven copies of a letterhead
memorandum reporting information from NY 3810-S* and NY 4212-S*;

three copies are enclosed for the information of the Atlanta

Office.

Here follows the sources used to characterize
individuals in the letterhead memorandum:

STANLEY LEVISON NY 694-S*

5-Bureau (100-442529) (Enel. 11) (RM)
(I-IOO-IO667O) (MARTIN LUTHER KING)
(I-IOO-I5879O) (BAYARD RUSTIN)

3-Atlanta (100-6670) (Enel.
(1-100-5586) (MARTIN T.TTTHTCR

1-NY (100-5718) (COMINFIL .

1-NY (100-46729) (BAYARD RUST»fC42„) ^ " '

1-NY (IOO-7325O) (CLARENCE JONES) (42)

1-NY (IOO-IIII8O) STANLEY LEVISON) (42) t
u

1-NY (100-136585 )
(MARTIN LUTHER KING) (42) /

. ,
W fA) 3J

1-NY (iqp-149194
)

(COMINFIL SCLC) (4l) /OU '

i-ifY (io\ q
,

. J (43) b6
,1-NY (IOOV53735 ) (42) b7c

JMK: rmyf a „
(1& ^ P



NY 100-153735

CLARENCE JONES

BAYARD RUSTIN

Columbia University
LYL, 1954 be

NY 2359-S* b7c

^

NY 4212-S*
^

Pretext telephone
June, 1964 , and

b7D

call

This/'lettefrhead memorandum^ls classified *Se oretlL
because it adntains information from NY 38lQrS*, NY 4212-S* apd-"

NY /694-S*/The first two sources furnish information of

highly sensitive infOrmation^bout the racial situatign^ln the
NY area/and the Communist

^

infiltration thereof; th^last source
urnished a concentration of information ik^the^^eharacterization
f STANLEY LEVISON.
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’
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Class* Case No. last Soria)

I 1 Ponding [ | Posed

Serial No* Description of Serial

Serial sent to Bureau, per

Buairtel to NY,, dtd. 4/12/77

titled; Bernard S. Lee v

Clarence. MV Kelley, et. al

BuFile 62>117194d

Section. #23
Employe#

: . RECHARGE

Date Charged

Employee

Location
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Serial sent to Bureau, per

Buairtel to NY, dtd* 4/12/77

titled; Bernard S» Lee v

Clarence M* Kelley, et. al

BuFile 62-il719^d

Section #23
Employee

.. . RECHARGE

Date Charged

Employee

Location
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

8/2/65

AXRTXL AIRMAIL

TO l DIRECTOR, IYI (100-442828)

FROM : SAC, SEATTLE (100-27287) <P*>

omracTt &s*
xs - c

Rs report 8A TEED 0. COOK at Seattle, 7/30/65.

On 7/31/85, orally advised as follows:
b7D

A asstlag of the Stats Board, Bortteweat District
CP (XVDCP) wits CP Tootli was Bold ths aftsraooa of 7/31/65,
at r 1 of I L 0K0-82C, Sooth Csatral

b

CP Sootion sad Stats Board tabor BSDCP. Ths asstlag was
approximately four hours la length. Prsssat wore ths

b7C

following:

Brod?Board

be

of Stats b7c

I

BQST ESXJKXB, chairman, SfDCP;
I 1 . member of District Cossittss, M1DCP

aad chairman East - Loos Shears CP Club;
1 OBG-SIC, Borth Csatral CP BootIon;

, 1 ~l . aoa - onnpus section,

Lrrnan

King County Touth Club of CP (KCTC of CP)

;

I . I 1. oa-campus section,L
KCTC of CP

r
i.

Hand 3

b6

of KCTC of CP. b7D
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l

£
i

'~““
^terregardlng tho Control Area Tooth Action Council

CCATAC) dionlonori tho Cf ooatinooa to oouaider thin on a

vehicle for aeoo—linking their **???# lSStMt>ni
youth ia tho ooatral area and that they have dintiaguinhed

CATAC fro* CXKIC la that:

l„ CATAC in nfltl-iaaoo rathor than concentrating

m aim imua » a weakneee of CDIC} . .

.

a, Iffortn a— being and# to avoid

hiHiwu ia tho leadership nuoh an occurred ia
®**J

«f tho cure. An noted la roforo

n

cod report, pagan 21, 81#

ptyifi nan keen atto—ting to hooono involved in ovontn

following tho asm ahootiag.

connection with an airplane flight.
I .1
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I
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SS 100-S7S67

tbe aborsiaaitlag , I I ns designated to call on
tar the first tins to obtala eaapaiga literature.

It was Issntd st the aeetiag that I [ who has t
boos active is CAYAC, has passed bis physical exaa for
selective service sad say bo liable for induction shortly,

IJfi will he sabaitted spas receipt of written
raport tram I l Catrons osation will aeoeassrily
be utilised is oosaeetioa with atilisstioa of the foregol*
iaforsatloa is view of the asorsoy surrounding tin
neetiag aad the closed aature of the atteadoats.

3
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DEC LAS S I F I CAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 01-03-2012

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Bufile 100-442529
Bufile 100-434819

New York, New York
August" 3 , 1965 '

Communist Influence in Racial Matters

;

Freedomways Associates, inc.
Internal Security - C

A confidential source recently furnished
information reflecting that in July. 1965, Onel— J

; a

I I nff
_

I Mississippi, contacted

the office of "Freedomways" magazine. New York City, and
stated that he and three other persons had, set Up 4- FreddOir °

Center in the rural area of Clay County, Mississippi. He
further stated that I

~1 the £rdijddt Director
for the Clay County MFDP (Mississippi Fre£d6m Democratic
Party) told them that they .might bd dble to obtain free copies

of "Freedomways .
" He added that it would be valuable to use

in a Freedom School and that the course they are setting up
on Negro history might center around the issue of Freedomways
dealing with Mississippi.

\| expressed the hope that they could be helped be

and seht to "Freedomways" a subscription form giving his fa-

name ahd address so that copies of ^Freedomways" could be

sent to him.

The source also furnished information reflecting

that copies of past issues of "Freedomways" including three

copies of the issue on Mississippi had been sent to|
|s

I

cDniii
'mEiiiiMr /qo-Jf-b 2 '/v/&

Exclu^ds4»etrr^u

declassificatiorT

Automatic

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.



Communist Influence in Racial Matters:

Freedomways Associates, Inc.

The current issue of "Freedomways" is the Spring b6

1965 issue devoted to the theme "Mississippi: Opening Up— b7c

the Closed Society, " the Editor for which ifl
|

A characterization of Freedomways Associates,

Inc., publisher of the magazine "Freedomways,

is set forth in the Appendix pages.

A confidential source advised in. July, 19^2,

that as of that period, O'Dell was considered a member

of the National Committee of the Communist

Party, United States of America.

The source also furnished information reflecting

that in June, 1965 * I
wh° identified herself as

the Special Projects Coordinator of Freedomways, advised b6

an individual in New York concerning a benefit which the b?c

magazine was planning at which time she stated that such

civil rights organizations as the Student Non-violent

Coordinating Committee, the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference, and the Council of Federated Organizations Office

in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, have used many of the Freedomways

articles at their conferences and orientation sessions.

-2-
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Communist Influence in Racial Matters*
FreGdomways Associates* Inc.

JU APPENDIX

PRBEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES . INCORPORATED

The records of the New York Secretary of State,
Albany, New York, show^thatthe certificate of incorporation
of Freedomway4._Associates,33rcorporated, was filed on March 2,
1961.

, ,

The Spring, 1964, issue of "Freedomways "..As'’ self

-

-deacribed as "A \ Quarterly Review of thp_. Ueg-ro-pre’edom Move-
ment" published by Freedomways Associates, Incorporated,
799 Broadway, New York City.

\

On May\24, 1961, a source advised that a report
was given on "Freedomways" at a meeting* of the National
Board, Communist 'Party, USA (CPUSA), held. on May 24, 1961.
It was stated that the original plan called for the
publication to bel openly Marxist, but that it was later
decided it would not be avowedly a Marxist publication.
Editorials are in the hands of a miked 'group of Marxists
and non-Marxists. It was stated tiiat the central purpose
of "Freedomways" is to develop a theory and positive
criticism of currents in the Negrp movement, as well as
to raise the level of understanding $,nd discussion taking
place in Negrp life today and to' project a socialist and
pro-Soviet orientation. •

1

•

‘ A

On May 25, 1961, another source advised that
"Freedomways" was set up for the CPUSA j by JAMES JACKSON,
a member of th^ National Committee of the CPUSA.

\
(

1
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ip Mttlac and Annual Election of Staten
C.0.K.2, hold at the Coanunity Center of Markhaa OardeniTHousing
Frojeot# Jtaten Island on July 14, 1965 , About 15 people attended.
Meeting began 8s4$ F.M.

Newly eleeted offloers for 1965-66 ares. b6

.. ,, b7c

I 1 ohairaanj I
, J Yloe-ehalnaaat I I

I I ftffQfjfng Secretary ! L Corresponding Secretary;
I

.
I Treasurer! Conalttee ohalmarsahip* and asslgriaents

were heldever until ehanges are aade by thechairaan. After
the election, business item were dlsoussed, ineluding t An
invitation frcn the Elisabeth, New Jersey ehapter of C.O.R .H. to
the g.I, ehapter to attend a rally featurtoar and to
discuss mans of cooperation and coordination of nativities. I I

I Imd# the afinouneenent and I l aade eoaaents on
the Elisabeth chapter. She described their wonderful "attitude"
and haw "well organised" they were. She also Mentioned past
eontacts with people in that area of Mew Jersey who have been
very active in pronoting C.O.P.O. (Council of Federated OrgaiOsatlona)
aotivity In Mississippi, After announeeaent* were finished# 1 1

spelte to the group of his plans for tha future ooneemlng the
chapter, Masting anded lit30 F.M,

- 2 .
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geeting of Staton Ulead Chapter of C.Q.R.K. a* Markhan Hou*oe

Coneunlty Center, 8,1* Sdly 21# 1965 Mooting began 8*30 F.M,

About a dozen people attended*

Oeneral bulMia iteao were dlaeueeed including:

1* Hooting diaorlaldatlon oonplaintai
,

2* fonnible coordinated motion with other organization*,

particularly the W*ih league*
3* comittee aeelgwiontt and scope of conaittee worlci b ?

Aleo aimounooMenta were node off current aotivitie* (railtoe and

fund-raiaiSrteiag held by ether CP.R.H. chanter* and, group*
•

Such a* K.FJD.P. in the Mew York area. 1 lend
| |

oifjtii apofee of the invitation fron the nizabeth C.O,R,B. chapter,

Meeting end llil5 P*M..

* 2 41
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AIElIllISTRaxXvE (CO.^SinJSP)

Copies of tails report have been disseminated to
local intel3igenco agencies in accordance with Bureau
instructions

*

For the information of the Bureau, an appendix
section has boon utilised in this report for the purpose
of characterizing individuals and organizations mentioned
in the report* This appendix contains all of the individuals
who can be characterized*

la addition to SA SMT024 this report was prepared
by the following Special Agents?

JOffil l-k RQDIHSOIJ - Progressive Labor Party
| |

- Socialist Workers Party

I I - Congress of Racial Equality
RAYiionp g. EQHR ~ Hegro American Labor Council bb

|
|- Southern Christian Leadership b/C

Conference

It is noted that BY files contain no pertinent
information concerning CORE Chapters in the HYC area other
than Staten Island CORE. - On 7/7/55* detective l l

I l Bureau of special Services, Row York City Police
department, advised SA i i that a review of
their records indicate there have been no changes in any
OX the officers listed in the various chapters of CORE
throughout the IIYC area. These officers were set forth
in the previous CIJKI report and for the sake of brevity
are not being repeated in this report*

There was no pertinent information for this
quarter for the* ITMCP,

There taas no pertinent information for this
quarter for the Workers World Party. be

b7C

The agents who observed activities at La
Quardia Airport on 6/9/65. were I I.

— B —

COVER PACE
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The agents imo observed the arrival of KING b ^

and his party at Kennedy International Airport. HYG. art

5/12/65

>

T*ere SAS | land
|

^ ^
^

[

The agents uho observed the activities of STAIJESY
mism and CUmiQB JOHRS on 6/2/65* were SAS JOHN 0* be

SEATON and I I. t?c

Agents liho

NYQ, on 6/21/65,
ekoting at the EBI<

JOHN R. HAlaCEN

NY T~1

Used to characterize
u n v

EUGENE GORDON, Sr,
JACOB GREEN

GEORGE MEYERS
BERNARD PARRISH
VICTOR EERL0

** 0
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NY T-19
KY 2760-S*

Used to characterise
h • *
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• " PHILIP mta
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" * JACK SfACHEL
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my t-26
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MY 69W*
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I
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Used to character!** PATJL SCS8S0V

MY T-39
MY 4212-3*

NY J-4l
MY 2794-3
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HY T-49
IY409B-3*

HY *-51
HY4099-S*

HY T-5

2

HY 50T8-H*

HY T-53
Anonyaous Source
of the HPO as sot b7C

Usod to character!** HARRY WACHEBL

HY Mfc
HY 1190-S*

Used to character!** HARRY MACgPSL b
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COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

Character:

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

At meeting of National Negro Commission of CP, USA,

on 4/23/65, GEORGE MEYERS said he would propose that small

committees be set up in the North and the West to work under
District leadership to help guarantee "our participation
in the South in an organized way and he felt the Party should

have contacts with such organizations as Southern Conference

Educational Fund, Southern Christian Leadership Conference,

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee and other groups

which supply medical and legal aid in the South. MEYERS
also commented the Party should operate in a more organized
way by meeting with those who are going for temporary work
in the South; these people should report back to the Party

on their experiences. MEYERS felt there should be more'

permanent assignments in the South, particularly in areas

of concentration; he stressed that mailing of Communist

material should be done in a more organized way. MEYERS
stated the Party should approach the question of the South

with eagerness and optimism. At this meeting of 4/23/65,

-SECRES

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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CLAUDE LIGHTF00T said he would propose that a substantial

sum of money be arranged for work in the South. On 4/24/op*

MEYERS submitted proposals of Negro Commission at a meeting

of National Committee and invited guests and on 4/25/05.,

these proposals were adopted. Among the proposals
were each District should set up small committees to work

with the leadership in organizing work in the South, recruit

Party members and try to make permanent assignments in

areas of concentration. Districts should be responsible

for getting written materials to these areas, prepare the

cadre and educate members on reconstruction of the South,

each District should work out plans to recruit Negro youths,

keep the struggle for civil rights in motion and ^ise
money for work in the South. On 5/28/65 > CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT,

in referring, to NAACP, said "we" must work to have a resolution

put in that will allow "us" to work within that organization

and with respect to NALC, he said "we" must work to make it

more progressive. At a CP, USA, National Negro Commission

meeting on 6/12/65, HENRY WINSTON stated there should be

a resolution pointing out that Negro and white 'working class

unity was essential and asking for better relationship between

civil rights groups, progressive groups and trade union

organizations j JACK STACHEL asked for Negro and white unity

and emphasized that the Party should let the average American

citizen know what it stands for and know what it is doing

in the Negro struggle. On 6/11/65,
1 .... b^c

the possibility for a long hot.-summer is diminishing due

•bo anti-poverty program in Harlem. SWP made available

pamphlets for use by SWP members to sell in Negro neighborhoods

j

one of the pamphlets contained two speeches by MALCOIM X.

PLP continues its efforts among the Negroes. CP members

continue to be active within NALC.

P
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I. COMMUNIST STRATEGY

A. Communist Party, United States
of America- (CP, USA)

1. Plans, Strategy Made at

,

National Level of the party

The CP, USA National Negro Commission hald a
meeting on April 23, 1965* 23 West 26th Street, New York
City (NYC), the CP, USA National Headquarters.

The following individuals were in attendance
at the meeting:

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
HENRY WINSTON
JAMES JACKSON
TED BASSETT

^

PETTIS PERRY
EUGENE GORUnw

ARNOLD JOHNSON
PHILIP BART
GEORGE MEYERS
JACOB GREEN

b6
b7C

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, the Chairman of the CP National
Negro Commission, called the meeting to order at 10:10 a.m.
LIGHTFOOT mentioned that the meeting would have to be
brought to a close by 1:00 p.m. that day because the CP National
Board had to meet at 2:00 p.m. to prepare for the "Legislative
Conference" which was to folia*

- 2 -
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LIGHTFOOT made the request that
as Chairman for the meeting.

act fce

GEORGE MEYERS, the Organizer fi>r the CP, Southern
• Region, was called upon to give a report on the "South"

.

MEYERS referred to his article entitled "Negro
Labor Unity Against the Dixiecrats" which appeared in the
April, 1965, issue of "Political Affairs".

MEYERS reviewed his article pointing out that many
contradictions, including a powerful resistance to change,

Plagues the South as it shifts from an antiquated agrarian
economy to a modern industrial society. He said that advances
in agriculture and the rapid pace of industrialization and
urbanization were forcing a political realignment which would
bring the South more in focus with the national picture. He
pointed out that 35 years ago, cotton accounted for half of

the South’s agricultrual income, but today accounted f<r less
thah 18$. He pointed out that over six million people,

53$ of whom were Negroes, had left the South in the last 30
years and millions more had moved from southern farms into
southern cities. He emphasized that 60$ of the South’s
population had become urbanized.

MEYERS said that industrialization was expanding
rapidly in the South and corresponded closely to the national
average. He said that the South was now the major base of
the textile industry. MEYERS emphasized that the South was
continuing to be the seat of racism and that reactionaries
still maintained a strong hold in the various state govern-
ments in the South. MEYERS said, however, a growing working
class, both Negro and white, was beginning to improve economic
standards of the working people and the changing political
complexion.

- 3 -
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MEYERS stressed the need and desirability of

Negro- labor unity •

* becoming more and more firmly
established in both the trade union and civil rights move-
ment.

MEYERS said that in conclusion he felt thfct

there should be a broad national support for a program that
includes organization of the unorganized* the elimination

of the wage differential, the repeal of Section l4-b of the

Taft Hartley i*aw, passage of Federal right-to-vote legis-

lation and the demand that the Department of Justice rigor-
ously move against the Ku Klux IQan and otte? ultra-right
groups which resort to violencecThis could be * of * 'C-ortcrete as-sis-

tance in furthering these democratic developments.

After he reviewed his article, MEYERS said that

hems recommending that each CP District be responsible for
organizing Party work in the South. He suggested that each
District set up a separate committee for this task. He felt
that it was necessary to recruit new Party members in conn-
ecti on with Work in the South and have them work in definite
areas in that xsgion. MEYERS pointed out that it was ess-
ential to raisS money for the South in addition to the
Southern Assessment ]?und. MEYERS also requested that each
District work on getting CP literature to the South and in
this connection}, each District oculd look up the names of
individuals and orgaizatbns which might be receptive to such
literature, MEYERS said that he wanted the Party to help
iu organizing unions in the South and above all, concentrate
on Negro and white unity in the trade unions.

After he had made these recommendations, MEYERS
said that he would like to have those present, in addiiion

to tacking him on the recommendations, make him responsible for
organizational work in the South.

- b -



LIGHTPOOT told the group that "th£ 'South is a

must" and that he fully agreed with all of MEYERS' recommen-

dations. LIGHTPOOT said that a lot of money was needed

for work in the South and $10,000 or more would he needed

for this work in addition to the Southern Assessment tfund.

LIGHTPOOT urged tfc& each District work hard to raise money

for the South and pointed out that a great deal of expense

was going to he involved because people who .went into that

area would he gone from a month to six weeks at a cime

.

Those present indicated they wanted MEYERS to

head up the work in the South and were fully in agreement

with all of his recommendations.

JAMES JACKSON requested that MEYERS present these

recommendations during the course of the CP National Committee

meetings wh&i&h were to follow that meeting.

NY T-l
April 28, 1965

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated pursuant

to Executive Order 10450.

"Political Affairs" is the self-described

theoretical organ of the CP, USA*

A meeting of the National negro Commission of the

CP. USA, was held at CP, USA Headquarters, 23 West 26th

Street, New York City (NYC), on Apia 23* 1965. Among those

In attendance were

:

JAMES EDWARD JACKSON
CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT

GEORGE MEYERS b7 .~

PETTIS PERRY
JAKE GREEN
THEODORE BASSETT
HENRY WINSTON b6

|
| acted as Chairman of the meeting and b7

GEORGE MEYERS gave the main report, MEYERS stated that the

changes taking place in the South today would act as a basis

- < -
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for discussion at this meeting. According to MEYERS,
profound agricultural, economic and political changes were

taking place. Industrialization in the South, he said, is

creating many problems and the question of poverty is more

advanced there than in any section of the United States,

including Appalachia.

According to MEYERS, the most important growth

in the South is among the working class, but most of this
class remains unorganized. The changes in agriculture have
forced the Negro to leave the farming and - rural areas in

search of employment in the larger cities. It was in the
cities that the mass struggle for the Negro began on such
issues as education, the right to public accomodations, etc.,

and this is now moving into the area of voting and the field
of economic issues. MEYERS stated that these struggles
are now reaching into the rural areas of the South. He
noted that with a strong base established in the cities, it

is now possible to conduct these struggles in the rural
communities. Participation in the rural areas, like Selma,
is a new thing. The fight for voter registration is now a
key point in the civil rights struggle and is high on the
agenda for the coming summer.

MEYERS stated that the Negro is becoming the
balance of power in most Southern cities and in well over
100 rural communities, they make up the majority of the
population. He said that vcbsr registration wil bring about
dramatic changes in the political structure of the South.
He said that the labor movement there continues to be weak
and that in xvhole areas not a single union exists. The
main reason he aaid being because of the relatively small
working class.. He noted that much of the leadership in
the labor movemeht in building the Negro-labor coalition
has come from the top in the highest level. MEYERS said

that the South today is ready for organization because of
low wages and poor working conditions. He noted that national
trade union support of civil rights legislation is helping

- 6 ~
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to lay the groundwork for a successful organising drive
based on Negro-white unity.

Continuing, MEYERS stated flat in the State of
Florida, the CP has taken a "beating” due to the "hearings,"
but they are beginning to move again. He said that in Florida,
"we"have a Party, but it must be asoganized on a state-wide
basis. There are forces in every part of the State and the
perspective is good for building a strong solid Party, state-
wide. He admittdd that the people of Florida consist mainly
of older and retired people, but he said they cannot take the
position that these people are going to die off. MEYERS
said that he would propose that small committees be set up
in the North and the West to work under District leadership
to help guarantee "our participation" in the South in an or-
ganized way. He felt that the Party should have contacts
with such organizations as the Southern Conference Educational
Fund (SCEF) , Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC),
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and
other groups which supply medical and legal aid in the South,

Continuing, MEYERS commented that the Party
should operate in a more organized way by meeting
with those who are going for temporary work in the South.
He said they should report back to the Party on their ex-
periences. He felt there should also be more permanent assign-
ments in the South, particularly in the areas of concentra-
tion, and he stressed that mailing of Communist material
should be done in a more organized way.

He said that each District should have certain
responsibilites and proposed that Ohio be responsible for
the Appalachia area. The Party should particularly concern
itself with the labor movement and said that the key role is
to fight for Negro-labor unity. MEYERS, in commenting on the
Alabama boycott, said that in his opinion, it was a very sound
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tabtic. He noted that true white and Negro class union
will result upon development of the economic issues and that
this is the only guarantee that the civil rights movement
will he lasting and permanent. MEYERS, in concluding his
remarks, stated that the Party should approach the question
of the South with eagerness and optimism. It is quite possible,
he said, that this struggle can change the South from a
cesspool of reaction to a base fcr progress.

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT remarked the first task is to
politically arouse the Party, He felt that what./ is needed
was for the rank and file to have a clear understanding as to
why the Party is in the fight. LIGHTFOOT said he would pro-
pose that a substantial sum of money be arranged for work
in the South during the months of September, October,
November and December. He said this would be a control
period.

PETTIS PERRY stated that the Party should consider
a cadre of operations and a preparation of a cadre for
work in the South. He said that the Negro today is in a
worse position politically in the South than he was 100
years ago. PERRY strongly urged the development of a cadre
for work in the South.

JAMES JACKSON suggested the preparation of a cata-
logue of information, a handbook of material on the South.

An individual, believed to be JAKE GREEN, commented
that the South is now the battle, ground and if the CP is
to survive and grow, this is where it will have to begin.
He said the Negro is looking for guidance and method of work
and this is where the Party can play a vital role. HENRY
WINSTON, in concluding the meeting, congratulate! MEYERS on
his excellent report and sSLd that great emphasis should be
p laced on the drive to organize the unorganized in the South.
WINSTON felt that the Party must take the offensive, ideolo-
gically, politically and organizationally.

NY T-2
April 23, 1965
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GEORGE MEYERS, on April 24, 1965 , 'at the Hotel
Astor, New York City, at a meeting of the National Committee
members of the CP and invited guests, submitted the following
proposals which had been developed by the Negro Commission
of the CP:

1. Each District should set up small committees
to work with the leadership in organizing the
work in the South.

2. Recruit Party members and try to make perm-
anent assignments in areas of concentration.

3. Districts should be responsible for getting
written materials to these areas.

4. The Party role in relation to the labor movement
should be one of stimulating the idea of organi-
zing the South.

5. Prepare the cadre and educate members on
reconstruction of the South.

6. The Party leadership should prepare an
informational catalogue on the South for the use
of oter groups.

7. Each District shoiid work out plans to recruit
Negro youths.

8. Keep the struggle for civil rights in motion.

9. Work to organize the unorganized in t.re

South.

10. Raise a substantial amount of money in
September-December, for work in the South. This
money will be controlled by the Negro Commission.
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On April 25, 1965, the proposals presented by the

Negro Commission were adopted at the meeting of Nat:.onal

Committee members and invited guests. It was approved that

each District give maximum support to the Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party Challenge.

NY T-3
April 24,25, IS65

On May 28, 1965, GIL GREEN, at CP Headquarters, New
York City, gave a short report concerning a demonstration
of the National Committee to Abolish the House Un-American
Activities Committee in the recent past.

GREEN said he attended the meeting and at first

was concerned whether there would be red-baiting of Communists
and an attack on the Committee at the same time. GREEN
said this did not happen even though it was not a Communist
audience. According to GREEN, a representative of the
Womens International League for Peace and Freedom had been
asked if she had any objections of Communists being in leading
positions in her organization and she replied, "No, if they
agree with our program and work for peace-we screen nobody."

GREEN continued that there were representatives
from the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and from
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee at this
demonstration

.

GREEN said the most important factor of the demon-
stration was the merging of the issue of civil liberties with
the issue of civil rights. According to GREEN, it vjas

pointed out that the House Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC) had received an appropriation of $50,000 to ostensibly
investigate the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) . The civil rights move-
ment wanted a commission, such as the Warren Commission,
to investigate the killings in the South, but instead it was
the President who gave the 0/K. for the HUAC to investigate
the KKK. This action constituted an endorsement of the HUAC
and guaranteed the investigation of the KKK would be a
whitewash.

— 1@ —

NY T-2
May 28, 1965
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A meeting of top functionaries of the CP, USA
took place on June 10, 1965* at CP Headquarters, New York
City. TED BASSETT reported on a recent convention of the
Negro American Labor Council (NALC) . BASSETT reported that
it was a small convention and that RANDOLPH proposed a resolu-
tion which called for stopping the war in Viet Nam. There
were resolutions on the question of peace and economics.
The convebt'ion was for a 35 hour week with no pay reduction;
double time for overtime and a $2.00 minimum wage. BASSETT
reported there is a need for the NALC to be more progressive.

JACK STACHEL thought the NALC should follow up
decisions of the National Labor Relations Board in the Plumber
and Iron Workers Unions. They should make sure these de-
cisions against discrimination are carried out. GIL GREEN
said there must be a change in the leadership of the NALC
before the members can be orientated properly.

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT referred to a coming convention
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) , and said "we 11 must work to have a resolution
put in that will allow "us” to work within that organization.
As it now stands, he said, "we" cannot work xuifch them with ^he
ant I-Communist resolution. This resolution must be repealed.
LIGHTFOOT concluded by referring to the NALC, saying "we"
must work to make it more progressive, more orientated.

GIL GREEN referred to the NAACP and noted that
there is a large, growing ideological difference between the
NAACP and other organizations. He said this has been caused
by the American policy of buying off the Negro intellectuals.
Big business snares the Negro intellectuals for exploitation.
The leadership of the NAACP represents the section of the
Negro who wants to become part of the establishment. They
do not correctly see their role in the Negro struggle for
equality. To succeed in the fight for a united Negro move-
ment, pressure must be put on the leadership to follow the
correct line. The left must take this initiative.

NY T-2
June 10, 1965
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There will be a CP, USA National Negro Commission
meeting at 23 West 26th Street, New York City, which is the
headquarters of the CP, USA, later in the month. According
to the saurce, the discussion at the forthcoming meeting will
concern plans for basic resolutions o.ri the Negro question.

Among matters to be discussed at the meeting Will
be (1) stages in the struggle for Negro equality and political
action; (2) Negroes. and agriculture problems and solution;

(j) problems and solutions, Negroes in industry; (A) dis-
cussion on how to win over white workers who are opposed
to the advancement of the Negro worker; (5) features of the

Negro question which reflect on their racial character; and

(6) the role of Communit and left forces in the struggle
for Negro equality.

NY T-l
June 3, 1965

On June 12, 1965 , a CP, USA National Negro Commission
meeting was held at the Chelsea Hotel, Room 9©3* New York City.

The folloT«fing CP National leaders were present at

the meeting:

JAMES JACKSON
HENRY WINSTON
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
GEORGE MEYERS
JACK"STACHEL
HERBERT APTHEKER
IRVING POTASH
ARNOLD JOHNSON
CARL WINTER

Other CP members present at the meeting included:

JACOB GREEN

TO BASSETT
b 6

b7C

EUGENE GORDON
VICTOR PERLO - 12
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JAMES JACKSON, at the outset of the meeting, made

a lengthy report based on the following topics:

1. Stages in the Struggle for Negro Equality and

Political Action.

2. Negroes in Agriculture.

3. Negroes in Industry.

4. The Problems of the White Worker who
was opposed to the Advancement of the Negro
Worker'.

5. Features of the Negro Question which Reflect
on their Racial Character.

6. The Role of Communists in the Struggle for
Negro Equality.

In essence, JACKSON'S report was an analysis of

the Negro struggle for first class citizenship. JACKSON
spoke at length on the Negro struggle in the South making
reference to specific demonstrations and pointing out that

mass participation in the secuziig of rights for Negroes was

consistent with the Socialist movement as outlined in the

Marxist-Leninist doctrine. JACKSON stated that the struggle

of the Negro people had already caused many changes not only

in the United States but in the world. He pointed out that

the American Negro in particular was increasing his power

in the government and politics by vote and mass action. He

stated that although the Negro was making advances in indus-

try, he was also suffering from the reactionary attitude of

his white co-workers „ JACKSON said that he was especially
concerned with the Negro an agriculture. He stated that the

Negro needed special consideration in this area because of

the diminishing number of Negrce s who own farms, and the in-

creasing number of Negroes who were being tied to the soil as

sharecroppers and tenant farmers. JACKSON called for working
class unity and stated that it was to the advantage of the

Negro to be allied with white workers who in the main suffered
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from the same exploitation as the Negro JACKSON made a

number of points which stressed the ^ct that the Negro

should he for Socialism, hut was unable to^give a reason

why the Negro was not in fact more- active m the Socialist

movement

.

At the end of his report, JACKSON said that his

report and the discussion which followed would he used to

prepare a resolution for action by the CP.

At the outset of the discussion,
, £

for work in the Southern United States as the primary g

the CP.

JACK' STACHEL asked for Negro and white unity and

emphasized that the Party should let the average American

citizen know what it stands for and know what it is doing in

the Negro struggle.

HERBERT APTHEKER said that integration was rot

assimilation and that the Negro was mainly interested m
integration. APTHEKER said that the Negro people «s struggle

was a revolution in the Marxist sense.

APTHEKER also called for emphasis by the Party

on current United States foreign policy, particularly in

Viet Nam and Santo Domingo. He wanted the. Party to focus

attention on the educational system in the United States

wherever discrimination was practiced and also urged that an

attempt be made to see to it that Negro youth are drawn

into the Socialist struggle.

GENE GORDON said that he felt that the Party

should actively and openly support self-defense by the Negroes

who were not protected by law enforcement agencies.

CARL WINTER asked that the resolution give^ a complete

picture of the civil rights movement and point out that youth

mat play an important role in determining the goals of the

day-to-day struggle.

HENRY WINSTON said th&t the resolution should point

out that Negro and white working class unity was essential

and asked for a better relationship between civil rights

groups, progressive groups and trade union organizations

.

- 14 ~
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I |.aske4 that the resolution stress
the role that women can play in the Negro movement and the
need for a better home life for the Negro. She asked that b7c

the resolution definitely state that imperialism was the
enemy of the working class and the Negro people.

At the conclusion' of the discussion, JACKSON
stated that self-defanse for the Negro, a topic that had
been raised by GENE GORDON and which had divided the comrades
d uring the discussion, was not identifiable with the struggle
against, capitalism and could not be advocated or supported
by the Party.

During the latter part of the meeting, some comrades
from Baltimore criticized the national leadership for failing
to present a program of acfcbn for the Negro people and
working class comrades. GEORGE MEYERS, CP District Chairman,
who lives in Baltimore, immediately disassociated himself
from the criticism and said that it was "distorted. The
comrades from Baltimore who were led by JACOB GREEN Chairman
of the CP of Maryland, then stated that the CP activity in
the Baltimore, Maryland, area had not proceeded actively
enough because of MEYERS* failures as a leader.

As a result of the Baltimore report, it was decided
to send a member of the national leadership to Baltimore
in the future to examine the situation there.

NY T-l
June 14, 1965

2. Plans, Strategy Made at District and Lower
Level Meeting of the Party

On March 27, 1965, a CP, USA, New York District
Committee meeting was held at the Hotel George Washington.

- l£ -
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Among the proposals made and passed at the District
Committee meeting were the following:

1. Task force for planning of concentration in
the area of Puerto Rican work with emphasis in
East Bronx, Brooklyn, Lower Harlem, Lower
East Side.

2. Task force for planning of concentration in
the area of Negro work with emphasis in Harlem,
Bedford-Stuyvesant, Jamaica and East Bronx.

NY T-4
March 29, 19&5

A meeting of the 11th A.D. CP Club was held on
April 2, 1965, I I was asked whether the Negro
liberation movement struggle would be tied in with the March
on Washington on April 17, 1965, which is being sponsored

.

by Students for a Democratic Society, to protest the war in be
Viet Nam..

| |
stated that the CP is trying to enroll the b7c

aid of the Negro Press, civil rights groups, to tie their
struggle to the Viet Nam issue. He said the same people in
Washington and the United States of America in^neal are

•fighting the liberation movement in the South and in Viet
Nam. If the liberation movement on either front is stopped,

the other front is sure to lose the struggle because these
opposition forces are anti-Negro, anti-peace, anti-labor and
ant i-democracy

.

NY T-5
April 7, 1965

~1V On June 2, 1965, there was a meeting of Harlem
Communist Party members, interested in the Harlem Freedom
Forum, and a representative from CP headquarters.

Istarted by stating that the Forum
was very important • to Harlem and that this meeting to formulate
nol inv. should have been held a long time ago. I I b6

f I _ . . « 1 I I -1 a

who was introduced as explaired that if

- 16
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the Forum was to continue to function successfully, it had
to have closer cooperation with the CP. She stsbed that
the Forum would have to have financial help and also physical

help; that this was necessary to get out leaflets, etc., and
that help was necessary from CP people.

J I thought it was necessary to decide
whether the Forum was to continue to exist..

| I

agreed that policy should be formulated, stating that it
was evident that the Forum had come to be more important to h -

the CP than at first thought.
| |

stated th&t if the
. b7cForM had been functioning last year, the CP would not have

had to use JESSE GRAY. The impression was gained that unknown
to GRAY, the OP had backed him_henanse he was the only
platform or vehiclej however, Istated that for future
purposes, the CP could "speak" through the Forum. He stated
that he did not want the Forum to be just the voice of the
CP, but rather wanted it to be a broad mass organization
through which the CP would speak.

I I mentioned that the Freedom Forum should have
une best Forums inasmuch as Columbia University is situated 136

in their araa.
| I suggested that the Forum have a b7c

"Study-in"

.

|
[

mentioned that they wculd need money a,rd
h e lp*

I I
stated that the CP did not have money, but

that pro

b

aftIv the CP could take care of getting leaflets
printed.

|
is to see

| | and JIM TORMEY about
this matter. The "Study-in" is tentatively scheduled for
August 26, 1965.

NY T-6
June 3, 1965

^ I I at a meeting of the 11th A.D. Club
of the Harlem Region of the CP, on June 11, 1965, was b6
asked what the possibilit ies were for a long hot summer in b ?c
New York City.

|

~| stated that the possibility of
turmoil in Harlem is diminishing, due to the anti-poverty
program in Harlem. He stated that youngsters from the ages of

- 17 -
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18 to 25 years are bdhg paid to do odd jobs in Harlem such
as cleaning out dirty lots and yards, to landscape the
area-

—

and .some are getting on the job training.. According
to

[ , this is putting money in the pockets of the
youngsters, and occupying their minds.

|stated that with the death of MALCOLM X, b ®

the Black Viusums are not too active at this point and that b !

this has made for a tranquil' Harlem.

NY T-5
June 16, 1965

- 18
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3. Elans as Revealed In Party publications

"The Worker" is an East coast
Communist newspaper.

"The worker" of June 13* 1965* contains an
editorial in which it* was stated that the spreading of the

Ku. Klux Klan must he stopped.

"The worker" of June 22, 1965* in an editorial
column, stated that it is time that the president he made
aware of the fact that all decent people in this country and

the world around demand that he take effective measures to

put an end to the outrageous mass arrests .of hundreds of Negro

and white Americans hy the Mississippi authorities for
exercising their constitutional right of petition and.

assembly in protesting the new crop of racist laws which the

state's legislators have just enacted.

According to this editorial, it is time to
put "the outlaw state of Mississippi!." under Federal Trusteeship

until the norms of constitutional /oFWSiSlcan citizens can

he established through Federally policed free elections. It

continues that Mississippi has made a mockery of democracy

and the challenge to all is to bring real democracy into play

to remake Mississippi.

"The worker" of July 1965* contains an article
by GEORGE MORRIS in which he reviews a book by RAY MARSHALL,
entitled "The Negro and organized; Labor" . The book, according
to MORRIS* is the latest work in the civil rights field
concerned mainly with experience in the trade union and
economic field and the problems affecting its next stage -

."the - fight for equality of job opportunity".

19
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According to MORRIS, the author does not examine
one of the key questions of discrimination :in unions and that

is the right of Negroes to union office. He only touches on

the fight in the auto union which began in 19^3, when it was
raised by the left. But it was not until 22 years later
that a Negro was first named to the United Automobile workers
Board.

He stated that MARSHALL'S book contains "the

usual slurs of Gommunists on the Negro question". MORRIS
said that one of these was that the Communists did not support

Negro job rights during the war ‘'when it was not in the interest

of the Soviet Union". But he stated that MARSHALL in a number
of places concedes that the Communists have played a very
important role for Negro rights.

MORRIS indicated that the exclusion or holding down

to token level of the Negro representation in union leadership

is showing progress for equal rights in general in trade unions.

In "The worker" of July 11, 19&5, there appears
an article captioned "Chicago CP Leaders Say Daley' s Job Is

Rights, not Redbaiting" . The article which was date lined
Chicago stated that Mayor RICHARD B. DALEY should concern
himself with the conditions of the Negro people rather than

to resort to red-baiting the civil rights movement ; this

statement came from a spokesman for the Illinois CP according
to the article.

It was stated that Mayor DALEY told a televised

news conference on June 30* that Communists had been drawn from

all over the Midwest to protest the House un-American Activities

Committee hearings in May held in Chicago. They remained, the

Mayor said, to agitate for the dismissal of BENJAMIN C. WILLIS,
the School Superintendent.

According to the article. Mayor DALEY said he had

received a list of "communists" from the Chicago police

Department •, this list had eleven names on it.

- 20 -
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According to the article. Mayor , DALEY* s charges bo

were rehutted by CLAUDE LIUHTFOOT and
I

*
. . L^°^ticle

spokesmen, in a statement which was included in the article.

According to this statement. Mayor DALEY 1
* s remarks

attempting "to red-bait" the Chicago civil riSHts movements

are the same as the statementfha Mayor made some time ago when

he said there are no Negro ghettos in Chicago. The
i JXaf^hev

said he is either ignorant or badly misinformed, and that they

refuse to believe he is ignorant.

The Mayor, according to the statement, has

refused to take a forthright stand for integrated, quality
#

education; resists endorsing the "HAUSER and HAJCQHimST rep^s ,

refuses to use the power of his high office to help

JIM CROW walls in housing and education. He says he

keep politics out of education*

Now Mayor DALEY, according to the statement, "has

brought the cheap politics of red-baiting into the controversy .

It was stated that integration and quality education are not

matters of partisan politics and they are certainly
Mavor

monopoly politics of the CP. It was pointed out the
]Ptisan

should remember that integration is supposedtobethenon-partisan

politics of his own party and that many Republicans also claim to

be for integration.

It was also stated that Communists support integration,

and have done so for over 35 years, and it was noted that this

is neither a startling revelatibm nor does ^ make a crime

of integration, "just as it is no crime to be a Communist.

The fact that Communists participate in demonstrations for

integration is likewise no crime nor a startling discovery.

It was also stated that the civil rights leadership's

rejection of Mayor DALEY'S divisive attempts

will not play this game of diversion and defeat which the Mayor

is trying to set up.

21
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The statement continued., "The Mayor would be
advised to investigate the influence of the John Birch
Society and the ultra-right racists in his police Department
Intelligence unit; the increasing brutality which police
use against civil rights demonstrations; and the powerful
real estate and financial interests which are behind the
resistance to establishing democratic principles in our
housing and educations patterns."
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B. OTHER COMMUNIST G-ROUPS

Progressive Labor Party (PL? )

A characterization of PLP appears in the
appendix.

The PLP continues to publish its newspaper "Challenge"

in New York City. The newspaper is now being published twice

a month instead of weekly with a section in Spanish. "Challenge
continues to print articles of an inflamatory nature aimed
directly at residents of Harlem and the Lower East Side of

New York City. These articles concern police brutality against
the Negroes and Puerto Ricans in New York City. Articles also
appear with pictures of housing conditions that the poor people
have to endure in New York City due to slum lo^ds, "the phony
politicians", and low wages paid to Negroes and Puerto Ricans.

On May 22, 1965 , an outdoor rally was held at 129th
Street and Lenox Avenue, New York City, sponsored by the
Harlem PLP Club. One of the speakers a Negro male from North
Carolina stated that the Chinese are now free because they
obtained guns and chased the white man off of their land; the
world over now respects the Chinese people for their show of
force toward injustice. The speaker then indicated that if

"we, the black people y obtain weapons, so that when evil and
injustice are initiated against"usy "we"will use them so"we"too
will be respected, because the tfhite man understands nothing
but force

.

NY T-U6
May 25 , 1965

Source advised that the race situation in Harlem is
getting somewhat tense and he feels that the greatest threat
is still the PLP which is working through other organizations
in Harlem.

NY T-47
May 6, 1965
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A source advised that the PLP had established a new

PLP Spanish Harlem Club at 232 East 121st street. New York City

to be known as the Organization Defensa del Barrio,. This club

will not be openly known as a PLP Club for at least six months

so as the Spanish people will not be scared away by the word

Communist, that is associated with the PLP,

NY T-48
May VJ 3 1965

A source advised that on June 12, 19^5> the Harlem
Defense Council (HDC) sponsored a street rally at West 117th
street and Lenox Avenue, New York city. At this rally I I

|
stated that each block in Harlem should be united and

armed with guns and there should be a leader for each block.

At this street rally a person named
| , I

stated that "everyone should be armed and when the time comes

we all know what to do"

,

b6
b7C

| l | |
of the PLP was also present

at this rally and stated that why do they need White cops to^
protect them when "they are who we are against". b 7 C

NY T~46
June 15', 1965

The source advised that on June 26, 1965 > the Harlem
Defense Council held a street rally at 115th Street and Lenox
Avenue, New York City. During the really, four people became
involved in a fight which was broken up by the police officers be

on hand after one man was hit on the head and began to bleed. b7c

At this point
| I

rose quietly and stated to the
audience that the "Cops" waited until blood had to fall before
doing anything to stop this terrible outbreak*

New York T-46
June 30 , 1965

A characterization of. HDC appears in the
Appendix.
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SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY (SWP)

The SWP has been designated pursuant to

Executive Order 10450.

On March 29, 1965, a letter was sent $y J
h
|

be

ic« York Local (NIL) to its members announcing that; foor • 02 b7c

had been ra?£d a? l recent SWP Forum from approxomate

200 people present. This amount was to be given over to the

defense of I 3
NY T- 8
April 5, 1965

dated March
' sent to

1,

all locals
gt^wer^a^Hlable

the SWP. This set forth that two new pamphlets were iava 1
be

for use by SWP members to sell m Negro
^
elS^orhoods. On

b:

of the pamphlets contained two speeches ^
of a speech made at a memorial meeting tor

MALC0IM X. T^wrote that the latter pamphlet presented a

rounded evaluation of MALCOLM X's ideas and evolution and also

explained the attitude of SWP to MALCOLM’S movement.

NY T-9
April 5> 1965

In its efforts to collect various speeches made by

MALCOLM X in his life time, the SWP went toJ*®
of

asking a contact in England to obtain tape recordings of

speeches given in London by MALCOLM X.

NY T-10
April 30, 1965

As of May, 1965 , the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated

(MMI) and .* the followers of MALCOLM X (Organization of

Afro-American Unity) (OAAU) were receiving moral support

££ Th/& U notified the above orsjngrtxoM

that they would assist them m the publication of literature
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and speeches of MALCOLM X. The SWP also pledged to aid in t he
defense of the followers of MALCOLM X if theyvere arrested,
as in the case of the forum held where money was collected
for

|

[

The expected outcome of the liaison
by tne fc>WJb* was a coalition with Negro workers who had been
in the vanguard of the coming revolution. It was Relieved
that these groups had in common their militancy and their
revolutionary aspirations. The SWP felt that it could reap
benefits also from its relationship with the OAAU in the
form of recruits to the party.

NY T- 8
May 4 * 1965

b6
b7C
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TI. COMMUNIST TACTICS

A
(CORE) AT

. DEMONSTRATION BY CONGRESS QF RACIAL EQUALITY

NEW YORK" WORLD 1 s EA1k7 Vo/65

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of ^estigation

(FBI) observed a demonstration by various local c &P

the Congress of Racial Equality CORE at the New York World s

Fair on April 25, 1965. The demonstration commenced ^ llsj^am

in front of the New York pavilion • Approximately
5 ipmonstratior

representing COHE demonstrated. The purpose *5® '

as indicated in CORE handbills circulated at the Fair, was

for the following:

1. Quality integrated schools

2. 200*000 low income housing units

3. Civilian Review Board

5 ! Community participation and representation in

the anti-poverty program.

The handbills stated that Mayor ROBERT F. WAGNER

opposes all of these critical needs and that CORE’ still

wants a Fair World" and that "Mayor WAGNER wants a World s

Fair." The handbills called for opposition to Mayor WAGNER

re-election.

Ten counter-pickets representing The Society for

the prevention of Negroes Getting Everything (SPONGE)*

described as a pro-segregationist group from Brooklyn, New

York, conducted a counter-demonstration commencing at 12.3 P

at the New York City pavilion. They carried signs whioh_J?ead

as follows: "white people* United We stand* Divided We Fall ,

"I am Jim c:rcw* I will Live Forever"* "Let's put A Stop To

This Black Nonsense"* "Society For prevention of Negroes

Getting Everything"* "White Americans Awaken to This Black

Communist Threat"

.

A brief incident flared up between a SPONGE picket

and one from CORE* which resulted in a brief exchange of

fisticuffs between the two. They were quickly separated by

police.
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No further incidents developed and no arrests

were made. Both demonstrations terminated at 2:00 pm.

I lof Brooklyn, New York, was identified

as being among the CORE demonstratara.

DETECTTVS I I
b6

Bureau of Special Services b7c

NYCPD
April 25, 19&5

b6
b7C
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B .RALLY IN SUPPORT OF MISSISSIPPI FREEDOM _ _
DEMOCRATIC PARTY'S CHALLENGE" BROOKLYN , M&W YUK11, 6/20/65

A rally in support of the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party’s challenge to the seating of five ’’illegally

elected Mississippi Congressmen was held on Sunday afternoon*

June 20, 1965 , from 3 pm to 5:30 pm at Tompkins Park,
Brooklyn, New York, which is located in the Bedford-
Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. This rally was held under
the auspices of the New York Ad Hoc committee in support of

the Mississippi Freedom Democratic party (MFDP) located at

514 west 126th Street, New York City. About one thousand
individuals attended this rally which was addressed by
Mayoral candidates, PAUL 0’ DWYER, New York City councilman.
Representative JOHN LINDSAY, Republican; and Representative
WILLIAM FITTS RYAN, Democrat.

JAMES FORMAN, Executive Secretary of the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, and Mrs. FANNIE LOU
HAMER from Mississippi were also speakers at the rally.
The speakers generally supported the challenge to the
seating of the Mississippi Congressmen and supported voting
rights for Negroes in Mississippi.

The following people were present at this rally

:

b6
b7C

NY T-7
June 21, 1965
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C;. Picketing of Federal Bureau of Investigation Office
New York "city, on June ' 21,1965 '

From 4:30 PM to 7:10 PM on June 21 , 1965 ,

a peak number of 90 individuals, under the sponsorship of the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 100 Fifth
Avenue, New York City, and the Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE), 38 Park Row, New York City, picketed outside the New
York Office (NYO) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

The pickets were addressed by speakers who demanded
a federal "injunction" calling for the release of civil rights
workers now in jail in Jackson, Mississippi, The speakers
further stated that the demonstration in front of the New York
Office of the FBI was to oommemmorate the deaths of three civil
rights workers who were slain in Mississippi last summer. The
speakers also demanded that the United States Government provide
strong federal protection by federal agencies such as the FBI for
civil rights workers in the south.

The aforementioned speakers were:

,1 |
(phonetic), a minister;

| |
b?c

I 3 of the Bronx. New York chapter of YIQKB: matt
JONES, SNCC member from the south and a folksinger; I 1

Northeast Regional CORE Director; and ELLA BAKER, a representative
of the Southern Conference Educational Fund (SCEF).

A characterization of the SCEF appears in the
appendix attached hereto.

The pickets demonstrated in an orderly fashion behind
police barricades on the Third Avenue side of the New York Office,
69th street and Third Avenue, New York City.

Special Agents of the FBI observed this demonstration
j

3 ®

on June 21 . 196s. and observed in the picket line were | \

] and
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Demonstration At United States Courthouse, New York City, on
June '23V 1^65

~~

I I, Captain of the Guards, United be

States Courthouse (USCH), Foley Square, New York City., on June b7c

23 , 1965 , furnished the following information:

At approximately 8:00 AM, June 23, 19^5 •>
a SrouP of

sixteen pickets representing the student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) an$ the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE),
chained themselves to the main entrance of USCH, Foley Square,
New York city. The chained pickets were blocking the main
entrance to USCH and traffic in and out of the building was
rerouted to a side entrace.

Special Agent personnel of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) observed an additional group of demonstrators,
approximately 40 in number, parading in front of USCH and
carrying signs bearing letters "Mississippi' 1

. A leaflet handed
out by the demonstrators set forth the purpose of the demonstratior

as follows:

"Last week, almost a thousand persons were arrested
in Jackson, Mississippi, for attempting to make a protest march
to the state Capital. They were led by members of the Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party, which is now challenging the right of
the five congressmen from Mississippi to sit in congress.

”600 of these people are still in jail. Dozens have
been beaten by police. Two women have had miscarriages. Doctors
from the Medical Committee for Human Rights have been refused
admission. Lawyers are no longer admitted inside the jail.

"We protest the failure of the Federal Government to
take action in this intolerable situation. We demand a federal
injunction which would prohibit the Jackson authorities from
arresting persons for conducting peaceful demonstrations. We
demand that all the persons now in jail be released immediately,
without bail, before further harm can be done to them. We urge
you to support the challenge of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Party.

"

The leaflet indicated that the demonstration was
sponsored by SNCC and CORE.

- 31



. i\c approximately 9:30 AM, United states Marshals

clipped \ . chains binding the pickets to the main entrance and

arrested ts „e pickets, 16 in all, under New York P?gal .^,^a
(disorderly conduct) and United states Code* Title 18, Sections

3 and 7.

Deputy United states Marshal
the following information on June 23 j 1

furnished b
-

While the arra
United States Marshal. |_
picket and hospitalized.

of the 16 persons was being made Deputy b6

] was kicked in the groin by £ b 7c

sted was I I,

I, New York City.
born

Special Agent personnel observed that from ten to

twenty pickets continued the demonstration in: front of USCH until

4:40 PM when the demonstration terminated without further Inexaentb6
Observed among the demonstrators was

I I
* b7
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III. COMMUNIST PENETRATION AND INFLUENCE
IN RACIAL ORGANIZATIONS

A. CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY

The Congress of Racial Equality will be referred
to as CORE in this report unless reference is being made to
a chapter of CORE. The designation then will be preceded
by the name of the chapter.

The Communist Party, United States of America, will
be referred to as the CP, USA.

Proposed Plans and Activities

On July 6, 1965,[
Scholarships-,

Director of CORE
Education" and Defense Fund ( SEDP) , 150 Nassau

Street, New York, New York, advised SA I

j
b 7 c

that a new direction has been given to CORE work in the civil
rights field toward community organization and political
action. Whereas CORE previously depended entirely on its CORE
chapters, consisting of small groups of dedicated people,
who were willing to give up tremendous amounts of time and
energy to get things done, CORE now will seek to operate
through community organizations and poetical action. The
civic organizations in the southern communities will be the
media through which CORE will seek to operate in the civil
rights field, as well as its local chapters. CORE will
endorse political candidates for public office. It will
exert pressure on Congressmen through lobbying, and attempt
to secure things such as street lights, sewerage and extended
postal service for southern communities.

I I further stated that CORE is presently engaged b7c

in extensive voter registration activity in the South. The
drive is concentrated mainly in South Carolina, northern
Florida, Louisiana and some individual cities in other places.
Gains have been made by' significant increases in the number
of registered voters.

I I furnished a brochure which stated that the be

CORE SEDP was established in 1963 , to provide a number of b?c

basic, and previously neglected, services to the civil
rights movement. Chef among these is making educational
opportunities available to young people who have demonstrated
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exceptional character, a capacity for community leadership
and a serious commitment to the civil rights movement. The
brochure stated that CORE SEBF has accepted major
responsibilities in voter registration education and in
furnishing legal counsel where it is needed most urgently

—

in the often remote places where small groups of civil
rights workers wage a lonely struggle.

The July 7, 1965 issue of the "New York Herald
Tribune", a daily New York City newspaper, contained on page
six an article entitled " 'Greatest* CORE Convention." This
article stated as follows;

" CORE'S director, JAMES PARMER, said the group's
just-ended convention in Durham, North Carolina, was 'the
greatest in history' because it charted a new course for the
civil rights movement. Delegates approved resolutions
supporting Chicago demonstrations to oust School Superintendent
BENJAMIN C. WILLIS; repeal Qf right-to-work laws and organiza-
tion of 'marginal workers' such as migratory laborers,
hospital staff members and employees of non-profit groups;
massive public-works projects to provide immediate jfrbs
for the unemployed and unskilled; construction of housing
that would allow low-income people to 'enjoy quality
integrated schools and community facilities of a multi-racial
character.' CORE also proposed a Federal program of rent
control .

"

Location

On July 6. 1965 , [
previously mentioned,

that CORE'S national offices are locatedadvised SA, , , _

at 38 Park Row, New York, New York, and that the CORE SEDP b ^ r,

is located in a separate office at 150 Nassau Street, New
York City.

Officers

On July 6, 1965,

|

national officers of CORE are:
advised that the

b6
b7C
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National Director
Associate Director
Organization Director
Community Relations
Director
Director cf CORE SEDP

STATEN ISLAND CORE (S.I. CORE) CHAPTER

Location

S.I. CORE is scheduled to hold its meetings on
the first and third Tuesdays of the month at the Markham
Community Center, Markham Housing Project, Broadway and
Richmond Terrace, Staten Island, New York, but this schedule
is not strictly adhered to.

NY T- 11
June 25, 1965

Prom time to time, a meeting of one of the
committees, such as the officers of S.I. CORE, will hold a
meeting separate and apart from the scheduled meetings
*vjc w * 00m?

NY T- 12
June -28, 1965

Officers

The following list of officers of S.I. CORE was
made available:

Chairman b6
Vice Chairman b7c

Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Education Committee Chairman

~ 35>
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Jdc'va and Investigations b 7 c

Committee, Chairman

NY T-12
June 28, 1965

S.I. COKE has a total membership of 700 individuals
which includes associates who are members in name only, but
who CORE in otfder to assist it in its activities
by paying $3.00 yearly dues, which is the dues assessment
for both active and associate members.

There- ar@ about 18 members in S.I. CORE.

Some of the associate members of S.I. CORE are
|
and

bo
b7C

NY T- 11
June 25, 1965

Activities of S.I. CORE b6
b7C

and were among
the CORE members at a regular meeting of the S.I. CORE which
was held on April 6, 1965 , at the Markham Community Center,
Staten Island, New York.

NY T-13
April 7, 1965
NY T-H
April 9> 1965

b6

At the above-mentioned S.I. CORE meeting which b 7 c

was held on April 6 , 1965 > I |
read a letter

she had received from someone in Shaw, Mississippi, regarding
an automobile which S.I. CORE had donated to the
voter Registration drive . I Itold tbe group that
the auto had been destroyed by'a"Molotov Cocktail".

NY T-13
April 7, 1965
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[, i
attended a meeting of S.I. CORE which

was held on May 18, 1965, at the Markham Community Center,

Staten Island, New York, and participated in all the

discussion. On at least three occasions, he commented on

civil rights matters by making references and comparisons

in United States activities in Vietnam and the Dominican
Republic, but his comments were generally ignored.

b6
b7C

NY T- 13
May 21, 1965

and were present at b7C

a meeting of the S.I. CORE which was held on June 16, 1965.

at the Markham Community Center, Staten Island, New York.

NY T-12
June 24, 1965
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Be
NEGRO AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL (NALC)

.
Investigation of the NALC is directed solely

towards
-

establishing the extent of Communist influence*
The Federal .Bureau of Investigation is not investigating
the legitimate activities of this organization.

The Negro American Labor Council will be
v.cvf'^r»ed to in this report as the NALC. The Greater
m** Chapter of the NALC will be referred to as the
/v/y/v/jt-c. and the Communist Party, USA as the CP.

In July 1959* more than seventy five Negro
Traue Union leaders met In New

-

York to explore the
possibility of establishing an organization designed
to fight discrimination In industry, government and
trade unions. After much planning, the NALC was
officially founded in Detroit, Michigan, May 28, 29

-

ar>.d • ?;0, i960. A PHILIP RANDOLPH, veteran trade union
leader and President of the Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters, was elected President at the Founding
Convention. At the Second Annual Convention held in
Chicago, Illinois, November 10, 11, and 12, 1961, the
NALC broadened its membership base to include
not only trade unionists, but all Negro workers in
response to the developing job crisis suffered by
colored workers.

Location

The National and NYNALC Offices are located
at 217 West 125th Street, New York City.

NY T-k
July 7» 1965
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I. INTEREST OP THE COMMUNIST
PARTY IN THE NALC

The New York District, Trade Union Commission
of the Communist party (CP) met on March 14, 19^5 > b6

L I b7C
L New York Oitv. Among those in attendance were

1 I l and I L
I Igave a report on the work he had done

in the Brewery struggle to gain union membership and steady
jobs for a group of Negro casual workers. I I

stated that the Brewery Industry had a long history of
discrimination and that there also was a history of ®

past attempts by Negroes to get into the industry. He
referred to the agreement that had been signed by
the breweries; the NALC and the New York City Commission
on Human Rights, I I further pointed out that
he Is now the recognized leader of the Negro men shaping-

up at the union hiring hall and has sat in on all the
union meetings' held between the NALC, the unions and
the Industry that have taken place,

| |
gave a report on the NALC work

In general! She stated that attempts will be made
b6

on the part of the NYNALC Caucus to get the NYNALC b ^c

interested in making a push for Intergration in the
building trades.* She stated that there was a good
possibility that because of the agreement reached in

the Egewery Industry that it can be applied in the

building trades.

lwere commended h",

for their work in the NALC.

NY T- llj.

March 31, 19&5

Source confirmed that a New York District
Trade Union nommiaalon of the CP held a meeting on

March 14, 1965 at I
mentioned

above.
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,
Squroe also identified [

I I

|
and I \ in attendance ana confirmed

in substance the information furnished by the above"
source.

NY T-k
March ‘14, 19&5

The 11th A.D., Club of the Harlem Region of
the CP held a meeting on March 19> 19^5 at 334 East
108th Street, New York City.

Among those present was
b 6

b7C

|
reported that the NALC was preparing b6

a convention in April or May scheduled for St. Louis, b7c
Missouri and stated he would make a detailed report of
the NYNALC at the next meeting of the Club.

NY T-5
March 24, 19^5

The Executive Board of the New York District
CP 5S?"ade Union Commission held a meeting at 11 Port
George Hill, New York City.

Among those present were
JAMES TORMEY.

b6
and b7c

JAMES TORMEY chaired the -..{Mating. He discussed
the NALC victory in the Brewery Situation in Brooklyn.
He stated that now the party should interest the NALC
in the Building Trades Industry. - He stated further
that he had recently met with ex-Party persons in the
building trades, as well as an ex-Party person who is
a plumber and had discussed with them this idea. He
stated they were very enthusiastic about the idea, and
hoped the NALC would take an interest in this situation.

also mentioned that the Party
should become acuive in the Building Trades. Industry

b6
b7C

as it would fit in with President JOHNSON’ s War on *

Poverty, She added that this industry was one where quite
a few jobs could be found. However, the .-©pe problem they
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would have to overcome was to get a qualified Negro
plumber and make him active in the NALC. She also
asked that the different Party clubs in the. Industrial
Division of the CP - should make some of their members
active in the NALC., so as to help the Party in its

work within that organization.

N-i'f T- jh

March 22* 19°5

On March 21, 1965* a National CP Negro

Commission meeting was held at the Hotel Woodstock.

New York City.

Among those in attendance was I b7c

I made a short report concerning b7c
NALC activities in which she mentioned the recent

victory of the Brewery situation in Brooklyn, New York
and charging that the Party should concentrate on

the NALC and work within that organization in any
future work that was desired.

NY T- k
March 22, 19°5

Source advised that the 11th A.D., Club

of the Harlem Region of the CP held a meeting on

April 2, 1965, at 74 St. Nicholas Avenue, New York

City.

Among those present was
b
b7

I [reported on ;the Vietnam situation and b7c
stated th<=! NALC, with whom he "is also affiliated, sent

a telegram to President JOHNpN to bring the troops out

of Vietnam and send them to Selma, Alabama.

NY T-£
April 7, 1965
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On April 10 , 1965, a CP New York District
Committee meeting was held at the Hotel Edison, New
York City,

were
Among those identified as in attendance

and JAMES TORMEY.

b6
b7C

TORMEY gave a general report on the history
of the NALC from its inception several years ago to the

present time,. He mentioned that several PartyL’fSfembers

had formed a Caucus Group and had done a terrific job
in the NALC. He mentioned that they had won victories
and pointed out as an example the recent Brewery settlement
in regard to hfc*ing Negroes in the union. He mentioned
the Caucus Group at this time desired to concentrate
next on the Building Trades Industries, where many
jobs can be obtained by minority groups.

NY T-Ll
April 15, 1965

On April 11, 1965 # source advised a CP,

New York City District Trade Union Commission meeting
was held at 11 Port George Hill, New York City.

were
Among the CP members

TORMEY.

identified in attendance
|and JAMES b6

b7C

TORMEY gave a report on the taxi strike and
the NALC. He mentioned that the labor movement in New
York City had raised a million dollars for a drive to

organize the unorganized in New York City.

NY T-k
April 15, 1965
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Source advised that on May 28, 1965,
the 11th A.D., Club of the Harlem Regfon .of the
CP held a meeting at 13 West 127th Street, New
York City.

and
to

b6

,
Tt was pbated at the meeting that

|

b?c

I were absent from the meeting aue
their attendance at the NALC Convention as delegates.

NY T-5
June '2, 1965

On June 11, 19&5* a meeting of the 11th
A.D., Club of the Harlem Region of the CP met at 13
West 127th Street, New York City.

]and[ were present.
b6
b7C

[reported on the recent NALC Convention
held in Y'onkers, New York. I

~|stated there were be

138 delegates from all across: the country attending and b7c

a total of 250 Individuals made up the conference.

NY T- 5
June 16, 1965

A meeting of the top^lpnctionari'es of the
CP took place on June 10, 1965! at CP Headquarters, New
York City.

Among those present were TED BASSETT, JACK
STATCHEL and GIL GREEN,

BASSETT reported on the recent NALC Convention.
He stated that it was a small convention and that
RANDOLPH (A. PHILIP RANDOLPH, President, NALC) had
proposed a resolution calling for stopping the war
in Vietnam, There were other resolutions on the questions
of peace and economics. The comf&ntion was for a 35-hour
week with no pay reduction; double time for overtime and a
two dollar minimum wage. BASSETT reported that there is
a need for the NALC to be more progressive.

- 1+3 -
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JACK STACHEL thought the NALC should
follow up decisions of the National Labor Relations
Board in the Plumber and Iron Workers Unions, They
should make sure these decisions against discrimination
are carried out,

GIL GREEN said there must be a change in
the leadership of the NALC before the members can.

be orientated properly.

NY T-lty
May 26, 1965

II. NYNALC CP AND/OR
RELATED ACTIVITY

A meeting of the CP Caucus of the NYNALC
was held at 435 East 9th Street, New York City, on
March 6, 1965, The following
attendance, T \ tH

irr 1

individuals were in

andf
2I

i

b6
hlC

\*

The meeting dealt $i£h the party held by
I I in Brooklyn, New York on February 20, b

f

1955, to raise funds for the transportation of the b7c

Caucus members to the NALC Convention scheduled for
St. Louis, Missouri,

reported that after expenses, $4l
profit was made.. She criticized the Caucus members
for not bringing more people to the party.

bo
b7C

NY T-l5
March 15, 19^5

Sources confirmed that a CP Caucus meeting
of the NYNALC took place on March 6, 19&5, as mentioned
above.
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Souroes also Identified the same individuals
in attendance and substantiated in general the information

furnished by the above source.

NY T-k
NY T-16
March 8, 19o5

On March 9, 1965, the NYNALC held an
Executive Board meeting at 27 West 125th Street,
New York City,

The CP members recognized
included

| L I

in attendance

u i

be
b7C

NY T-k '

March 14, 1965

Source stated that a CP Caucus meeting of
the NYfALC was held on March 12, 1965, ^35 East
9th Street, New York City.

The following individuals were identified b6
In attendance : I L I U I 1 b7c

L |

[
JAMES TORMEY and HENRY WINSTON.

be
chaired the meeting. b7c

The topics of discussion included areas of

concentration of the NALCj the forthcoming NALC National

Convention and the forthcoming elections of the NYNALC.

TORMEY stated that the main concentration
of the NALC should be centered in the Building Trades
Industries, particularly in the Plumbers Local.
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He stated th**. second area of concentration
should he the garment industry. He indicated there
were ho Negro cutters in the Garment Industry and this
situation must be changed. Those in attendance agreed
with TORMEY.

NY T~i£
March 15 , 19o5

Source confirmed that a NYNALC Caucus
meeting took place on March 12, 1965, as mentioned
above..

Source Identified the same individuals in
attendance and confirmed in substance the Information
furnished by the other source. In addition, the source
stated that I Imentioned that

|

had been adaed to the Executive Board of tne nywajuu.

b6
b7C

NY T-Ip
March 14,, 1965

On April 13, 1965, a meeting of the
Executive Board of the NYNALC was held at NALC Headquarters,
217 West 125th Street, New York City.

The following known members of the CP
attended this Executive Board meeting t I

I L |and|IZ

b6
b7C

NY T- l]i

April 14, 1965

On April 16, 1965, a NYNALC CP Caucus meeting was
held at 784 Madison Street. Brooklyn , New York. Those
in attendance Included
TORMEY, and

} JACK
b6
b7C
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b6
b7C

] chaired the meeting.

I I announced that the NALC Convention would Be
held in May, 1965, in West'chester Op.unty, iNpw York. She
stated there was 700 members in the NYNALC arid 600 of
them were delinquent in dues.

| |
was h ~ r

asked to pay up her NALC dues wmcn sne axa ana gave
the money ' to | U

JAMES TORMEY stated that I E>f

the Building Trades Club of the CP would act as a
Liaison between the NYNALC. Caucus Grout) and the
Building Trades men that TORMEY and
contact.

would

b6
b7C

TORMEY spoke of enlarging the NYNALC Caucus
and stated he would bring an individual from District
65 and one from the Hospital Workers, Local 1199* whom'
he thought would be good additions to the Caucus Group.

NY T— I4L

April 23 ,

'

1965

Sources confirmed that the NYNALC CP Caucus
meeting was held on April 16, 1965 , as stated above.

The sources also identified the same
individuals in attendance and in general substantiated
the information furnished by the other source.

NY T-lll
April 16, 1965

NY T- 16
April 19, 1965

NY T-l£
April 20, 1965
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Source advised that on April 28, 19^5#
a membership meeting of the NYNALC was held at NALC
Headquarters, .217 West 125th Street, New York City.

The following CP members attended this
meeting : I L I J I I

a:

I I*

b6
b7C

NY T-llii

April $0, 1965

On April 30, 1965, the NYNALC held its
local electioneer officers and Executive Board members.

The following persons were elected:

President
Vice-President be

Treasurer b7

Secretary

The following three CP members were elected
to the Executive Board of the NYNALC:

b6
b7C

NY T- I4.

May 7, 1965

Source advised that on May 1, 1965j a meeting

of the CP Caucus of the NYNALC was held at 248 West
64th Street, New York City.

In attendance were the following members

of the op

;

^r,ia
7

f
. .

H M
1 1 I I ji I I

1

]and
[

b
b
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[attended the meeting very

late...

| |
reported thatl—- I

had recently been elected to the Executive Board of

the NYNALC.

b6
b7C

The decision was reached that a planned

fund-raising party the* Caucus had planned he called ^
off. It was pointed out that since uhe NALC Convention

would be held" in Yonkers, New York, there was no neea

to raise fund? for It. The money raised at the previous

party held by I |
was given to her for her

own use at the coming convention.

b6
b7C

NY T- ll| „
May 13 > 19^5

Source confirmed that a CP Caucus meeting

of the NYNALC was held on May 7, i9o5> as mentioned

above.

Source identified the same individuals as

in attendance at the meeting and substantiated in

general the information furnished by the other source.

NY T-i6
May 10, 19o5

On May 12, 1965 , an Executive Board meeting

of the NYNAliC was held at their headquarters, 217 west

125th Street, New York City.

The <»A
,n owing cp members were present;

T
b7C

- U-9
*•
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named as
from the

i
U ] and fwere

elegates to the NALC National Convention
^ o
-AA/ *

b6
b7C

he put
at the

} name would
Mk « **

It was decided that
ip. nomination for National Vice-President
convention*

b6
b7C

NY T-xk
May 137 19&5

On May 22 , 1965, a meeting of the CP Caucus
of the NYNALC took place at 6l Harrison Avenue, Brooklyn,
New York.

Th<e following were identified as in attendance

t

}

36

3 and]
l^JIM TORMEY, 1 b7C

] chaired the meeting.

b6
b7C

The meeting dealt mainly with the NALC National
Convention to be held at the Woodside Inn, Tuckahoe
Road, Yonkers, New York on May 28-30, 1965.

Instructions were given to members of the
for instructions when theyCaucus to contact_

arrive at Yonkers, New York.

b6
b7C

I
was chosen to pass on instructions}3

^

to the other Caucus members at the convention. 1

JIM TORMEY mentioned he wanted the problem
of intergrating the plumbers Union brought up and
discussed at the convention. TORMEY also stated
the peace issue should be brought up at the convention,
and made inquiry as to what union would bring it up.



• •
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| |
stated his union. Local 3v b6

Bakery Workers Union, Long Island City, had issued b7
a statement on the peace question. He stated he
would try to see if his union would send a telegram
to the convention concerning the peace issue.

NY T-lS
May 24, 1965

Sources confirmed that a CP NYNALC Caucus
meeting took place on May 22, 1965 * at the above
mentioned addr6j**s.

Sources Identified the same Individuals
in attendance and reported generally the same
information as furnished by tie above source.

NY T-14 ^
May 26, 1965

May 20, 19^5

The Fifth Annual Convention of the NALC
was held on the weekend of May 28-30, 19&5, at the
Westchester Town House, Yonkers, New York.

On Friday afternoon, from 2 to 5 p.m., there
was a workshop session.

^
I I (president. District 65 ,

Retqil, Wholesale and Department Store Union, AFL-CIO)
was one of the speakers.

On Friday evening at approxina tely 8 p.m.
there was a rally at the Church of the Messiah,
Yonkers, New York which was called a Public Education
Rally.

b6
b7C

- $1 -
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Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING- was among
the shakers.

On Saturday morning from 10 a.m. until about
12:30 p,m», there was a panel discussion on unemployment
and the Negro workers, /

Among the speakers at this panel discussion
was BAYARD RUSTIN, There was an afternoon session of
this panel discussion, b6

I L President of Local 1199 (Drug
and Hospital Employees Union* Retail, Wholesale and
Department Store union, AFL-CIO) was among the speakers.

On Saturday night. May 29, 19^5 , there was
a banquet and dance at the Westchester Town House and the
admission was $10 per person.

On Sunday May 30, 1965 , there was Just one
session, h^Ld In the morning. During this session, the
election of Officers was held and A, PHILIP RANDOLPH
was re-elected President of the NALC, The other National
Officers elected were:

CLEVELAND ROBINSON Assistant to the President
Secretary
Treasurer bb
Assistant Treasurer

Among the Vice-Presidents elected was b c

_l«

The following CP Caucus memb
we&e in attendance at the convention:
I l I L I

b 6

b7C
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. There were no actual meetings held by
the, CP Caucus of the NYNALC to attempt to formulate
policy or present resolutions at the convention.

NY T-14 ^
June St 1965

Source confirmed that the NALC Convention
was held at. the above mentioned location on May 28-30

,

1965 -

Source, in addition, identified the same
CP members of the NYNALC Caucus present at the convention*

disclosing that!
Source, in addition , furnishedMnformation

the 18 Vice-Presidents elected.
and [ ]

were among
b6
b7C

Source was of the opinion that the CP
did not materially influence the NALC Convention
at all

.

NY T-k
June f, 1965
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( 1 )

0 o student Non-Violent Coordinating committee

:iThe Worker" in its issue of May 2* 1^65* page three*

contained an article "2000 Bail PAUL ROBESON at Freedomways

Tribute," The article states that "an overflow au
^

:L
f?}

ce
TT
0
£

2000

friends and admirers of PAUL ROBESON greeted him at the Hotel

Americana the previous' week on the occasion of the salute by

"Freedomways" to ROBESON on his 66th birthday.

The article reflects that JOHN LEWIS* Chairman of

the student Non-Violent coordinating committee spoke at this

affair. The article states that LEWIS spoke of ROBESON's
past accomplishments. It continues as follows:

"He too spoke of ROBESON's years of persecution and

praised him for not compromising important principles. We of

SNCC are PAUL ROBESON's spiritual children. We tob have rejected

gradualism and moderation. We are also being accused of

x-’adicalism* of Communist infiltration.

"
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D„ SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

,

NEW YORK AFFILIATE

in

the
SCLC)

UUJ.iUa.UUCU. HUOX XiM • XT’ « ” '
.

conference with United States Government officials.

RUSTIN stated he and WACHTEL were concerned. He

indicated the conference should be planned on a

tentative basis only, so that they could get out

of it if things began to look badly for SCLC.

Furthermore, RUSTIN said they should insure that

KING was not placed in a position where he could be

criticized for leaving a conference of Government

officials without getting anything.
I |

stated

that if the conference with Government orncxals
was put off until some time in May, they could

let things take their natural course n and just

return to Alabama on Monday (April 19 > 1965),
thus focusing attention on the problem and

bringing about greater understanding of the
boycott i" (The Alabama boycott )YY.'RUSTIN replied

that he hoped that that was the case, but thought

KING wanted to get rid of "this thing" (the boycott)

at any cost. I l and RUSTIN concluded their
contact noting that they would discuss these
matters when they met- on April 16 , 1965 •

The Southern Christian Leadership
Conference will be abbreviated by
the initials SCLC*. MARTIN LUTHER
KING, JR*, is the President of SCLC
which is headquartered in Atlanta j

Georgia.

HARRY WACHTEL and BAYARD RUSTIN wer£
contact on April 15 , 1965. RUSTIN agreed to a

meeting at WACHTEL* s office for that date. On

same date, I I Executive Directoivcf
mV* /-vTT* A c*m i

“ ““

'

NY T-39
April 15,. 1965

bb
b7C
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• •

On April 16. 1965 A I
and. RUSTIN

were in contact.
|

| advised that the meeting
which he was supposed to have attended April 15

,

1965, in Washington, did not materialize because he
missed his plane. He said another meeting was bb

scheduled for 2:00 p.m, on April 16, 19^5# In b7c

Washington; He would meet with (LE ROY) COLLINS,
Director of Community Relations Service and other
Department of Commerce officials; The meeting
would be devoted to matters relating to the

, _

Alabama boycott and other matters relating to SCLC.
RUSTIN agreed to accompanvl I to Washington to
attend the meeting.

NY T- 39.
April 16, 1965

On April 16, 1965, HARRY WACHTEL and
CLARENCE JONES were in contact and WACHTEL advised be

JONES that ! Hand BAYARD RUSTIN were b7c

going to Washington, ana, as a result, "we have no
meeting;"

NY T-49
April 16, 1965

HARRY WACHTEL and BAYARD RUSTIN were in
contact on April 16, 1965 , and WACHTEL informed
RUSTIN that he was sending him a copy of "KING’S
Bar Association talk" and wanted him to analyse
and criticize it since he did not think KING would.

WACHTEL, in commenting on RUSTIN' s trip
to Washington, inquired if he knew what to do there ,

b

6

RUSTIN answered affirmatively. WACHTEL said
| |

b7c

had informed him that everyone wanted to go ahead
with the boycott and that KING was the only
opponent

;

NY T- 39
April 16, 1965

- —
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A list of the bulk mailing orders of the
Winter ,• 1965 , issue of "Freedomways" magazine, which
is the first quarter issue for 1965, included 25
copies for SCLC. This issue is a special memorial
issue devoted to W’.E'.B". BU BOISV

NY T- 50
April 4, 1965

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR". informed CLARENCE
JONES, on May 2, 1965, that he had not used the
speech material prepared by STANLEY LEVISON and
brought to him by LEVISON at his speech in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on May 1, 1965

4

because he had not. had time to look over the speech
before going on stage;

Later LEVISON was again in contact with
JONES who said he had spoken to KING", JONES stated
that KING advised the first chance he can meet
would be the nights of May 10 and 11, 1965 in
Atlanta; LEVISON advised he could make it and
JONES stated all that remained was to confirm the
date with KING’." JONES further advised LEVISON
that KING had placed top priority on a plan to
find someone who could be what amounts to an
Executive Vice President; KING had informed JONES
that if hetaiew of anyone qualified he could hire
him; LEVISON stated he was glad KING felt this
way and that they would discuss it. LEVISON stated
he would like to suggest I lof the
United Negro College Fund, JONES remarked that he
doubted will be willing to go to Atlanta;.

bo
b7C

LEVISON stated that they had to find
someone who would work well with JONES and for this
reason it was important that he and JONES find
someone for this position. JONES commented that
the problem is that there is a break-down because
there is nobody to take charge of things. LEVISON
then added "in a certain sense it is what I do in
New York in the New York Office. I never have any
problems in connection with it because I make the

~ 57 ~
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decisions ard then I \{ 1

SOLD office) just goes ahead and
is what he needs in Atlanta on a

of the New York
does it and that
larger scale."

b6
b7C

NY T- 51
May-2-, 19^5

On May 9, 1963 , a' conference of MARTIN b6
LUTHER KING, JR", and his advisors, including b?r,

I \ HARRY WACHTEL and BAYARD RUSTIN
took place; According to the source, the
following transpired:

It was agreed that KING would decline the
invitation to attend the rally at Madison Square
Garden, June 8, 1965, to be held under the
auspices of the Committee for a Sane Nuclear
Policy (SANE). His reason for declining would be
attributed to pressing needs in Alabama with regard
to the voting rights bill.

WACHTEL mentioned the fact that the
Hammermill Paper Company was having its annual
meeting in Erie, Pennsylvania, on May 11, 19o5*
and that there was a movement underway to have
sit-ins to protest segregated policies of the
company in its Alabama mills.

A-. . discussion was had concerning KING'

s

trip to New York on May 12, 1965 ; All of those
attending the conference agreed to meet him. The
purpose of the meeting would be to go over plans
for a summer project.

KING' s purpose in coming to New York was
to speak in Long Island at Queens College. WACHTEL
advised that he would handle all arrangements in
connection with his visit to Long Island. He also
said he wanted to introduce KING to some millionaires
on the island;

NY T-39
May S? 1965

- 58 ~
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On. May 12, 1965* Special Agents (SAS) tf
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR*, and I land a
man believed to be h'OSEA WILLIAMS (Project Director
of SCLC) arrive aboard Eastern Airlines, Kennedy be

Airport, New. York, New York, They were met by hie

HARRY WACHTEL, BAYARD RUSTIN and JOHN LEWIS
(Director of the Student Non-Violent coordinating
Committee) (SNOG) and numerous newsmen. Following
an exchange of greetings, KING, WACHTEL and
WILLIAMS left the airport in a rented Cadillac
limousine

;

On May 12, 1965,. a meeting took place
in MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.' ! s suite at the
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel, 34th Street and Broadway,
New York, New York. According to the source, the
meeting was devoted to issues pertaining to the
Summer Community Organization and Political
Education (SCOPE) and was attended by BAYARD
TmftTTNj r \ johN LEWIS. The
following were believed to have attended:

WILLIAMS
(Former Executive^ 1 Director of SCLU)
(Director of Racial
Matters of the
American Federation
of Labor-Congress
of industrial
Organizations
(AHfc-CIO) •

?QSEA

The question of recruitment of personnel
for SCOPE was afforded important attention. It was
stated that in the New York area alone a quota of

5OO' college students exists and that only one-fifth
of the quota had been reached and that problems were
expected in reaching the quota;
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Budgetary matters in connection with the
New Yoric .SCOPE project were discussed. It was
stated that $75*000.00 had been set aside for the
New York area and the national budget was $480,000.00.

It was agreed by all those In attendance
that the recruitment campaign must have Immediate
action and that the National Council of Churches
and other leaders with whom they have contacts
be approached for the purpose of getting them
to issue a statement backing the SCOPE summer b 6

campaign . BAYARD RUSTIN suggested that he and bic

I I take over the joint directorship of
the SCOPE campaign in the New York area. His
suggestion was accepted. RUSTIN then advised
that all decisions would cross his desk in
New York and that he would deal with HQSEA WILLIAMS,
In Atlanta, who was In charge of the overall
program of SCOPE'. With. regard .td’.fund raising,
RUSTIN said he had in mind a Womens Committee
which would probably be headed by such a person
as

| |
(Northern member of the SCLC,

Board or Directors)

;

NY T- 52
May 12, 1965

On May 13* 1965* Lieutenant I I.

Nassau County Police Department, Long Island, New
York, advised on May 12, 1965, MARTIN LUTHER KING,
JRV accompanied by HARRY WACHTEL and others, went
on a tour of Long Island towns and apparently
observed slum conditions.

|
further advised

that KING, RUSTIN, WACHTEL and JOHN LEWIS appeared
at a voting rights rally in the Long Island area.
West Hempstead, Long Island,

b6
b7C

- 60
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On the morning of May 13# 1965# STANLEY

LEVISON made a visit to MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.’s bg
suite at the Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel , LEVISON b7c
conversed with CLARENCE JONES, I I

| about several items, specifically,
the voter' registration, Vietnam and peace, and the

civil rights movement in general;

NY T-39
'

May 13# 19^5

On the night of May 13# 1965# STANLEY
LEVISON and CLARENCE JONES were in contact. LEVISON
said he would summarize the business of reorganization
(probably of SCLC) in a short memo and send it to

JONES for forward to him. LEVISON said he felt
good that so much had gotten across on SCOPE,
the need to limit it and the fact that KING was
responsive to it.

NY T-51
May 13# 1965

On May 5, 1965# CLARENCE JONES was in b7c
contact with DORA MC DONALD, Secretary to MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JRV JONES inquired if MC DONALD
had sent the preface for "Three Lives in Mississippi
and MC DONALD stated she had forwarded it that
afternoon to

| |
.

NY T-49
May 5, 1965

|
Is a publication representative

in connection with "Three Lives in Mississippi",
, name of a book by WILLIAM BRADFORD HUIE

dealing with the case of the three civil rights
workers who were slain In Mississippi in the
Summer of 1964.

On May 5, 1965 , STANLEY LEVISON was in contact

with CLARENCE JONES and mentioned to JONES that the

"New York Herald Tribune" , a daily newspaper of New
York City, was writing articles on the financial
support of civil rights groups. He noted that RALPH
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ABERNATHY, Treasurer of SCLC, had been contacted,
LEVISON ' was concerned that ABERNATHY would " shdot
off his mouth," He advised that this was a delicate
matter, how much support from whites, how much from
Negroes, and ABERNATHY may mention big name
contributors which people would resent* He advised
that this should be indicated to ABERNATHY,

NY T-49
May 5, 1965

On May 21, 1965, MARTIN LUTHER KING, JRi
contacted CLARENCE JONES about a meeting to be
held on May 28, 1965. KING indicated he would
like STANLEY LEVISON to be present at the meeting.
JONES contacted HARRY WACHTEL and advised him
that KING wanted a meeting of the Research
Committee on May 28, 1965. JONES suggested to
WACHTEL that a luncheon meeting of himself,
LEVISON, WACHTEL, and BAYARD RUSTIN be arranged.

LEVISON contacted JONES and advised a
meeting would be held in WACHTEL’ s office. JONES
advised LEVISON that KING had the impression that
JONES did not want such a meeting held, JONES
told KING that he (JONES) was misunderstood and he
felt it was important to hold a discussion_ because
LEVISON could make a valuable contribution'.’ LEVISON
commented that WACHTEL would be the real stumbling
block even more so than RUSTIN. JONES agreed. JONES
stated that WACHTEL was evasive about the date of the
meeting &£ that when it was finally decided upon
he (JONES) volunteered to call RUSTIN, but WACHTEL
quickly advised that he would take care of it.
LEVISON remarked that this confirmed his personal
feelinggadding :that he feel's - that RUSTIN is fairly
indifferent, but that WACHTEL "is actively opposed
to meiiibecause you are troublesome yourself for
what he wants -his position to be but when you
add me, it does something to him and he is going
to fight whereas RUSTIN won’t."

NY T-39
May 21, 1965
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On May 23, 1965 > HARRY WACHTEL and BAYARD
RUSTIN were in contact and discussed a meeting of
the Research Committee on May 28, 1965, and a
meeting in Virginia on June 10, 1965. in regard
to the first meeting, RUSTIN and WACHTEL discussed
whether STANLEY LEVISON should he invited. They
agreed that he should not attend and discussed
whether LEVISON should go to the Virginia meeting.
They agreed there should he a preliminary
discussion before making a decision. Both
WACHTEL and RUSTIN stated they would attend the
Virginia meeting

.

NY T-51
May 23, 1965

STANLEY LEVISON was in contact with
CLARENCE JONES on May 28, 1965; LEVISON desired
to see MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR*.‘ about hiring one

|
~l for the SCLC staff; LEVISON was

convinced I \ could do an exceptional job,
especially amoung the white churches . JONES
commented that he was impressed with I I and
he would advise the Research Committee that

|
would be good for SCLC.LEVISON felt

b6
b7C

NY T~ 49
May 28, 1965

On May 29, 1965, CLARENCE JONES commented
that a meeting of SCLC Research Committee had been
held on May 28, 1965. JONES told STANLEY LEVISON,
MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR. had given permission to b7
JONES to hire I I for SCLC'. JONES told
LEVISON that it was agreed at the meeting to
reduce the number of people and narrow the
geographical sise of SCOPE'.’ JONES told LEVISON the
meeting further discussed KING* s upcoming vacation
and the House Committee on un-American Activities.

NY T- 51
May 29, 1965
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On May 29, 1965, CLARENCE JONES and
STANLEY LEVISON were in contact; The principal
reason for the contact was to arrange a time when
they could meet to discuss the meeting of SCLC
scheduled for June 9-11, 1965# in Warren ton,.’

..

Virginia; They made an appointment for 3:00 p;m;
on June 2, 1965, at JONES' office, 165 Broadway,
New York, New York.

NY T-^9
May 29, 1965

On June 2, 1965, at 3:07 p.m., SAS of
the FBI observed STANLEY LEVISON enter the
building at 165 Broadway, New York City. CLARENCE
JONES had been observed entering the building at

1:40 p;m;

On June 3, 1965, HARRY BELEFONTE told
CLARENCE JONES that SCLC owed him $5,000.00 from
the Selma March and he would like JONES to get
$1,000; 00 of it to FANNY LOJHAYMEN (probably
FANNY LOOHAMMER) at 626 East La Foyette Street,
Louisville, Kentucky; JONES agreed to do this.

NY T- 51
June 3, 1965

On June 8-11, 1965, a meeting. of the leaders
and advisors of the SCLC would be held in Warrenton,
Virginia;

NY T- 51
May 21, 1965

On June 8, 1965, STANLEY LEVISON was in b6
contact with CLARENCE JONES, Secretary. LEVISON b ?c

instructed her to make airline reservations for
himself, JONES and I I for June 9, 1965;

NY T- 49
June 8, 1965

- 6lj. -
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On June 9, 1965, at 5:48 p.m., SAS of the
FBI observed BAYARD RUSTIN, STANLEY LEVISON,
CLARENCE JONES and an unidentified woman board
the 6:00 p.m. Eastern Airlines Flight bound from
La Guardia .Airport, New York City to National
Airport, Washington, D’.C".

CLARENCE JONES and an unknown male had
contact on June 12, 1965. The contact was in
regard to a three day conference of SCLC Advisors
Committee and Board which took place at .Warrenton ^

Virginia, June 8-11, 1965. JONES stated the
conference discussion centered around the moving of
SCLC operations -North specifically to New;-York _

and Chicago. The purpose for moving North,
according to JONES, would be to make gains in
housing, schools and other basic needs.

JONES explained his position and stated
that he told those in attendance it would be a
mistake to conduct non-violent campaigns and
demonstrations of school desegregation in the
North since there were more important issues. He
advised them that if they were to move North, a
lot of militant support for the Southern movement
would be cut off by the people in the North. The
power structure in the North would,hot look ‘.kindly
on SCLC if demonstrations were brought north.

NYT-51
June i2, 1965
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1

On June 12, 1964, attended a Kings
County, CP, USA Council meeting which was held at 1110

Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, New York.

NY T-17
June 18, 1963

A CP, USA meeting was held on Staten Island, New
York, on February 24, 1963. A discussion was held as to b6
whether another group should be brought into the CP group b 7c

having the masting-. One of the members objected to the
inclusion of I [ I [ a CP , USA
member present, stated, "Well, we can't forget | 1 is

Chairman of the Party on Stated Island, and is recognized
as such”

*

NY T-18
February 25, 1963

HERBERT APTHEKER

On December 13, 1959, HERBERT APTHEKER was elected
to the National Committee of CP, USA, at its 17th National
Convention held December 10-13, 1959.

NY T-19
December 13, 1959

I, as of June, 1965, was a member of the

CP, USA.

NY T-l
June 14, 1965
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PHILIP BART

On December 13, 1959, PHIL BART Was electedto
the National Committee of the CP, USA at its 17th National
Convention, held December 10-13, 1959*

NY T-19
December 13, 1959

On March 28, 1965, an announcement was made at
a meeting of the State Committee of the CP of Ohio that BART
was replacing ANTHONY KRCHMAREK as Chairman of the District.

NY T-20
March 30, 1965

THEODORE R. BASSETT

THEODORE R. BASSETT is a member of the CP, USA.

NY T-4
March, 1965

Source learned that BASSETT was a member of the
New York District School Commission of the CP as of February,
1965.

NY T-4
February 1, 1965

The masthead of "The Worker" of July 4, 1965, lists
T. R. BASSETT as a member of its editorial staff.

According to
Party Headquarters , New York City ,[

Secretary at Communist b6
^had been b 7 c

a member of the Young Communist League before coming into
prominence as an

NY T-27
October 28, 1958

The Young Communist League has been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

- 68 r
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| |
were .present at a meeting of

the 17th Assembly District Club-. Kings Countv CP. held in be
March, 1963, in

| |,
b7c

Brooklyn, New YorTcI ;

NY T-4
March 14, 1963

|
|were in attendance b<

at a meeting of the 17th Assembly District Club, Kings *>

County CP, held January 9, 1963 at 805 St, Marks Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York,

NY T-21
January 11, 1963

Flatbush Club oi

at
|

York.

_| was in attendance at a meeting of theb ®

CP, Brooklyn held on November 13, 1961 b/

J, | I, Brooklyn, New

NY T-22
November 16, 1961

Information was made available to the effect that b

a meeting of the Flatbush Club, Kings County CP. would be b

held on the evening of March 4, 1964, at
|

~|
.

NY T-23
February 27, 1964

Individuals
_lwas observed among a group of seven
the I I at

,
Brooklyn, New York.

Special Agents of the
Federal Bureau of
Investigation
March 4, 1964
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of the Nations.
|
is a CP member and attended a meeting

Tegro Commission, CP, USA, in March, 1965.

NY T-l
April 1, 1965

In April, 1965 « T I was nominated to be
a member of the National Committee of the PLP but he declined
this position.

NY T-48
April 19, 1965

- 7©
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Doctor W.E.B. DU BOIS

Doctor W.E.B. DU BOIS died in Ghana, Africa, at
the age of 96. He joined the CP at the age of 93. His
letter of application to the CP, USA, and his acceptance were
printed in "The Worker" issue of November 26, 1961.

I b6

is a Vice President of PLP and is a b,c

member of the PLP National Committee.

NY T-48
April 19, 1965

has been publicly identified as a
member of the Muslim Mosque , Inc. , and former confidant of
MALCOLM X. He was arrested by the New York City Police
Department on a chage of felonious assault for the shooting
at the assassin of MALCOLM X.

EUGENE GORDON, SR .

As of June, 1965, EUGENE GORDON was a member of
the CP, USA.

NY T-l
June 14, 1965

JESSE GRAY

JESSE GRAY is a former Organizer of the Harlem
Region of the CP, USA.

NY T-4
November 28, 1960
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"The New York Times" of December 31, 1963 ,
page 30,

contained an article on JESSE GRAY wherein he is described

as the leader of the Harlem rent strikes and the head of xne

Community Council for Housing at 6 East 117th Street, ^/t?
City. It stated that, after the 1963 rent strike appeared to

be gaining ground, anonymous postcards were sent to

charging that he was a Communist. It continues

:

this, Mr. GRAY denied he was a Communist. He said he had oeen

questioned by the House Un-American Activiites Committee

because he had supported the right of BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, state

Chairman of the CP, to run for State Senator in 1958.

denied CP affiliation under oath but took the Fifth Amendment

when the Committee asked him to give the names of Communists

known to him."

According to WILLIAM PATTERSON, JESSE GRAY is no

longer a CP member, but is friendly to the CP.

NY T-4
January 24, 1964

GIL GREEN

As of November 16, 1964, GIL GREEN was a full time

paid functionary of the CP, USA, and he is a member of the

Secretariat, National Board, and National Committee of t

CP, USA.

NY T-26
November 16, 1964

JACOB GREEN

JACOB GREEN is Chairman of the CP of Maryland.

NY T-l
March 25, 1965
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as of June, 1965
:he CP, USA.

was a member of

b6
b7C

NY T-l
June 14, 1965

JAMES JACKSON

JAMES JACKSON is a member of the National Committee

of the CP, USA.

NY T-2 7

October 14, 1964

The masthead of ’’The Worker”, April 6, 1965, lists

JAMES JACKSON as Editor.

i

| |
attended a membership meeting of the

b ^c

W.E.B. Du Bois Club, Brooklyn, New York, on February 21, 1965.

NY T-2

8

February, 1965

ARNOLD S. JOHNSON

”Tjf,e Worker", September 22 , 1964, on page 7,

odumn 1, described ARNOLD JOHNSON as National Public
Relations Director of the CP, USA.

| L. b6
, , b7C

| , as of June, 1965, was member

of the CP, USA.

NY T-l
June 14, 1965
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H

CLARENCE JONES

The source identified a photograph of CLARENCE JONES
as a person whom he knew during late 1953 or early 1954 to
be a member of and in a position of leadership in the Labor
Youth League (LYL).

The LYL has been designated NY T-55
pursuant to Executive Order February 26, 1957

MARTIN LUTHER KINGS t JR.

A CP functionary has described MARTIN LUTHER KING,
JR., as a confirmed Marxist.

NY T-27
February 12, 1962

1 was described, as of April, 1965,
as a CP member.

bo
b7C

NY T-5
April 7, 1965

was a member of the CP, USA New
York District Board as of June, 1965, and is New York County
CP Organizer.

b6
b7C

NY T-4
June 14, 1965
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STANLEY LEVISON

STANLEY LEVISON was a secret member of the Communist
Party, USA 9 in July, 1963. In late 1963 and early 1964^ he
criticized the CP for not being sufficiently militant in the
civil rights struggle. LEVISON was described by certain CP
leaders as being to the "left” of the CP in his position on
civil rights. LEVISON 1 s differences with the CP, however,
are merely tactical and he continues his ideological adherences
to Communism.

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

NY T-2 7

April, 1964

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT is Vice Chairman and a member of
the National Committee of the CP, USA, and Chairman of the
Illinois CP District.

NY T-29
February 15, 1965

i 1

b6

|

is President of District 65, b7c
Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, AEL-CIO, 13
Astor Place, New York City.

On July 6, 1953
T
l~ I testified before the b6

House Committee on Un-American Activities in New York City,b?c
and refused to answer questions concerning the CP and other
group affiliations.

Sources advised that
with the CP in 1951.

had broken b6
b7C

NY T-30
February 10 , 1954

NY T-31
May 15, 1956
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As of June, 196 5 , I 1

CP, USA.

was a member of the b6
b7C

NY T-6
June 3, 1965

MALCOLM X (LITTLE)

MALCOLM X was the founder and President of the

Muslim Mosque, Inc. (MMI).

NY T-32
August 16, 1964

MALCOLM X was shot and killed on February 21,

1965

»

of June, 1965.
]
was a member of the CP, USA as

NY T-6
March 15, 1965

l l

| |
was elected a member

of the National Committee of the CP, USA at its 17th National

Convention held December 10—13, 1959.

• NY T-26
December 14, 1959
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GEORGE MEYERS

GEORGE MEYERS was elected to the National Committee
of the CP 5 USA at its 17th National Convention, held
December 10-13, 1959.

NY T-19
December 13, 1959

GEORGE MEYERS is Organizer of the Southern Region
of the CP S USA.

NY T-l
March 25, 1965

GEORGE MORRIS

GEORGE MORRIS is a member of the New York District
CP Committee.

NY T- 4

June 14, 1962

The masthead of "The Worker” of July 18, 1965,
lists GEORGE MORRIS as a member of its Editorial Staff.

L the | | of GEORGE MORRIS,
member of the Editorial Staff of ”The Worker” , was present
at a meeting of the Brooklyn Youth CP held at

|

in Brooklyn, New York, on October 23, 1962.

b6
b7C

NY T-33
1962
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As of October 30, 1953 , | , |
was a

member of the Professional Group of the C? USA, in New
Orleans , Louisiana. Some of the meetings of this group
were held in

| I.

NY T-34
October 30, 1953

Records of the Veterans Administration fVA) Regiona l

Office , New York City, made available to Special Agent[_ I

|
on February 26, 195 4, bvl I,

bupervxsxng Attorney, indicated that| I of I I

1 , was born! k at Los Angles,
Calxfornxa. His is I I .

Concerning I L the source advised that among
b

checks drawn against the account of the Physicians Forum b
maintained at the Chemical Bank New York Trust Company, New
York City, during February, 1964, was one dated February 21,
1964, in the amount of $275.00 payable to | I, Medical
Doctor

.

NY T-35
February, 1964

The source no longer has custody of the check upon
which the above information is based and this information
is not to be made available except in the usual proceedings
involving the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum. The person
'to be subpoenaed is I I

L New York Cxtv. A characterization of the Physicians
Forum appears in the Appendix Section,
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-oncernm also known as[
the source advised th^tl I had

seen transferred t’rom the Brooklyn Club < :F the Los Angeles
County CP to New York in April, 1947*

NY T-36
May 17, 1947

of the CP, USA*
J as of June, 1965, was a member bo

b7C

NY T-l
June 14, 1965

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON is Chairman of the New York
District CP.

NY T-4
November 15, 1964

l 1

b

|
was known to the source to be a member b

of the CP.

NY T-5 8

March 5, 1954

•7ICT0R PERLO

As of June, 1965, VICTOR PERLO was a member of the
USA.

NY T-l
June 14, 1965
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PETTIS PERRY

5'ETTIS PERRY is a member at large of the
National Committee of the CP, USA.

NY T-3 7

February 3, 1965

IRVING POTASH

IRVING POTASH is Organizer of the New Jersey CP.

NY T-27
April 7, 1965

PAUL ROBESON

ESLANDA ROBESON was a CP member in 1945, but
she does not hold herself out as a Communist and denies
membership in the Party. The source stated that ESLANDA
ROBESON was a devoted member of the CP along with her
husband, PAUL ROBESON, who is a devoted CP member. BEN
DAVIS, who was known to the source at that time as chairman
of the Harlem Branch of the CP, and a member of the
National Board of the CP and JACK STACHEL, who was known to
the source at that time as a National functionary of the CP,
were the sources of his information concerning ESLANDA and
PAUL ROBESON.

NY T-3

8

June 29, 1950

The late city edition, "The New York Times",
'V.cember 2 3, 1963, reported that PAUL ROBESON left the United
fxates on July 10, 1958, after an eight year legal fight on
a Supreme Court ruling to obtain a passport.
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According to the article ,
ROBESON once said he loved,

5! i'he Soviet people more than any other nation because of thexr
.

suffering and sacrifice for us, the Negro people, the progressive

peopie 9 the people of the future in this w >rld" . It added
that most of the questions directed at ROf.ESGN on his arrival

in New York City on December 22 » 1963, were answered by his

wife , who told reporters that her husband still thinks
Communism is ’’terrific”

,

BAYARD RUSTIN

in ’’The Saturday Evening Post", issue of July 11-18,

1964, page 76, BAYARD RUSTIN is the subject of a feature article

captioned: "The Lone Wolf of Civil Rights". In it, RUSTIN is

said to have come to New York in 1938, as an organizer for.

the Young Communist League (YCL) , and as such, he had the job

of recruiting students for the "Party". Furthermore, the

article reports that during his first years in New York,
RUSTIN gave most of his earnings to the "Party". He
reportedly left the "Party" in 1941, the article states.

The YCL has been designated pursuant to Executive
Order 10450.

The "Daily Worker", February 11, 1957, page 1,

column 2, reported that BAYARD RUSTIN, Executive Secretary,
War Resisters League, was an observer at the 16th National
Convention of the CP, USA held in New York City, on February

9-12, 3.957.

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast Communist
publication until it ceased publication on January
13 , 195 8.

During a meeting" of the National Board, CP, USA,

on September 25, 1963, BENJAMIN J. DAVIS remarked that , "RUSTIN

calls me constantly—openly".

NY T-2
September 25, 1963
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BAYARD RUSTIN contacted BENJAMIN J. DAVIS on
February 19, 20, 1964, and sought his advice as to how he could
escape from a speaking engagement to which he was committed.
On the latter contact, DAVIS told RUSTIN that he was working
on his request and had contacted friends who had contacts
with the group to which RUSTIN was to speak.

NY T-39
February, 1964

"The New York Times”, August 24, 1964, page 27,
column 4, reports that BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, National Secretary
CP, USA, died in New York City on the night of August 22,
1964.

On July 1, 1961, while attending a CP. USA meeting
in Staten Island, New YorkJ 1, 1 1

1 stated that I I goes to CP, USA meetings m New
York City. On January 15, 1962. while at a CP, USA meeting
in Staten Island, New York,
his

|
was then a member of the CP, USA.

stated that

b6
b7C

NY T-18
July 3, 1961
January 16, 1962

On October 4, 1964,
,

CP. USA meeting which was held at C
I L New York.

attended a

1 I

b6
b7C

NY T-18
October 5, 1964
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I 1

b6

- |

was Chairman of one of the two CP b7c

Clubs comprising the 17th Assembly District, Kings County
CP, as of March, 1962.

NY T-40
March, 1962

I was a member of the CP, USA b °

c
as of June, 1965.

NY T-6
June 3, 1965

On January 13, 1965, I ~l attended the Eastern
Seaboard Conference of "The Worker" held at the Hotel Woodstock,
•NYC.

NY T-41
February 4, 1965

JACK STACHEL

JACK STACHEL was elected to the National Committee
of the CP, USA, at its 17th National Convention held December
10-13, 1959.

NY T-19
December 13, 1959

"The Worker", April 6, 1965, lists JACK STACHEL in
its masthead as a member of its editorial staff.

b6
b7C
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i, as of June,
of the 11th A.D. Club of the Harlem

1965, was a member
Region of the CP.

b6
b7C

NY T-5
June 16, 1965

I I was a member of CP, USA New York
_

be

District Board as of June, 1965, and is District Organiza- b7c

tional Secretary..

NY T-4
June 14, 1965

| |
is a member of the New York District

CP Board and is in charge of New York District CP Youth
Activities

»

NY T-4
June 14, 1965

I ~l continues to be a member of the ^ic
National Negro Commission, CP, USA.

NY T-29
April 8, 1965

I I is an officer of the District be
Committee, CP, USA, New England District, being in charge b7c

of Negro matters and is the acting, unpaid, full-time
organizer.

NY T-42
March 12, 1965

be
b7C
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b6
b7C

| | attended the State Convention
of the N.J CP 9 which was held at the Hotel Princeton, Lakewood,
New Jersey, on July 10 and 11, 1948.

NY T-43
July 15, 1948

JAMES TORMEY

JAMES TORMEY was a member of the CP, USA New
York District Board as of June, 1965, andis in charge
of New York' District CP Trade Union activities.

NY T-4
June 14, 1965

Sipce the spring of 1964, until August 1, 1964,
has attended meetings of either the CP Negro be

Commission, Illinois, CP or the CP Subcommittee on NALC work b7c

of the Negro Commission f I llinois CP or both. To the
knowledge of informants, I His not assigned to a CP club
within the Illinois CP District, but due to the fact that
she

fo
as been attending these meetings and that she is thehas

Hof Chairman of the Railroad Club,
Illinois CP, they consider her to be a current member of
the Illinois CP.

NY T-44
NY T-45
August, 1964
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I Iwas a member of the Community Section
of the CP in Peoria, Illinois*

NY T-56
November, 1947

I I had not been active in CP affairs in b6

the Peoria area for some time, and the source advised he had b?<

not been in the area for a long period of time.

NY T-56
June 24, 1948

I

~1 of SCLC was in contact with
GEORGE MEYERS of Baltimore, Maryland, and agreed to see MEYERS
on January 14, 1965. The purpose of the meeting was not known.

NY T-57
January 14, 1965

On May 21, 1956, | | ,
I

.

I

I Pftnria, Illinois, advised that she was married to
from 1945 to 1947. She had known him for

several years prior to this marriage and had resided with
him following their separation during 1948 and 1949 and
had last had contact with him in April, 1964. Based upon
this relationship she would describe

|

|

as always and probably still, in sympatny wxtn me soviet
Union.

HARRY WACHTEL

In December, 1949, HARRY H. WACHTEL, 41 Broad
Street, New York, New York, was on a list of individuals
carried as active members of the National Lawyers Guild.

NY T-53
December, 1949
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A characterization of the National Lawyers Guild
is in the Appendix.

The name HARRY WACHTEL was on a list of names,
significance not known, which was maintained at the Head-
quarters of the Kings County CP at 26 Court Street, Brooklyn,
New York.

NY T-5 4

March 5, 1944

Regarding HARRY WACHTEL* sf L

fL
her name

and address were on a list of names of newly elected officers
of the Bath Beach Club of the Kings County CP.

bo
b7C

NY T-54
March 5, 1944

On October 4, 1964. 1

CP. USA meeting which was held at
[

I New York.

attended a b6
1 b7C

NY T-18
October 5, 1964

' b6

| | is the Organization Secretary of the b7c

Illinois CP District.

NY T-26
April 5, 196 4
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CP Board.

b6

is a member of the New York District b7c

NY T-4
March 29, 1965

HENRY WINSTON

At a meeting of the National Committee of the CP,
USA, on August 12 and 13, 1961, HENRY WINSTON was elected a
member of that committee , the National Executive Committee
and Vice Chairman of the Party.

NY T-26
August 12, 13, 1961

CARL WINTER

CARL WINTER is a member of the National Committee
cf the CP, USA and is in charge of trade union work.

NY T-2 7

July 1, 1965
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i.

FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED
\

The records of the New York Secretary of State,
Albany, New York, show-tloat the certificate of incorporation
of Preedomways-_Associates, incorporated, was filed on March 2
.1961.

,

' ^ .

^ .-t

. The Spring, 1964, issue of "FreedomwaysJ'.. elf

-

-described as "A .Quarterly Review of thp.Jfegro-F*r£edom Move-,
ment" published by Freedomways Associates, Incorporated,
799 Broadway, New York City,

|

On May\24, 1961 , a source advised that a report
was given on "Freedomways" at a meeting of the National
Board, Communist party, USA (CPUSA), held on May 24, 1961 ,

It was stated that the original plan ceiled for the
publication to be't openly Marxist, but that it was later
decided it would not be avowedly a Marxist publication.
Editorials are in the hands of a miiced 'group of Marxists
and non-Marxists. It was stated tfciat the central purpose
of "Freedomways" is to develop a tneory and positive
criticism of currents in the Negrp movement, as well as
to raise the level of understanding gtnd. discussion taking
place in Negro life today and to'projedt a socialist and
pro-Soviet orientation. '

* * i
'

On May 25 , 1961, another source advised that
"Freedomways" was set up for the CPUSA* by JAMES JACKSON,
a member of the National Committee of £he CPUSA.

1 ! \

i
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1. APPENDIX

HARLEM DEFENSE COUNCIL (HDC)

The Harlem Defense Council (HDC) was formed by the

Progressive Labor Movement , now known as the Progressive Labor

Party, in New York City, as a front organization, with its

main objective to get recruits for PLM. As PLM is known to

be a very militant type organization, the leaders of PLM hope
to use HDC to recruit Negroes and others and gradually orient

these people toward the aims and obj'ectives of the PLM.

The HDC was also formed by the PLM to organize
Negroes on a block-by-block basis in the Harlem area in New
York City, with plans to furnish these people with arms to

defend themselves against the police. The foregoing informa-
tion was furnished to the source by

| |
one of

the leaders of PLM.

NY T - 59
July 29, I961j.
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1. APPENDIX

MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED (MMl)

The^Mar'ch~137~I964> edition of "The New York Times,”
a daily newspaper published in New York, New York, contained
an article on page 20 which indicated that MALCOLM X (LITTLE),
former national official of the Nation of Islam (NOI) who
broke with the NOI on March 8, 1964, publicly announced in
New York City on March 12, 1964, that he had formed the Muslim
Mosque, Incorporated (MMI) , The MMI, according to the article
would be a broadly based politically oriented black nationalist
movement for Negroes only, financed by voluntary contributions.
In this public statement MALCOLM X urged Negroes to abandon
the doctrine of non-violence when it Is necessary to defend
themselves In the civil rights struggle, and he also suggested
that Negroes form rifle clubs to protect their lives and
property In time of emergencies in areas where the govern-
ment is unable or unwilling to protect them.

Incorporation papers of the MMI filed on March l6,
1964, with the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York
County, New York, New York, reflect that the MMI was
incorporated under the Religious Corporation Law of the
State of New York to work for the Imparting of the Islamic
Faith and Islamic Religion in accordance with "accepted
Islamic principals.” The principal place of worship to be
located In the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New York.

The May 23, 1964, edition of the ”New York
Amsterdam News," a weekly Negro newspaper published in
New York City, contained an article by columnist JAMES
BOOKER in which he indicated that he had heard that the
visit by MALCOIM X with Muslim leaders during his African
tour has changed him to become soft in his anti-white
feelings and to become more religious.

On October 6, 1964, a confidential source advised
that the MMI is apparently affiliated with the true orthodox
Islamic Religion through its affiliation with the Islamic
Foundation (of New York), 1 Riverside Drive, New York City.
The only teachings of the MMI are on the Islamic Religion.
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MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED

. A second confidential source advised on October 20
1964, that the headquarters of the MMI are located in Suite
128, Hotel Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York,
where they were established on March 16, 1984. These head-
quarters are shared with the Organization of Afro-American
Unity (OAAU) which is also headed by MALCOLM X.

MALCOLM X was assassinated on February 21, 19^5 >

while addressing an OAAU rally at the Audubon Ballroom,
Broadway and 166th Street, New York City.
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1. APPENDIX

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH THE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publica-
tions*" revised and published as of December 1, 1961* to super-
sede Guide published on January 2* 1957 * prepared and released
by the Committee on Un-American Activities* United States
House of Representatives* Washington* D.C. sets forth the fol-
lowing concerning NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH THE UN-AMERICAN
ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE.

"Cited as a ’new organization’ set up in the summer
of i960* 'to lead and direct the Communist Party's "Operation
Abolition" campaign.' ’Seven of the national leaders of this
group have been identified as Communists.'

"(Committee on Un-American Activities* House Report
1278 on The Truth About The Film "Operation Abol-
ition* " Part 1* October 3^ 1961* P-5*)"
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U APPENDIX

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications," revised and published as of De-cember 1

1961, prepared and released by the .Committee on Un-
American Activities, United States House of Represent
atives, Washington, D.C., contains the following
concerning the National Lawyers Guild:

"National Lawyers Guild

"1. Cited as a Communist front.
(Special Committee on Un-American
Activities, House Report 1311 on the
CIO Political Action Committee,
March 29, 1944, p. 149.)

"2. Cited as a Communist front which ’is

the foremost legal bulwark of the
Communist Party its front organizations,
and controlled unions' and which 'since
its inception has never failed to rally
to the legal defense of the Communist
Party and individual members thereof,
including known espionage agents.'
(Committee on Un-A .erican Activities,
House Report 3123 on the National
Lawyers Guild, September 21, 1950

,

originally related September 17 , 1950.)

"3. 'To defend the cases of Communist
lawbreakers, fronts have been devised
making special appeals in behalf of civil
liberties and reaching out far beyond the
confines of the Communist Party itself.
Among these organizations are the * * *

National Lawyers Guild. When the
Communist Party itself is under fire
these offer a bulwark of protection.'
(internal Security Subcommittee of the
senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook
for Americans, S. Doc. 117 , April 23,
1956, p. 91.)"
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ORGANIZATION OP AFRO-AMERICAN UNITY. INCORPORATED (OAAU)_

On June 28, 1964, MALCOLM X LITTLE, founder and
leader of the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated (MMI), publicly
announced the formation of a new, all Negro, militant civil
rights action group to be known as the Organization of Afro-
American Unity (OAAU), with himself as Chairman. This
announcement was made at a public rally held by the MMI
in the Audubon Ballroom, Broadway and l66th Street, New
York City.

A printed and published statement of basic OAAU
aims read by MALCOLM X at this meeting indicates that it
shall include "all” people of African descent in the
Western Hemisphere, as well as "our” brothers and sisters
on the African continent. It is patterned after the ’’letter

and' spirit” of the Organization of African Unity established
(by African heads of States) at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in
May, 1963.

A recording of the remarks of MALCOLM X at this
meeting indicates that the aim of the OAAU is to eliminate
differences between Negroes so they can work together for
"human rights," while the initial objective is to
"internationalize" the American civil rights movement by
taking it to the United Nations. LITTLE condemned the non-
violent civil rights movement and claims that Negroes should
be taught to protect themselves, when and if necessary.
The OAAU will sponsor a program for Negroes of education,
politics, culture, economics, and social reform.

On August 19, 1964, a confidential source advised
that the headquarters of the OAAU are located in MMI head-
quarters, Suite 128, Hotel Theresa, 2090 7th Avenue, New
York City.

MALCOLM X was assassinated on February 21, 1965 >

while addressing an OAAU rally at the Audubon Ballroom,
New York City.

On April 13, 1965 , a second confidential source
advised that on March 26, 1965 , the OAAU filed a Certificate
of Incorporation with the Department of State, State of New
York, Albany, New York, and henceforth the organization’s
true name will be Organization of Afro-American Unity,
Incorporated.

L
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1. APPENDIX

THE PHYSICIANS FORUM INCORPORATED

Records in the office of the Clerk., New York
State Supreme Court, Foley Square, New York, reflect that

The Physicians* Forum, Inc., (PF) was issued a Certificate
of Incorporation on April 27, 1944 > under the laws of the

State of New York, to operate as a non-profit, membership
organization principally in the United States. The PF,

under the name of the New York Physicians* Forum, had been
in existence as an unincorporated association since about

1939.

A source, on September 13 , 1954, furnished a

folder of PF entitled "What is the Physicians* Forum?"
which stated in part that to maintain freedom of thought
and expression in medicine, the Forum opposes the
imposition of "loyalty oaths" as a prerequisite for
licensi:re, for hospital appointments or privileges, in

medical schools, or hospital staffs and against patients;
to re-establish the freedom of the medical press, the
Forum urges medical society publications to open their
volumes to diverse views on controversial subjects; and
to provide a forum wherein socially liberal doctors may
express their views in opposition to the policies of
organized medicine.

The report of the Sub-Committee to Investigate
the Administration of the Internal Security Act and other
Security Laws of the Committee of the Judiciary, United
States Senate, 82nd Congress, 1952 on "Subversive Influence
in the Educational Process" on page 37 sets out the testimony*
of BELLA DODD, member of the National Committee of the

.

Communist Party from 1944 to 1948. DODD testified that
the PF was established primarily by the Communist Party
(CP) and although not all members of the PF were Communist

s

r - -

the "initiative for organizing the PF came from the CP,
came from the ninth floor (35 East 12th Street, New York
City), where the National Committee of the CP existed*"

On April 24, 1963 * the above source advised that
the PF is opposed to the resumption of nuclear testing- and
is against compulsory membership for physicians in the
American Medical Association (AMA). It continues to be
active in a program of supporting legislation which would
provide medical care for the recipients of Social. Security **•"*-

benefits, and provide for Social Security benefits for \

physicians . . .
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-2. APPENDIX

THE PHYSICIANS FORUM INCORPORATED

The Physicians 1 Forum is located at 510 Madison
Avenue, New York, New York.
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1 . APPENDIX

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY (PLP)
PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT (PLM)

A source advised on April 20, 196$, that the PLP,
formerly known as the PLM, held its first national convention
April 15-18, 1965> at New York City, to organize the PLM into
aPLP. The PLP will have as its ultimate objective the estab-
lishment of a militant working class movement based on Marxism-
Leninism.

"The New York Times, " City Edition, Tuesday, April 20,
1965, page 27, reported that a new party of "revolutionary
socialism" was formally founded on April 18, 1965 , under the
name of the PLP. The PLP was described as an outgrowth of the b/c

PLM. Its off 1 Qfi-rs 1 rigm

President, and
ified asC T New York,
of New York and MORT SCHEER of
s. A 20 -member National CommitteeSan Francisco, Vice Presiden

was elected to direct the party until the next convention.

According to the article. "The Progressive Labor
Movement was founded in 1962 by | land Mr. SCHEER after b7c
they were expelled from the Communist party of the United States
for assertedly following. the Chinese Communist line."

The PLP publishes the "Marxist-Leninist Quarterly, " a
theoretical magazine; "Progressive Labor, " a monthly magazine;
"Challenge, " a New York City newspaper; and "Spark, " a west
coast newspaper.

,

,

4 * \

The June 1, 1965* issue of "Challenge, " page 6, states
that, "this paper is dedicated to fight for a new way of life-
where the working men and women own and control their homes,
factories, the police, courts, and the entire government on
every level."

The source advised that the PLP utilizes the address
of General Post Office Box 808, Brooklyn 1, New York, but also
utilises an office in Room 622, 132 Nassau Street, New York
City, where PLP publications are prepared.
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1. APPENDIX

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL FUND, INC.

"The Southern Patriot", a monthly publication,
shows that it is published by the SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
EDUCATIONAL FUND, INC. (SCEF).

"The Southern Patriot" was cited as an "organ"
of the SOUTHERN CONFERENCE FOR HUMAN WELFARE (SCHW) by
the Committee on Un-American Activities, House Report 592,
on the SCHW, June 12, 1947.

The SCHW was cited as a communist front by the
Committee on Un-American Activities, House Report 592, June
16, 1947.

An amendment to the charter of the SCHW changed
the name of that organization to the SCEF, and listed its

purpose as being to improve the educational cultural
standards of the Southern people in accordance with the
highest American democratic institutions, traditions, and
ideals. The amendment was dated April 2o, 1946.

A source advised on March 2, 1961, that CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT, a Communist Party functionary, stated at a meeting
of the Communist Party in Baltimore, Maryland, on February
25, 1961, that the Communist Party is not connected with any
progressive movement but indirectly they do have some influence
in the SCEF.

A second source, who is familiar with some phases
of Communist Party activity in the New Orleans area, advised
on June 2, 1964, that during the time the SCHW was in existence.
Communist Party (CP) members have not been encouraged to work
in the SCEF. The source stated the SCEF is a progressive,
liberal organization, which he considers a CP front organi-
zation because it has gone along with the Communist Party
on certain issues, particularly on the racial question.

On June 2, 1964, the second source advised that^
in the past he has considered I I- the Executive
Director of the SCEF, to be a communist, if not an actual

j

3 ®

Communist Party member, because he followed Communist '

principles.
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Hie second source also advised on May 27 j 19^3^

that many people who are officials and members of the SCEF,

while liberal in their views, are by no means communists.
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h. APPENDIX

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY -

NEW YORK LOCAL

A source stated on August 25, I960, that the
New York Local (NYli) of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
waa founded during 1938 in New York City.

A second confidential source stated on April 8,
1964, that the NYL was affiliated with and followed the
aims .and purposes of the National SWP.

The SWP has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
July 30, 1965

Bufile 100-442529
NYfile 100-153735

Title

Character

Communist Influence
Racia^ Matters

in

Internal Security - C

Reference is made to the report of

Special Agent John C. Seaton, dated and captioned as above

at New York.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished

reliable information in the past.

NY T-46 with whom there has been* insufficient contact

to determine his reliability .

This document contains neither recommendations

nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It

is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and

is loaned to your agency ; it and its contents are not to be

distributed outside your agency.
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